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NEW

LIBRARY JOURNAL Best Reference 2017

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WHALES, DOLPHINS AND
PORPOISES
by Erich Hoyt

Whale researcher Erich Hoyt takes readers into the field for an intimate
encounter with some 90 species of cetaceans that make their homes in the
world’s oceans. Here is the latest research on cetacean biology and behavior,
from the physical differences and adaptations among the baleen and toothed
whales to their highly intelligent hunting and feeding methods. The courtship
and mating practices, family relationships and the lifelong bonds among some
cetaceans are fascinating.
Topics include:
• detailed profiles of 90 cetacean species
• fascinating sidebars that bring to life cetacean society and culture
• an enlightening discussion of the differences between dolphins and
porpoises
• new information on the history and impact of whaling
• an impassioned argument for the ongoing need for international protection
of at-risk populations and their increasingly damaged habitat.

color photos & illus., charts, further reading, index
300 pages 10 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $49.95 isbn 978-1-77085-941-8

M/H

Eric Hoyt is an award-winning author and whale researcher.
His research and public talks on whales, marine protected
areas and whale watching have taken him to every ocean
and over 50 countries. An American-Canadian dual citizen,
he currently is a Research Fellow for the UK-based Whale and
Dolphin Conservation. His books include Creatures of the Deep,
Orca: The Whale Called Killer and Whale Rescue.

“The hallmark of this book is its photography. Particularly
arresting are the underwater photographs; these provide a
perspective that few humans will ever see.” — Choice
“…introduces readers to the field of cetaceans with this
eye-catching and appealing work. An accessible volume for
school and public libraries.” — Booklist

“Stunning images... enliven the text. Hoyt writes
movingly on life cycles, the future for these animals, and
how readers can get involved in
protecting them. For patrons of
all ages.” – Library Journal

More books on
marine life on page 2
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SCIENCE

GENERALMARINE
REFERENCE
LIFE

SHARKS

NEW IN
PAPERBACK

Ancient Predators in a Modern Sea
by Salvador Jorgensen

Jorgensen has combined the latest discoveries of new species and newly-documented shark behavior to
give an accurate picture of sharks. Stunning photos of shark births, recently discovered creatures, and
details of sharks’ skin, eyes, teeth and heads make this a book every shark enthusiast will want to read.
“Lavishly illustrated exposition
on the variety, history,
physiology and behavior of
sharks.” – Reference & Research
Book News
200+ color photos, color illus.,charts,
bibliography, index
256 pages 10 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $29.95
isbn 978-0-2281-0080-5

M/H

GREAT WHITE SHARK
Myth and Reality

NEW IN
PAPERBACK

by Alexandrine Civard-Racinais

Great White Shark follows one research
team as it tracks tagged great whites,
revealing previously unknown behaviors —
such as hunting in groups — that change
our understanding of this remarkable
animal. It also discusses the deadly dangers
faced by great white sharks from pollution
and the practice of finning.
“Brings readers up close and personal
with the great white shark.”
– Reference & Research Book News

115+ color photos, range map, resources, index
144 pages 7½ × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95
isbn 978-1-77085-953-1

M/H

CREATURES OF THE DEEP
In Search of the Sea’s “Monsters” and the World They Live In
Second Edition, Updated and Expanded
by Erich Hoyt

Hoyt gives readers a glimpse of the amazing variety of creatures found in the deepest parts of the ocean.
Advances in underwater research has allowed for the discovery of numerous new species and improved
underwater photographic techniques produce clearer, sharper photos of these creatures.
“As engagingly descriptive as he is
instructive, Hoyt takes readers on an
extensive tour through the underwater
zones. Teen science buffs will enjoy the
photographs and Hoyt’s animation and
clarity.”
– Booklist (for the 1st edition)
100+ color photos, resources, sources, index
288 pages 9 × 11	  FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $39.95
isbn 978-1-77085-281-5

M/H
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MARINE LIFE

SCIENCE

MOOSE
Crowned Giant of the Northern Wilderness

NEW

written and photographed by Mark Raycroft

The moose is the largest living member of the deer family; their considerable weight and awesome
antlers make them a spectacle to behold.
Ranging from New England to Montana, northern Canada to Alaska, 1 million moose inhabit
the vast forests and tundra of North America. More recently, moose have been reintroduced to
Wisconsin, Minnesota, New Hampshire and Newfoundland. Despite their physical grandeur, moose
face challenges from encroaching human activity and a warming climate.
Illustrated with the exquisite photographs of famed wilderness photographer and biologist
Raycroft, this book celebrates these magnificent and elusive forest giants.

140+ color photos, bibliography, maps, index
160 pages 9 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-966-1

M/H

DAM BUILDERS
The Natural History of Beavers and Their Ponds
written and photographed by Michael Runtz

Beavers are remarkable animals. They have teeth that self-sharpen and never stop growing, a
heart that slows down, and valves that close in their ears and noses when they dive. Their tail is the
most multi-purpose of any animal on this planet; in addition to communication its many functions
include serving as an air conditioner in summer and a food pantry in winter.
This book offers a comprehensive overview of the natural history of beavers and their habitats. It
is a visual extravaganza: approximately 400 photographs provide intimate insights into the lives of
beavers and the other inhabitants of their ponds. Many new observations and rarely seen moments
— such as beavers fighting — are documented here.
“Stunning photographs tell the story of beavers visually and powerfully, bearing witness
to engineering marvels that result in complex ecosystems that benefit both beavers and
other species...The accompanying text is just as important and earns the book respect as
an academic resource. Highly recommended.”— Choice

400 color photos, index
330 pages 10½ × 10½ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
sewn paperback $45.00 isbn 978-1-55455-324-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M/H
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SCIENCE

ANIMAL KINGDOM

NEW
THE HORSE
Its Nature, Revealed
by Emmanuelle Brengard
photos by Sabine Stuewer

This gorgeous book presents the noble and powerful horse in spellbinding
photographs, revealing text, and extended captions.
Emmanuelle Brengard interprets the horses’ behaviors — one minute calmly grazing,
in a frenzied gallop the next, grooming each other, nuzzling a foal, battling for a mate
— giving horse lovers a better understanding of the animal.
Sabine Stuewer has been observing horses for years — when they are alone and in
groups. Her images are an indulgent visual treat, revealing the pure beauty of horses
and their connection to their environment and their companions.
Contents include:

200 color photos
208 pages 9 × 11¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $29.95 isbn 978-1-77085-959-3

M/H

• In the Harem: the harem family of a stallion and his mares and foals and the social
order within
• The Stallion: charisma, postures, fights between males, reproduction
• Nuances of Friendship: hierarchy, games among adults
• Partnerships: mares and foals, resting and sleep, adults protecting the herd,
grooming
• Finely Honed
Senses: smell, sight,
taste, hearing,
communication,
gaits
• Fits of Madness:
jumps and leaps to
reduce stress and
energy, stretching.

ANIMAL RECORD BREAKERS
Thousands of Amazing Facts and Spectacular Feats
revised and updated by Jane Wisbey
based on an original book by Mark Carwardine

This definitive guide to the most exceptional creatures on Earth lists the achievers and the unique in the
animal kingdom. These are not only records like fastest and largest. These are the truly unusual, like
the most bizarre defense
and the worst climber. In
all, there are almost 900
records that show the
diversity and wonder of the
animal kingdom.

color photos, index
256 pages 7½ × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-760-5

M/H
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ANIMAL KINGDOM

SCIENCE

BIRDS
A Complete Guide to their Biology and Behavior

NEW

by Jonathan Elphick

Highly respected ornithologist and wildlife expert Elphick explores significant elements of bird
life, including: bird biology and anatomy; plumage; calls and songs; flight techniques and styles;
food and feeding; social relationships; breeding; growth and development; bird geography and
habitats; the mysteries of migration.
“Elphick effectively communicates his lifelong fascination with birds in this detailed
guide…The text is complemented by great photographs and illustrations on every
page.” – Publishers Weekly
“The material
is fresh, very
accessible,
beautifully
written, and
punctuated
with copious,
high-quality
photographs
and paintings.”
– Choice
600 color photos & illus., b&w drawings, fact boxes,
maps, further reading, index
280 pages 7½ × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $29.95 isbn 978-1-77085-762-9

H

HUMMINGBIRDS
by Ronald Orenstein

NEW IN
PAPERBACK

Hummingbirds is lush with stunning photos set in a wide format for full enjoyment.
Orenstein’s authoritative and engaging text covers all aspects of hummingbird
natural history, their relationship with the plants on which they feed, the miracle of
their flight, their elaborate social life and nesting behavior, and their renowned feats
of migration, and much more.
“This perfect coffee-table
book captures the dazzling
and fascinating world of the
remarkable hovering bird unique
to the Americas.”
– Publishers Weekly

170+ color photos, further reading, index
256 pages 11 × 8½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0076-8
hardcover $35.00 isbn 978-1-77085-400-0

H
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SCIENCE

BIRDS

INSECTS

NEW EDITION

Their Natural History and Diversity
With a Photographic Guide to Insects of Eastern North America
Second Edition, Revised and Updated
written and photographed by Stephen A. Marshall

Awards for the 1st edition:

★ Library
Journal

LIBRARY JOURNAL Best Reference 2006
BOOKLIST Editors’ Choice Reference Selection 2006
CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title 2006
RUSA Outstanding Reference Source 2007

Insects is an encyclopedic reference, meticulously researched and illustrated with color photos of
insects all taken in the field. This impressive new edition has over 500 changes reflecting the latest
scientific findings on insect orders and families and newly introduced species. An ingenious section of
picture keys enables readers to identify insects quickly and accurately.
Reviews of the 1st edition:
“This book is simply bigger, prettier, and more comprehensive than any previous publication
on insects… It belongs in every public and school library.” – ★ Library Journal
4,000+ color photos, bibliography, picture keys,
3 indices
736 pages 8½ × 11¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $95.00 isbn 978-1-77085-962-3

H

“Big, beautiful, well written and informative…It should be in every high school library in
northeastern North America.” – Science Books & Films
“This vital resource will benefit the curious, amateur entomologists, students and researchers
alike.” – CHOICE

THE SECRET LIFE OF FLIES

NEW

by Erica McAlister

The Secret Life of Flies takes readers into the hidden world of nature’s most complex, crucial and highly adaptive
insect. It dispels common misconceptions about flies and reveals how truly extraordinary, exotic and important these
misunderstood creatures are.
McAlister, curator of diptera at the National History Museum in London, has a wonderful knack for storytelling. She
deftly transforms what could be dry descriptions of biology, reproduction and morphology into entertaining reading.
She describes the potential for flies to transform their relationship with humans from one of disease to partnership in
environmental preservation.
90 color photos & illus., further reading, index
248 pages 5 ½ × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $29.95 isbn 978-1-77085-809-1

H

“An enjoyable and informative read. Highly recommended.” – Library Journal
“A short, rich book by turns informative and humorous.” – New York Times

BEES
A Natural History

CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title 2014

by Christopher O’Toole

This appreciative tribute recognizes that bees play a vital role in human ecology. Every third mouthful of human
food is dependent on the pollinating services of bees. We survive only by grace of the life-sustaining network of
bee-plant relationships.
Bees immerses readers in the world of Apinae whose diversity of form and behavior is eloquent testimony to the
fine-tuning of natural selection.
“This book is a must have! I recommend it!” – NSTA Recommends
“This is a natural history work in the truest sense, containing a wealth of information
about these fascinating insects.” – Choice
“The illustrations alone sell the book…An excellent source for school reports.” – Booklist
“Eclectic and heartfelt, this is also a substantive introduction to bees. The general reader will come away
enriched.” – Science Books and Film
125 color photos, appendices,
H
bibliography, index
240 pages 8½ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $40.00 isbn 978-1-77085-208-2

Christopher O’Toole is a renowned entomologist at the Oxford University Museum of Natural History.
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INSECTS

SCIENCE

BEETLES
The Natural History and Diversity of Coleoptera

NEW

by Stephen A. Marshall

This book is the latest addition to Stephen Marshall’s growing collection of authoritative
and highly respected books on insects. The rigorous scientific research that went into the
creation of this complete guide to beetles cannot be understated, but what truly makes this
book unique is its accessible language and comprehensive layout that makes this text useful
to all readers from high school to Harvard.
Beetles also contains 27 pages of Marshall’s famously useful visual keys along with
4,500 color illustrations throughout the books. This book is so detailed it is the only guide
Coleoptera experts will need as they research and identify the 400,000 fascinating beetle
species living in the world around us.

4500 color photographs, illustrations, charts,
bibliography, 27 picture keys, selected references,
3 indices
736 pages 8 ½ × 11 ¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $95.00 978-0-2281-0069-0

H

Stephen A. Marshall is professor of
entomology at the University of Guelph,
Ontario, and author of Insects (page 6).

BUTTERFLIES
by Ronald Orenstein
Photographs by Thomas Marent

★ Library
Journal

Stunning photos – many of them macro – provide a close-up view of some of the most colorful,
spectacular and sometimes weird examples
of butterflies, from the common swallowtail
to the iridescent blue morpho. Enlightening
text explains the scientific curiosities of
these insects.
”The power is in the visuals; its sharp
design perfectly complements its
sublime subjects…This gorgeous book
will enthrall.” – ★ Library Journal
“A combination of exquisite coffeetable book and factual introduction…
The text is full of fascinating facts.”
– Booklist

350 color photos, further reading, index
288 pages 9 × 11	  FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $45.00 isbn 978-1-77085-580-9

H
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SCIENCE

INSECTS

FIREFLY ENCYCLOPEDIA OF REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
Third Edition
Chris Mattinson, General Editor

This comprehensive reference covers every family. The third edition incorporates numerous
important updates based on the latest scientific findings, including: 17 new families of
amphibians and 18 new families of reptiles.
“An essential update.” — Library Journal
“Presents a striking
abundance of information
at a glance.... Strongly
recommended.”
— Booklist (for previous
edition)

H

320+ color photos & illus., location maps, species tables,
factfile sidebars, glossary, bibliography, websites, index
272 pages 9 × 11¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $49.95 isbn 978-1-77085-593-9

TURTLES, TORTOISES AND TERRAPINS
A Natural History
Second Edition, Expanded and Updated

SCIENCE BOOKS & FILMS Best Books
for Junior High & YA 2013

by Ronald Orenstein

A comprehensive resource about the diversity, life history and conservation of turtles, tortoises
and terrapins, replete with stunning photos, rigorous research and informative commentary.
“Orenstein’s great enthusiasm for turtles burnishes his prose…Merits recommendation
for all types of libraries.” – Booklist

200+ color photos, range maps, bibliography, index
448 pages 9 × 11	  FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover · $59.95 isbn 978-1-77085-119-1

H
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AMPHIBIANS & REPTILES

SCIENCE

YOUR WATER FOOTPRINT

★ Booklist ★ SLJ

The Shocking Facts About How Much Water We Use to Make Everyday Products
by Stephen Leahy

Presented in clever, understandable infographics, this book raises our awareness of how much water we
use to satisfy our consumption lifestyle. A “water footprint” is the amount of water used to produce the
goods and services we consume, including growing, harvesting, packaging, and shipping. All of us will
be stunned by what this book reveals.
“Exceptionally clear and informative prose and an abundance of well-designed infographics…
work together to describe the scope of the problem.”
– ★ School Library Journal
“Straightforward teenfriendly explanations and
clever, compelling visuals…As
irresistible as it is alarming.”
– ★ Booklist

125 color infographics, bibliography, index
M/H
144 pages 8½ × 11	  FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-295-2

“Leahy drops a tsunami
of sobering facts and
infographics on the heads
of readers.” – Kirkus
“Skillfully depicted
infographics and mindboggling facts…A must-buy
for middle and high school
libraries.” – VOYA

EXPLORERS’ BOTANICAL NOTEBOOK
In the Footsteps of Theophrastus, Marco Polo, Linnaeus, Flinders, Darwin, Speke
and Hooker
by Florence Thinard

This splendid book traces the journeys of over 60 pioneering botanists who explored the unknown
world and collected thousands of unusual plants. Many were celebrated at home in Europe and
England. Others worked in obscurity to fulfill their own desires and obsessions. But every one of these
explorers made important finds, collecting and preserving unique and valuable plants and often
establishing them in cultivation back in their home lands.
Each spread in the book describes the journey and the naturalist, with a map tracing the routes taken,
on the left. Facing is the actual plant collected, complete with notes, seeds, pollen, and identifying
documents,
often in the
botanist’s own
hand.

150 color photos, illus. & engravings, 80 maps,
bibliography, botanical index
176 pages 8½ × 13½ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $39.95 isbn 978-1-77085-763-6

“A fascinating
account…An
encyclopedic
resource that
would be
an excellent
reference for
students.”
– Publishers
Weekly

H
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SCIENCE

ECOLOGY

EVOLUTION
The Whole Story
Steve Parker, General Editor

CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title 2016
LIBRARY JOURNAL Best Reference 2015
BOOKLIST Editors’ Choice 2015

★ Booklist

Evolution makes the story of evolution compelling, intriguing and straightforward. It provides a survey of how each
of Earth’s major groups of living things diversified and evolved through time, and how evolution brought us to the
present day. Engaging text and exciting visual features
help make the story easy for readers without prior
knowledge of the subject to understand.
“The writing is easy to follow and
makes for a very readable book…
Suitable for high school collections.”
– ★ Booklist

1,000 color photos & illus., timelines, phylogenetic
trees, cladograms, glossary, index
H
576 pages 6¾ × 9½	  FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $39.95 isbn 978-1-77085-481-9

“Gorgeously illustrated and utterly
fascinating….The essential story of
life on earth.”
– ★ Publishers Weekly

EXTINCTION AND EVOLUTION
What Fossils Reveal About the History of Life
by Niles Eldredge

★ Library
Journal

Renowned paleontologist Eldredge proved that while Darwin got the theory of evolution right in regards to natural
selection, he got the details wrong. Rather than evolutionary changes happening slowly over millions of years he
shows that major evolution occurs in bursts after a mass extinction event. Eldredge’s groundbreaking work is now
accepted as the definitive statement of how life evolves on Earth.
“This handsome book should appeal to anyone with even the slightest curiosity about how life
evolved on this planet. Highly recommended for all science collections.” – ★ Library Journal
“In a world where science is under assault from many angles, this wonderfully illustrated
account of evolution is both timely and authoritative.” – Publishers Weekly
160 color photos, geological time scale,
H
bibliography, glossary, index
256 pages 9¾ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $45.00 isbn 978-1-77085-359-1

DINOSAURUS
The Complete Guide to Dinosaurs

“Magnificent” – Booklist

New, Updated Edition
by Steve Parker

Dozens of major dinosaur discoveries have been made since Dinosaurus was first published. Perhaps most exciting
is the astonishing, newly discovered 122-foot-long titanosaur, yet to be named. The plant-eating colossus is the
largest dinosaur ever found —weighing 77 tons.

400 color photos & illus., fact files,
appendices, glossary, index
320 pages 9 × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $29.95
isbn 978-1-77085-776-6

M/H

Organized by the major dinosaur
families, Dinosaurus identifies 500
species. It describes in detail and
stunning illustrations what they
looked like, what they ate and how
they fought, lived and died. Brimming
with research from digs in North
America, Mongolia, Europe, China and
elsewhere, this is an encyclopedic and
vividly illustrated reference.
“Magnificent in its breadth
and illustration.”
— Booklist (for the 1st edition)
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EXTINCTION & EVOLUTION

SCIENCE

THE UNIVERSE EXPLAINED
A Cosmic Q & A

NEW

by Heather Couper and Nigel Henbest

As celebrated professional Astronomers, the authors are in the unique position of
knowing what questions most intrigue the general public and being able to provide
concise explanations that entertain as well as inform. One and two page spreads in a
Q&A format combine illuminating text with spectacular full color photography and are
easily understood by avid astronomers and rank beginners alike. With answers to over
185 questions covering a wide range of diverse topics readers at all levels will delight in
unraveling many of the mysteries of the universe.
“Unreservedly
recommended for
both school and
community library
collections as an
ideal introduction
to astronomy and is
especially appropriate
for the general
reader.” –Midwest
Book Review

color illustration and photography throughout, glossary,
index
288 pages 7 ½ × 9 ¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 US / $24.95 CDN
978-0-2281-0082-9

H

Heather Couper ran the Greenwich, UK
Planetarium. Nigel Henbest is Editor of the
Journal of the British Astronomical Association.

NIGHTWATCH
A Practical Guide to Viewing the Universe
Fourth Edition: Revised and Expanded for Use Through 2025
by Terence Dickinson

color photos, star charts, resources, index
192 pages 11 × 10¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover with concealed wiro-binding $35.00
isbn 978-1-55407-147-0

M/H

NightWatch is widely
acclaimed as the best
general interest introduction
to astronomy. It has won
thousands of avid and loyal
fans, many of whom credit
the book with awakening
in their hearts, minds and
souls a lifelong passion for
the wonders of the night sky.
Dickinson’s overriding goal
is to provide a complete first
book for amateur astronomers.
The key feature of this classic title is the star charts, cherished by backyard stargazers using a small
telescope or binoculars.
“Aspiring stargazers will find everything that they need to unlock the secrets of the night sky
…School libraries will certainly want to update their collections with this book.” – VOYA

This 4th edition has revisions in every chapter, including star charts updated for use
through 2025 and a complete update of the equipment section.
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SCIENCE

ASTRONOMY

HUBBLE’S UNIVERSE
Greatest Discoveries and Latest Images
Second Edition, Expanded and Updated

★ LJ

NEW EDITION

(for the 1st edition)

by Terence Dickinson

SCIENCE BOOKS & FILMS Best Books for Junior High & Young Adult 2012 (for the 1st edition)

Hubble’s Universe is the premier venue for the Hubble Telescope’s most recent visual
splendors. Bestselling astronomy writer Terence Dickinson showcases extraordinary pictures
and presents a breathtaking portfolio drawn from an archive of over half a million existing
Hubble images. With the Hubble now at the apex of its imaging capabilities, this new edition
adds 36 completely new images, including a 4-foot wide gatefold of the Andromeda Galaxy.
Thanks to Dickinson’s familiarity with Hubble’s history and discoveries and his access to top
Hubble scientists for insight and accuracy, the text includes facts and tidbits not found in any
other book. Combined with hundreds of brilliant images, the clear, succinct and illuminating
narrative brings to life the fascinating forces at work in the universe.
Reviews for the 1st edition:
330 color photos, color illus., 8-page gatefold,
resources, index
M/H
332 pages 10 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $35.00 isbn 978-1-77085-997-5

“An amazing book.” – ★ Library Journal
“An alluring and enlightening Hubble book for teens.” — Booklist
“A treasure map to the majesty of our universe.” — Publishers Weekly

2019 GUIDE TO THE NIGHT SKY
A Month-by-month Guide to Exploring the Skies Above North America

NEW

by Storm Dunlop and Wil Tirion

The ideal guide to help amateur astronomers find their
way for the entire 12 months of 2019. It is highly practical
for the beginning sky gazers because the objects and
events may be observed with the naked eye, or nothing
more complicated than a pair of binoculars. The monthby-month guides include sky activity charts and moon
calendars; meteors (with dates of showers, including
hourly rate of radiants); the Planets; ecliptic charts;
diagrams of interesting events; plus sky and constellation
maps throughout.
“Recommended for amateur astronomers, as well as
school and public libraries.” – American Reference
Books Annual (for the 2017 edition)

color sky maps, tables & charts, glossary,
further information
H
96 pages 5¾ × 8¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0105-5

NIGHT SKY ATLAS
The Moon, Planets, Stars and Deep-Sky Objects

NEW

Third Edition, Updated and Revised
by Robin Scagell with maps by Wil Tirion

Night Sky Atlas is a highly practical atlas for sky gazers
using binoculars or a small telescope. It combines clear,
accurate star maps with reliable, informative text and
color photographs of the solar system. The book is
designed for practical use, with a lay-flat binding and
cover flaps that help when in the field. The large format
makes it easy to read the detailed maps and enjoy the
beautiful photographs. Updated star maps include all sky
events occurring in 2017 and beyond.
“A concise introduction suitable for the beginning
stargazer.” – Choice (for a previous edition)

color photos, color and b&w illus., sky maps,
charts, index
M/H
128 pages 8½ × 11¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
flexi paperback $29.95 isbn 978-1-77085-900-5
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SCIENCE

THE NEW BOOK OF OPTICAL ILLUSIONS
by Georg Rüschemeyer

The New Book of Optical Illusions’ mind-bending collection of 150 of the most significant optical
phenomena, explores the science of an optical illusion.
Concise text describes the history of the optical illusions and their origin. Some are ancient (like a 3D Roman
mosaic in a 2nd-century BC home on Malta) and others are modern (like emoticons and street art). There are
rarely seen phenomena, works by great
illusionists, like M.C. Escher, and wellknown illusions like the Impossible Triangle
and the Albert Einstein/Marilyn Monroe
portrait.
“A substantial gallery of optical
puzzlers and deceivers with scads of
fresh examples… Browers and budding
neurologists alike will be dazzled,
dizzied, and delighted.” – Kirkus
200 color illus.
M/H
208 pages 9 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-592-2

OPTICAL ILLUSIONS
The Science of Visual Perception

YALSA “Top Ten” Quick Picks for
Reluctant YA Readers 2007

by Al Seckel

Optical Illusions is an
intriguing collection of
baffling images and shapes
that change before your eyes:
hidden figures, incredible
designs and dazzling graphic
patterns. Here are more
than 275 illusions, with
explanations of each illusion
and notes about the science of
visual perception.
300 color illus., explanatory notes, glossary, further
reading, index
M/H
312 pages 9 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 isbn 978-1-55407-151-7
hardcover $35.00 isbn 978-1-55407-172-2

THE PUZZLE UNIVERSE
A History of Mathematics in 315 Puzzles
by Ivan Moscovich

The beauty and history of mathematics is revealed here in these 315 thinking puzzles, challenging
paradoxes, illusions and problems to solve. Moscovitch’s puzzles are an interactive experience of learning
and fun, combining entertainment and brain teasing. Extended captions for each puzzle explain the puzzles’
significance for mathematics and its value for educational purposes. Explanations of the solutions add to the
book’s value.

1,000 color illus, puzzle solutions
416 pages 9¼ × 10½	 
FIREFLY BOOKS

hardcover $39.95
isbn 978-1-77085-475-8

H

Ivan Moscovich is celebrated
worldwide as one of the leading
inventors and presenters of
visual games and puzzles. He has
written over 40 illustrated books,
of which The Big Book of Brain
Games has sold over one million
copies and has been translated
into more than 20 languages. He
is widely recognized as one of
most innovative inventors in the
toy industry.
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ILLUSIONS & PUZZLES

THE SECRET LIFE OF THE HUMAN BODY
Uncover the Hidden Workings of Your Body

NEW

by John Clancy

In keeping with the rest of this very successful series, The Secret Life of the Human Body
presents a comprehensive and visually fascinating exploration of just how complex and interesting
the human body actually is.

200 color illustrations and photographs, index
192 pages 7½ × 9¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 978-0-2281-0093-5

H

Because we all inhabit a human body, it will always be an area of special interest for avid readers,
scientists, and people who often have more questions than answers about how our bodies work.
The Secret Life of the Human Body provides these answers with style. The unique illustrations
and concise text provide interesting, easy to read answers on everything from the hidden world
of hormones to the
terrifying battleground of
the immune system. The
book not only explains
what goes wrong when
the body fails, but it also
provides realistic and
scientifically accurate
advice on how
individuals
and medical
professionals
can further
care for and
strengthen the
human body.

“This is an enjoyable, accessible addition
to any collection.” –Choice

SECRETS OF THE HUMAN BODY
by Chris van Tulleken, Xand van Tulleken and Andrew Cohen

NEW

There’s a lot of basic information we absorb as we grow up about how the human body works –
we all more or less know what the heart does, what muscles are, and why we need certain organs
to function in order to live. But besides these basic facts, what secrets does the human body hold?
Through this book, readers will discover some truly fascinating facts about how the human body
functions and why it works in certain ways.
Secrets of the Human Body combines expert scientific knowledge on cutting-edge technology
with an intense understanding of the science that goes into researching the human body. Special
digital photography and full color illustrations add a strong visual element to this in-depth look at
what secrets the human
body holds.

color photos & illus., index
256 pages 8½ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $29.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0032-4

“A beautifully
illustrated tour of
the body... both
informative and
engaging. It is an
excellent addition
to public and
consumer-health
library collections.”
– Booklist

M/H
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MEDICINE & HUMAN BIOLOGY

SCIENCE

MEET YOUR BACTERIA
The Hidden Communities that Live in Your Gut & Other Organs

NEW

by Nicola Temple and Catherine Whitlock

As a society, we are obsessed with cleanliness, but how much do we really know about
the bacteria that we so desperately fight against? There is so much inaccurate information
floating around the media, that all libraries from high school and up should carry a book that
definitively provides scientific answers about what bacteria actually is, and how these living
microorganisms actually affect our lives –in good AND bad ways.
Meet Your Bacteria is an essential, accurate, and comprehensive guide to this important
topic. With an attractive visual layout chalk full of visual infographics and clear text, bacteria will
become a fascinating
scientific study for
curious readers instead
of a frightening
concept.

full color illustrations, index
256 pages 7 ½ × 9 ¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 978-0-2281-0126-0

H

THE NEUROSCIENCE BIBLE
The Definitive Guide to the Science of the Mapping of the Mind

NEW

by John Turney

In this newest addition to Firefly’s bible book series, The Neuroscience Bible helps readers
grasp the latest scientific understanding of the way our brains and nervous system works. From
memory to addiction and the difference between the brain and the mind, this book breaks
down ultra-complex and heady concepts into understandable, bite-size information packets.
Using an attractive visual layout and accessible text, this book won’t make learning about the
brain a headache-inducing task. After reading through this compact guide, reader’s will go
from seeing
the brain as
a complete
mystery to a
comprehensive
scientific
system like any
other organ in
our body.

full color photos & illustrations throughout,
diagrams, charts, index
320 pages 5½ × 6½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 978-0-2281-061-4

H
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THE SECRET LIFE OF THE PERIODIC TABLE
Unlocking the Mysteries of All 118 Elements
by Dr. Ben Still

Uncovers the fascinating stories behind the formulation of the periodic table. The book describes
how and who discovered the 118 elements, and the competition and cooperation behind scientific
advances.
Each element description includes a fact box showing atomic number, atomic weight, radius,
melting point, boiling point, density, and the year of its discovery. There are many sidebars, boxes
and extended captions covering topics of interest, like Ernest Lawrence’s 1931 cyclotron, early
precursor to the 10-km radius Large Hydron Collider that he could not possibly have imagined.
There is also fascinating trivia about the elements. For example, phosphorus was first isolated by an
alchemist’s search for gold in urine and in the 1920s, there was a fad for lethal radium cocktails.

200 color illus. & photos, b&w illus., index
192 pages 7½ × 9½ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-810-7

“This readable
and informative
book, which
is moderately
priced, is
recommended
to school and
public libraries.”
— American
Reference Books
Annual

H

THE ELEMENTS BIBLE
The Definitive Guide to 350 Years of Scientific Discovery

NEW

by Rebecca Mileham

Firefly’s successful bible series is expanding to include The Elements Bible which is sure to
be as popular and comprehensive as every other book in this visually attractive and accessible
series.
The Elements Bible unlocks the fascinating works behind the building blocks of life using
straight forward and simple language. Although the subject matter is complex, this book
successfully uses a clean layout and careful pacing to help readers gain an enlightening and
elemental understanding of the periodic table, the elements, and the history behind these
incredible discoveries. Quirky illustrations, helpful diagrams, and historical anecdotes are sure
to satisfy those seeking to understand the most fundamental ingredients of the universe.

full color photos and illustrations throughout,
index
320 pages 5½ × 6½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 978-0-2281-0113-0

H
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THE MATH BEHIND…
Discover the Mathematics of Everyday Events

NEW

by Colin Beveridge

The Math Behind... is a fascinating compilation of everyday events analyzed for their probability of
occurring and how those odds are determined using mathematical equations and science. The book
examines everything from how predictive text works to why buses come in threes and the likelihood that
toast will land butter side down. Accessible and clear explanations, without dumbing down the science,
and photographs and diagrams illustrate concepts and aid understanding. Some of the many probability
questions tackled include: what
makes certain songs so catchy;
is it possible to have a traffic
journey with no red lights; how
easy is it for a hacker to crack your
password.
“Readers will find much to
spur their thinking, with topics
spanning a broad spectrum.
Highly recommended. All
readers.” –Choice

color illus. & photos, index
M/H
192 pages 7½ × 9 ¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-998-2

“A fun, engaging book to read and browse... the book is aimed at
high-school students and the general public and is recommended for
both reluctant and enthusiastic mathematicians.” – Booklist

THE SECRET LIFE OF EQUATIONS
The 50 Greatest Equations and How They Work
by Rich Cochrane

Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity (E=mc2), is a central theory in modern physics with implications on our
insight into everything from black holes to the expansion of the universe. But how did Einstein come up with it?
And what has happened to it since then?
Selected from geometry, technology, science, chance and mathematics, the 50 equations are explored by way of
their history. Why were they needed? How were they developed? What is their value today?
In concise, understandable text highlighted with clever illustrations, the book follows the evolution of each
equation, bringing to life the brilliant minds and unique characters that starred in the story, and how their
achievements advanced modern theory. It points out the faults and problems that arose and explains how the
equations are fundamental to our understanding of the world, not to mention the unfathomable universe.
“The author explains each equation in an accessible manner and takes great pains to explain an
equation’s importance. This highly recommended book closes with a short, but complete, index.”
–American Reference Books Annual
200 color illus. & photos, b&w illus., index
192 pages 7½ × 9½ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-808-4

H

MATHEMATICS 1001
Absolutely Everything That Matters in Mathematics in 1001 Bite-Sized Explanations
by Richard Elwes

This practical reference provides clear and concise explanations of the most fascinating fundamental
mathematical concepts. Expert mathematician Elwes explains difficult concepts in the simplest language with
a minimum of jargon. Along the way he reveals such mathematical magic as how to count to 1023 using just
10 fingers and how to make an unbreakable code.
“One can rarely call a mathematics book fun, but that’s exactly what Elwes’s book is. Appropriate for
school and public libraries.” — Library Journal

200 b&w illus., index
H
416 pages 7¼ × 9½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-500-7
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THE PHYSICS BEHIND …
Discover the Physics of Everyday Events

NEW

by Russ Swan

The Physics Behind is the natural follow-up to Firefly’s previous title, The Math Behind. Like that
successful exploratory text, The Physics Behind presents a highly visual and comprehensively written
explanation of the physics at play in every day occurrences. For example, many TV shows employ the
concept of a Faraday cage, but how do they actually work? How exactly does the all-important WiFi
connection work, and what role does physics play in creating the perfect igloo? This mix of silly and
serious everyday questions are all answered with the same scientific expertise and comprehensive writing
style.

200 full color illustrations, index
192 pages 7½ × 9¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 978-0-2281-0089-8

M/H

The attractive layout of this
book, detailed answers,
and fun infographics make
The Physics Behind the
perfect book for anyone
who has ever been curious
about the science behind
everyday life.

THE QUANTUM PHYSICS BIBLE
The Definitive Guide to 200 Years of Subatomic Science

NEW

by Brian Clegg

Quantum physics is how scientists describe the world of the very small. For other people,
however, the rules of quantum physics seem to violate all logic: How can a particle be in more
than one place at the same time? How can it tunnel through an impenetrable barrier? How can
a cat in a box be both alive and dead? This book explains the complexities of quantum physics in
bite-sized “lessons”
that make it clear
and accessible to all
readers.

color photos and illus., index
320 pages 5½ × 6½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-992-0

M/H
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PARTICLE PHYSICS BRICK BY BRICK
Atomic and Subatomic Physics Explained … in LEGO

NEW

by Dr. Ben Still

Particle Physics Brick by Brick
takes the unfathomable concept of
particle physics and breaks it down
into Lego-sized explanations by using
Lego-based illustrations to show the
relationships and interactions between
different types of particles. Budding
physicists from ages 14 and up will
find this book to be an indispensable
and straight forward guide to a very
complex and fascinating subject!

full color illustrations throughout
176 pages, 7½ × 9¼ , FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 978-0-2281-0012-6

“Readers will be enticed by
LEGO but then wowed by pure
science.”— School Library Journal.

H

THE INFOGRAPHIC GUIDE TO SCIENCE
by Tom Cabot

Spectacular visuals give insight into how the world really works, covering all the major branches of scientific
understanding. Using vast amounts of information to cross-reference a breadth of different subject areas, the
book features physics, cosmology, chemistry, earth science, biology, non-science, medicine, engineering, and
computer technology.
Excellent for any science student.
“High-level science is made simple with short bursts of information and colorful graphics…Ideal for
students who want to know more about science in a quick, easy manner.”
— Booklist
“Enlightening and accessible…Readers will learn a bit more about a wide range of scientific subjects
from this visually appealing selection.” — Library Journal

110 color infographics , further reading, index
256 pages 7½ × 9½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-791-9

“Students in grades 4-12 will find this work a useful and stimulating introduction to the universe of
science, as each time the book is opened, readers will discover new facts and connections within its
pages.” — Choice

M/H

THE ECONOMICS BIBLE
The Definitive Guide to the Science of Wealth, Money and World Finance

NEW

by Tejvan Pettinger

The Economics Bible presents seemingly unmanageable concepts of global finance in easy, bite-size pieces
to make these complex topics easy to
understand. The economic theories that
have shaped nations for centuries and
influence the way we live now become
clear. Topics include: inflation, recession,
economic forecasting, how stock markets
work, globalization, labor markets and
much more.

color photos & illus., glossary, index
320 pages 5½ × 6½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-939-5

H

“Don’t let the format fool you, the
concepts are quite sophisticated, many
entries are brief but dense. Good
for answering news related ready
reference questions and , despite
its small size, suitable for circulating
collections.” –Booklist
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PHYSICS / GENERAL SCIENCE

THE SCIENCE OF SUPERCARS
The Technology that Powers the Greatest Cars in the World

NEW

by Martin Roach, Neil Waterman and John Morrison

From their very inception, cars have been a world-changing and inspiring invention that have consistently
captured and held the attention of society. Supercars are no exception –in fact, there are many people
who are deeply fascinated with the racing industry and the supercars that populate it.

full color throughout, 200 photos and illustrations
224 pages 7½ × 9 ¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $29.95 978-0-2281-0090-4

The Science of Supercars uses stunning images, comprehensive chapters, and inside information from
interviews with experts to provide car enthusiasts with a history and development of the supercar. From
internal combustion engines to understanding the complex art of aerodynamics, each chapter includes
interviews with
leading industry
experts and
accessible, factual
text that will provide
car enthusiasts with
all the information
they need to fully
immerse themselves
in the science of
supercars.

H
Authors Roach, Waterman and Morrison have many
years of professional experience in super car racing.

UNDER GROUND
Subways & Metros of the World
by Catherine Zerdoun

Under Ground is a world tour of the most fascinating subways viewed through the filters of
urban planning, ethnology, art, and history.
The book opens with a chapter on the origins of the subway, the story as told by four subways
in particular. London’s Underground was the world’s first subway. The Paris Métro was a
product of the Industrial Revolution and the first modern subway. New York City’s subway is
the largest and busiest subway in America. Buenos Aires pioneered South American subway
systems. Today, however, the designs and technology of these trailblazing subways have been
far surpassed. Over 100 subway stations and train cars are described in informative text and
stunning color photographs.

150 color and b&w photos & illus., maps, index
208 pages 9¾ × 10¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover US $35.00 / CDN $39.95 isbn 978-1-77085-811-4

M/H
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EVERYONE CAN BE A CHANGEMAKER
The Ashoka Effect

NEW

by Christine Welldon

Changemakers offer creative solutions to serious social problems. Here are the inspirational stories of
16 changemakers from around the world who have accomplished amazing work. All of them are part
of Ashoka, an organization that
offers networking, mentorship,
and financial aid to social
entrepreneurs of all ages. Stories
includes: Amy who’s program
creates accessible playgrounds
and Chris who’s program helps
high school students in danger of
dropping out.

color photos, bibliography, index
72 pages 7¾ × 9½ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $17.95 isbn 978-1-55455-357-0
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M/H

PAY IT FORWARD KIDS
Small Acts, Big Change
by Nancy Runstedler

SKIPPING STONES Honor Book 2014

Meet 14 ordinary kids from across North America who have done extraordinary things. They set out to “pay it
forward” with astonishing results. These kids have raised money and awareness for causes such as homelessness,
human rights, orphans, and literacy. They’ve rescued child slaves, provided hope to the sick, and comfort for the
dying. They’ve also enabled others to enjoy pleasures that many people take for granted. These powerful stories
demonstrate that you’re never too young to make a difference or to improve the life of another. Kindness can be
done by anyone…you just need to step up and start.

M/H
color photos, further reading, bibliography, index
64 pages 7¾ × 9½ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-55455-301-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

WHEN CHILDREN PLAY
The Story of Right to Play
by Gina McMurchy-Barber

An orphaned girl in a Ugandan refugee camp. A former child soldier in the Sudan. When survival is the priority,
something as simple and normal as
play seems to be a luxury that these
children can do without. But the
Right to Play organization is changing
that perception. At the grassroots
community level, sports and games
for at-risk and underprivileged
children around the world teaches
important values like self-esteem,
empathy, and peace.
color photos, resources, references glossary, index
56 pages 7¾ × 9½ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-55455-154-5
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M/H
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HAITI, MY COUNTRY
Poems by Haitian Schoolchildren
edited and illustrated by Roge

Haiti, a country on half of an island in the Caribbean, is deeply impoverished. Instead of writing about
the circumstances of their lives, these teen-aged poets use the Haitian landscape as their easel. While
misery often storms through Haiti in the form of earthquakes, cyclones or floods, these teens focus on
the beauty of nature that envelops them.
Illustrator Roge met the teens and drew their portraits.
“While a majority of the
poems are light in tone,
a few of the students are
heartbreakingly honest in
describing the reality of
their lives and nation. Haiti,
My Country is a deeply
poignant poetry collection
that will introduce young
readers to an unfamiliar
land.” — CM Magazine

color illus., preface
40 pages 8 × 12 FIFTH HOUSE
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-92708-323-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M/H

THE LIVES OF JACK LONDON
by Michael Viotte with Noel Mauberret

NEW

The Lives of Jack London is the perfect guide for young readers looking to research this iconic
author, either for a classroom project or to satisfy their own curiosity. This engrossing and
beautifully illustrated account features 400 period photographs, press clippings, and many never
before published
letters. Jack
London’s life was
short but wild,
and readers will
be fascinated to
learn all about it
in this amazing
retelling of his
story.

340 black and white photographs and full color
reproductions, 15 color maps, endnotes, bibliography
256 pages 9½ × 11¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
H
hardcover $35.00 978-0-2281-0124-6
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THE SIXTIES
Freedom, Change and Revolution

NEW

by Markus Hattstein and Christoph Marx

The 1960s was a time of radical change in the world. There are history books covering the
entire 20th century and more, but truly the 60s saw so much social and political change
around the world that it needs a book all its own to fully convey how much happened during
that emotionally charged time.
The Sixties is a fascinating album for those who lived in the 60s and a vivid introduction for
those born afterwards. It is also an excellent starting point for school projects and further
reading about a variety of historical changes including the first cracks in the foundation of
social issues that are still being contested today. From the civil rights movement to the first
man on the moon, African Liberation and so much more the 60s was overflowing with every
form of
change. This
is an absolute
must for any
school or
public library
collection.

120 photographs, index
208 pages 7 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.68 978-0-2281-0129-1

H

LADY LIBERTY
by Luce Lebart and Sam Stourdze

NEW

A photographic essay recounting
the story of the Statue of Liberty
from its creation in France to its
installation in the harbor of New
York City. When the size and scale
of the statue became a reality,
the creators in France and the
United States were faced with
colossal challenges. Lady Liberty
traces both the expected and
surprising elements of the statue’s
construction and assembly.

color illus. & photos, archival photos & illus., M/H
chronology, bibliography, sources, index
168 pages 8½ × 11¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-963-0
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AMERICAN HISTORY

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NATIVE TRIBES OF NORTH AMERICA
Second Edition
by Michael G. Johnson

This remarkable, beautiful fully illustrated encyclopedia offers the most up-to-date and essential facts on the
identity, location, population, kinship,
language, spiritual beliefs and cultural
characteristics of 400 peoples native to
North America. This new edition is updated
throughout with information based on
current research.
“Anyone interested in Native American
history and culture will find this book a
valuable resource.” – Library Journal
Michael G. Johnson is a
renowned scholar and author
of books and magazine
articles on the history of
Native American peoples.

100 commissioned color illus., 300 color
& archival photos, 21 maps, language table,
bibliography, sources, glossary, index
H
336 pages 8½ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $49.95 isbn 978-1-77085-461-1

OJIBWA
People of Forests and Prairies
by Michael G. Johnson

Describes the history and culture of the Ojibwa
people, and introduces their most important
figures. It offers the most up-to-date and
essential facts on identity, kinships, locations,
populations and cultural characteristics. It
presents extensive visual coverage of tribal
dress and cultural artifacts, as well as useful
information on history and demography.

200 color & archival photos, color illus.,
maps, gazetteer, index
160 pages 8½ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $35.00 isbn 978-1-77085-800-8

“Johnson’s overview established an
illuminating historical context and captures
the ongoing vitality of Ojibwa culture and
life.” – Booklist
M/H

IROQUOIS
People of the Longhouse
by Michael G. Johnson

An introductory, illustrated overview of
the history and culture of the people of
the Iroquois Confederacy — the Mohawk,
Oneida, Cayuga, Onondaga, Seneca, and the
Tuscarora. Topics include:
• the origins of the Iroquois Confederacy
• the American Revolution and the aftermath
• important people in Six Nations history.

250 commissioned artworks, archival photos &
maps, bibliography, gazetteer, list of reserves, index
160 pages 8½ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $35.00 isbn 978-1-77085-218-1

M/H
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FIFTY THINGS THAT CHANGED THE COURSE OF HISTORY SERIES

M/H

The Fifty Series provides a straightforward introduction in a fun format
on a variety of fascinating subjects. From photography to animals to
musical instruments, enthusiasts of all kinds will find an in-depth book
to delve into on their favorite subject.
Each book uses fifty specific objects that exemplify the chronological
progression of the subject throughout history. The concise text in each
book explains the role of each object and how it was important to the
development of the subject. With specific, accurate, and accessible text
alongside stunning illustrations and images, these books are sure to
satisfy any curious reader!
300 color photos, further reading,
useful websites, index
224 pages 6¾ × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS

FIFTY ANIMALS
THAT CHANGED
THE COURSE OF HISTORY

THE HISTORY OF
MUSIC IN FIFTY
INSTRUMENTS

by Eric Chaline

by Philip Wilkinson

paperback $19.95
isbn 978-1-77085-634-9

hardcover $29.95
isbn 978-1-77085-428-4

FIFTY MINERALS
THAT CHANGED THE
COURSE OF HISTORY

FIFTY PLANTS
THAT CHANGED THE
COURSE OF HISTORY

FIFTY RAILROADS
THAT CHANGED THE
COURSE OF HISTORY

FIFTY SHIPS THAT
CHANGED THE COURSE
OF HISTORY

by Eric Chaline

by Bill Laws

by Bill Laws

by Ian Graham

paperback $19.95
isbn 978-1-77085-587-6

paperback $19.95
isbn 978-1-77085-588-5

hardcover $29.95
isbn 978-1-77085-169-6

hardcover $29.95
isbn 978-1-77085-719-3

A HISTORY OF
PHOTOGRAPHY IN 50
CAMERAS

A HISTORY OF
MEDICINE IN 50
OBJECTS

50 SUPER BOWLS

by Michael Pritchard

by Gill Paul

hardcover $29.95
isbn 978-1-77085-590-8

hardcover $29.95
isbn 978-1-77085-718-6

paperback $19.95
isbn 978-1-77085-771-1

by Allan Maki and Dave
Naylor

A HISTORY OF
ARCHITECTURE IN 100
BUILDINGS
by Dan Cruikshank

hardcover $39.95
isbn 978-1-77085-599-1
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SOCIAL HISTORY

LIBRARY JOURNAL Best Reference 2014 (for the 1st edition)

THE INFOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF THE WORLD
Second Edition
by Valentina D’Efilippo and James Ball

The history of the world is presented in these insightful and revealing infographics. This edition is
updated to reflect our rapidly changing world. The first edition was only released in 2013 but the
world clearly has changed since then.
The movement of millions of people around the globe, including the mass exodus of four million
Syrian refugees, has altered almost every country on the globe. At least 15 major conflicts erupted
in 2014, resulting in the displacement of millions of individuals on virtually every continent. By
year’s end, a staggering 59.5 million people had been forced to flee as a result of persecution,
conflict, violence, or human rights violations.
Climate change is also forcing migration. Since 2008, close to 175 million people living in
developing countries have been displaced by geophysical or weather-related disasters.

200 color illus., appendix
224 pages 7½ × 9½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-792-6

M/H

New infographics lay
out the numbers and
geographic movement
of refugees, migrants
and displaced peoples
around the globe,
showing where they
originated and where
they landed.

“One of the most visually appealing books of
the year.” – Library Journal (for the 1st edition)

LIBRARY JOURNAL Best Reference 2009 (for the 1st edition)

NEW EDITION

WORLD HERITAGE SITES
A Complete Guide to 1,073 UNESCO World Heritage Sites
Eighth Edition, Revised and Updated
by UNESCO (The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization)

Attracting a general readership comprised of those with interests in history, geography,
architecture, travel, heritage preservation and wildlife habitats and conservation, this 8th edition is
sure to appeal to a wide audience. Every single UNESCO World Heritage Site is described providing
an intriguing synopsis for the general browser and useful advice for a potential tourist alike. This
latest edition includes the 42 new sites added by UNESCO since our last edition.
“For Teens, this very browsable book will provide numerous historical, geographic,
aesthetic, and perhaps even moral lessons.” —Booklist (for a previous edition)
“Readers are sure to
be swept away.”
—Kirkus (for a
previous edition)

more than 1,070 full color maps and
photographs, country index, site index
960 pages, 6 x 8, FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $35.00 978-0-2281-0135-2

M/H
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A HISTORY OF CHILDREN’S BOOKS IN 100 BOOKS
by Roderick Cave and Sara Ayad

NEW

This book is about children’s books as artifacts, as well as the texts they contain, and the
industry and society that produced them. It covers aspects of selection, design, production and
marketing of books for children. For the most part, illustrations are key components of children’s
stories, visualizing fantastic scenes and making them instantly recognizable, and such artwork is
beautifully reproduced throughout. Taking a global perspective this book traces the development
of the genre from
ancient stories, such as
Aesop’s Fables and the
Indian Panchatantra,
through the Puritan
primers of the 17th
century to the Harry
Potter series and books
as technology.

color illus. & photos, archival illus., glossary,
bibliography, index
272 pages 8 ½ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $29.95 isbn 978-1-77085-957-9

H

“With an abundance of attractive color photographs
and engrossing text, this highly browsable book will
appeal to both students and enthusiasts of children’s
literature.” – Booklist

THE HISTORY OF THE BOOK IN 100 BOOKS
The Complete Story, From Egypt to e-book
by Roderick Cave and Sara Ayad

LIBRARY JOURNAL Best Reference 2014

NEW IN
PAPERBACK

★ Library Journal

A study of books through history is a study of human history. With the recent rise of e-books,
we’re experiencing a major change in reading formats. Yet in fact, casting off old technologies and
taking on new ones has been part of the history of the book.
The authors selected 100 books that have played a critical role in the creation and expansion of
books and all that they bring — literacy, numeracy, expansion of knowledge, religion, political
theory, oppression, liberation and much more.
“An exciting browse and an
interdisciplinary treasure. Everyone
from teens doing reports on the
civilizations to librarians pondering
the roots of their own vocation will
find this work absorbing.”
– ★ Library Journal

300 color photos & illus., maps, glossary,
bibliography, index
288 pages 8 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $29.95 isbn 978-1-77085-956-2

“Sumptuously produced and
intellectually
rigorous…Highly
recommended.”
– Choice

H
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FIREFLY 5 LANGUAGE VISUAL DICTIONARY
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish
by Igor Jourist
Nancy Foran, General Editor

LIBRARY JOURNAL Best Reference 2016

The Firefly 5 Language Visual Dictionary is an unparalleled multilingual reference for our
increasingly multilingual world. More than 15 million American households have a primary
language that is not English. The major ones are the Indo-European languages, which include
Spanish, German, Italian, French and English. The dictionary covers all five of these languages. Its
scope and depth are immense.
Showing what other dictionaries can only describe, this is an outstanding and essential resource
for language
learners or
anyone who
interacts with
non-English
speakers.
“Attractive
and wellorganized…
A useful
reference
book that can
help curious
or aspiring
linguists.”
– Publishers
Weekly

4,000+ color illus., 10,000+ terms, 5 indices
832 pages 6 × 7½ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $35.00 isbn 978-1-77085-768-1

M/H
“Highly usable…Browser-friendly…
Economical and practical.” – Library Journal

FIREFLY SPANISH-ENGLISH VISUAL DICTIONARY
by Igor Jourist
Nancy Foran, General Editor

An unparalleled bilingual reference to the world
around us. With thousands of detailed illustrations
and well-researched terms in both English and
Spanish, the book covers everyday objects and highly
specialized equipment across 14 subject areas.

M/H
4,000+ color illus., 2 indices
800 pages 6 × 7½	  FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $29.95 isbn 978-1-77085-622-6

FIREFLY FRENCH-ENGLISH VISUAL DICTIONARY
by Igor Jourist
Nancy Foran, General Editor

The ultimate reference guide to the world around
us. With thousands of detailed illustrations and wellresearched terms in both English and French, the
book covers everyday objects and highly specialized
equipment across 14 subject areas.

M/H
4,000+ color illus., 2 indices
800 pages 6 × 7½	  FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $29.95 isbn 978-1-77085-621-9
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FIREFLY ENGLISH VISUAL DICTIONARY
With Definitions
by Igor Jourist
Nancy Foran, General Editor

Packed with thousands of beautifully detailed and stunningly accurate illustrations, the
Firefly English Visual Dictionary is the ultimate guide to describing the world in which we
live. Many of the illustrations are augmented with additional terms that explain the object’s
component parts. Readers can learn about every part of an aircraft carrier, a grand piano, a
microscope, a bowling alley and thousands of other things.
From everyday objects to highly specialized equipment, this unparalleled visual reference
covers 14 subject areas in depth and in vivid color and covers 11,500 terms:

4,000+ color illus., 10,000+ terms , index
792 pages 6 × 7½	  FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $29.95 isbn 978-1-77085-620-2

M/H

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arts and architecture
Clothing and accessories
Energy and industry
Food
Health and medicine
Housing
Human being
Leisure and entertainment
Nature
Office
Science
Society
Sports
Transportation.

For further learning, each term is succinctly explained with a traditional dictionary-style
definition.
With its fine illustrations and well-researched terminology, the Firefly English Visual
Dictionary is the ultimate reference for students and language learners and anyone
interested in discovering more about the world around them.
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THE SECRET LIFE OF LANGUAGE
Discover the Origins of Global Communication

NEW

by Simon Pulleyn

Like its companion titles, The Secret Life of Language provides a fascinating guide to its scientific
subject by using quirky illustrations, helpful diagrams, and clear text that clarifies the obfuscated history
of language both historically and scientifically. Readers will gain insight into the extraordinary underlying
facts and roots of the language(s) they speak, as well as those that they perhaps would like to learn.
Rather than teaching a single language, this book covers the historic origins and physical mechanics of the
world’s languages, from the building blocks of language, to language families, to various writing systems
found around the world. In a multicultural, melting-pot world, learning about language and the history of
international communication
has never been more
interesting. Linguist enthusiasts
are sure to find hours of
entertainment and scientifically
accurate facts throughout this
fascinating book.
250 color illustrations, index
192 pages 7½ × 9¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 978-0-2281-0092-8

H

500 WORDS YOU SHOULD KNOW
by Caroline Taggart

NEW

illustrated by George Walker

Perhaps you have wanted to ameliorate your atavistic lexicon, engage in a little intellectual badinage or
you have been discombobulated by tricky diction? If any of the words in the previous sentence confused,
intrigued, or delighted you, this is the book for you!
500 Words You Should Know presents 500 of the best, trickiest, and oft-misused words in the
English language. To make the book even more fun for language enthusiasts, the words are arranged
alphabetically into thematic sections. Each word is dissected using a historical and etymological lens to
give a full understanding of how
to effectively incorporate these
words into your vocabulary. From
terms of endearment, respect, and
admiration to words that describe
science and the arts, each section will
offer exciting, eclectic new words for
language enthusiasts to adopt into
their everyday lexicons.

8 pen & ink drawings
208 pages 5½ × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $14.95 978-0-2281-0106-2

“minutiae: Details, particularly
tiny, fastidious ones. ‘I’m a
broad strokes person; I let
my assistant deal with the
minutiae.’”

H
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ESCAPE FROM SYRIA
by Samya Kullab
illustrated by Jackie Roche and Mike Freiheit

★SLJ
★Kirkus

NEW

Escape from Syria is a breathtaking and hard-hitting story of a Syrian family’s struggle to
survive in the face of war, displacement, poverty and relocation. It is a story that has been
replayed thousands of times by other families.
Young Amina, a whip-smart grade-A student narrates her family’s odyssey after a
government airstrike destroys their home and their lives are thrust into chaos. The story
spans six years in the lives of Amina, her young brother Youssef, and parents Walid and
Dalia. Forced to flee from Syria, they become asylum-seekers in Lebanon, and finally
resettled refugees in the West.
As she witnesses firsthand the harsh realities that her family must endure if they are to
survive — wretched refugee camps, swindling smugglers, jihadist militias, and treacherous
ocean crossings— she is forced to grow up very quickly in order to help her parents and
brother.
The family’s escape from their homeland makes for a harrowing tale, but with their safe
arrival in the West it serves as a hopeful endnote to this ongoing worldwide crisis.

color illus., introduction, end notes
96 pages 8 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-982-1

M/H

“This is a collaborative masterpiece. In league with Art
Spiegelman’s Maus and Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis,
this is a must-purchase for any teen or adult graphic
novel collection.” – ★ School Library Journal
“Groundbreaking and unforgettable... the novel
skilfully depicts situations and drastic decisions many
Syrians refugees face. The graphic-novel format is
perfect for the story…” – ★ Kirkus
“Focuses less on emigration and more on the process by
which ordinary families become the faceless refugees of
news reports. When readers next hear news about Syria,
they will likely remember Amina.”
– Publishers Weekly
“This is a powerful, eye-opening graphic novel that
will foster empathy and understanding in readers of all
ages.” – The Globe and Mail
“A fascinating, informative, and truly memorable
story… an especially recommended addition to personal
reading lists, as well community and academic library
collections. This is one of those graphic novels that will
linger in the mind and memory long after the book itself
has been finished.“ –Midwest Book Review
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THE ATTACK
by Loïc Dauvillier and Glen Chapron
adapted from the novel by Yasmina Khadra

A timely and disturbing tale that illuminates the human cost of terrorism and deceit. The Attack opens with
Amin Jaafari, an Israeli surgeon of
Palestinian origin, trying to save the
causalities of a suicide bombing. But he
soon learns that the suicide bomber was
his wife, Sihem. Desperate to understand
how he missed even the slightest clue
of her double life, Jaafari leaves the
relative security of Israel and enters the
Palestinian territories to find the fanatics
who recruited her. In search of the truth,
he confronts a reality that he refused to
see.
color artwork
H
152 pages 8¼ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-761-2

“Extraordinary... [a work of] genius.”
– The New York Times

ROBERT CAPA
A Graphic Biography

NEW

written and illustrated by Florent Silloray

Robert Capa enjoys a reputation as one of the finest war photographers in history and his images of the D-Day
invasions are still celebrated to this day.
Capa’s bravery helped him build a sterling
reputation but it also ultimately cost him his
life as he died in Indochina plying his trade.
Amongst the many interesting facts we
discover in his biography is that Robert Capa
never existed, it was a pseudonym created
in order to win more commissions for the
“American photographer”.

sepia & color illus., references
H
88 pages 8½ × 11¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-928-9

“A fine volume that brings to life a great
artist who wanted to show people what
was happening in the world around
them” —Library Journal

THE RAFTSMEN
by Ryan Barnett
illustrated by Dmitry Bondarenko

NEW

In 1956 four French Expatriates launched from Halifax, Nova Scotia with the goal of crossing the Atlantic Ocean
on a raft. In words and texts the reader shares this grand adventure full of challenges and hardship from the
building of the raft to the harrowing
journey itself. This Graphic novel/
Narrative Nonfiction hybrid about a
little known tale will attract fans of
exploration and anyone who enjoys
a tale of adventure and overcoming
hardship.

color illus., b&w archival photos,
M/H
further reading, epilogue
240 pages 6¾ × 9¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-978-4

“The highly dramatic account
makes compelling reading for
armchair adventurers of all ages.”
—Booklist
“A fascinating and thrilling reallife adventure story.” —Kirkus
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FLAWED
by Andrea Dorfman

NEW

★Kirkus

NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA COLLECTION

Flawed is a true story of self-acceptance, adapted from the Emmy nominated film
of the same name.
In this graphic memoir, Andrea Dorfman transforms her Emmy-nominated film into a
touching graphic novel that boldly tells her story.
As a young adult, Andrea Dorfman found herself head over heels for a young man named
Dave, but just as their love blossoms, she discovers a devastating truth: he’s a plastic
surgeon. Andrea still loves Dave, but now she’s confused. She has been pressured by
many people to get plastic surgery to “fix” her big nose ever since she was a little kid. The
memoir goes back in time, as Andrea self-reflects on all the ways her big nose drew hurtful
comments and even more hurtful suggestions that if she just gave in to plastic surgery, she
would finally be “normal”.
As adults, Dave and Andrea work through Andrea’s complicated feelings; he explains to
her that cosmetic surgery can be extremely important for people after a bad accident, and
Andrea shows Dave how some young people are pressured into artificially changing their
appearances, even when that’s not really what they want. Both people learn a valuable
lesson, and the book ends with Dave refusing to perform cosmetic surgery on a little kid
who happens to like their look, regardless of what is conventionally attractive. In the end,
Dorfman concludes that it’s our flaws that make us extraordinary.
This playful and colorfully illustrated memoir is not only personal and touching, but it
teaches a very important message about self-acceptance and communication. Dave and
Andrea are still happily together today, and young adults and adults alike can learn a lot
from reading their story.

full-color illustrations throughout, author note
88 pages 6¾ × 9¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $19.95 978-0-2281-0071-3

E/M

“Bold, funny and brimming
with emotional intelligence:
a charming debut.” – ★ Kirkus

“Dorfman’s whimsical portrayal
will speak to any reader who
struggles with body image.”
–Publishers Weekly
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DAUGHTER OF WAR

THE GOSPEL TRUTH

by Marsha Forchuk Skrypuch

by Caroline Pignat

A gripping story of enduring love and
loyalty set against the horrors of Turkey
during World War I. Teenagers Kevork
and his betrothed Marta have managed
so far to survive the Armenian genocide
in Turkey, and both are disguised as
Muslims. But Marta is still in Turkey,
pregnant with another man’s child. And
Kevork is living as an Arab in Syria. Kevork
yearns to search for Marta, but with
the war raging and the genocide still in
progress, the journey will be impossibly dangerous. Meanwhile, Marta
worries that even if Kevork has survived and they are reunited, will he
be able to accept what she has become?
“A powerful, often harrowing novel that will appeal to
those who appreciate books about people surviving in
spite of grave injustices.” — School Library Journal
“ Upfront about unspeakable brutality, the betrayals
and the casual murders…Add this to the Holocaust
curriculum.” — Booklist
224 pages 5½ × 8 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-55455-044-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

This historical novel recreates the world of a Virginia
tobacco plantation in 1858. Through different
points of view, the world of the plantation comes to
life in this verse-novel.
Phoebe belongs to the master and works in the
kitchen in the Big House. She sees how other slaves
are treated – the beating and whippings. Although
forbidden to slaves, Phoebe is learning how to read.
Shad works in the tobacco fields, but mostly he
worries about his brother Will who is determined
to escape, but keeps getting caught and whipped.
Shad has heard the stories about life in Canada, but they can’t be true, can they?
The master’s Canadian visitor, Doctor Brennan, spends his time in the woods
bird-watching. All the while quietly laying the local groundwork for the
Underground Railroad.
GOVERNOR GENERAL’S LITERARY AWARD Winner 2015
328 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-0-88995-493-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

H

SEPTEMBER 17

THE PACT

by Amanda
West Lewis

by Amanda West Lewis

This vivid historical novel follows the life of
young German Peter Gruber —10 years
old at the outbreak of World War II — and
explores how an intelligent, sensitive
youth responds to the propaganda and
posturing of the Nazis. It also provides
insights into the realities of living in a
country at war, a country that suffers
increasing waves of devastation, as the
tide turns against the Nazis. The story
is told through the eyes of Peter as he
is drawn into the Hitler Youth and at the same time comes to doubt
what he is being told about his country and its destiny.
INTERNATIONAL LITERACY ASSOCIATION
Young Adults’ Choices Reading List 2017

M/H

In 1940, the British government started sending
children to safety overseas. This novel is based
on the true story of The City of Benares, a luxury
liner that was recruited in to transport 90 of these
children to Canada, along with the ship’s regular
passenger complement. Mid-ocean the ship was
torpedoed by a German U-boat and sank in about
half an hour. Only 13 of the children survived.
September 17 is a novel that tells the story of three
of the children as they experience and survive the
disaster and wait days to be rescued.
“Riveting and heartbreaking alike,
especially as readers count down the days
to the tragedy they know is coming.”
— Kirkus

“Lewis’ detailed setting descriptions will
provide readers with an accurate portrait
of war-torn Germany, Hungary, and
Denmark.” — Kirkus

“Will have strong appeal for readers
entranced by Titanic tales.” — Bulletin of
the Center for Children’s Books

352 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-0-88995-544-8
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

314 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-0-88995-507-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M/H
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A HARE IN THE
ELEPHANT’S TRUNK
by Jan L. Coates

When civil war strikes his Sudanese
village, 7-year-old Jacob embarks on a
seemingly endless journey that tests his
courage and determination. Jacob and
his young friends are confronted with
war, starvation, dehydration, raging
rivers, crocodile and lion attacks, and
the evil Majok as they struggle to survive
on their own. Jacob’s boyhood desire to
become a soldier wanes and he comes to the realization that fighting
doesn’t improve anything. He begins to embrace his mother’s belief
in education as the road to peace and stability. Inspired by the real life
experiences of a Lost Boy of Sudan.
“Inspired by Jacob Deng’s true story, Coates writes vividly
and poetically, establishing a clear historical context for her
inspirational tale.” — ★ Kirkus
“Teens will be moved by the unsparing survival story and the
climax, when Jacob learns to read.” — Booklist
298 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-0-88995-451-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

FOX MAGIC
by Beverley Brenna

Chance Devlin is the only survivor of a suicide
pact. Two of her friends followed through on
the pact and Chance feels their loss everyday
while trying to determine if she should follow
through with the pact as a way to end her pain.
Then Chance forms a bond with a mysterious
red fox and this helps her come to terms with her
past and find courage in the power to dream.
There is an additional information section by
Tim Claypool, Ph.D., R.D., Psych., with current
references and an author interview. This is a
sensitive treatment of a delicate but timely issue.
“An author interview, afterword on mental health, and internet
resources will surely prove useful. A book in which purpose and art
intertwine successfully.” –Kirkus
104 pages 5 × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $11.95 isbn 978-0-88995-552-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M/H

M/H

CLOSING DOWN HEAVEN

CUT OFF

by Lesley Choyce

by Jamie Bastedo

14-year-old Indio enjoys meteoric
stardom as a guitar prodigy. Things
quickly go sour when Indio’s fame fuels
his father’s dream of wealth and fame.
Robbed of a normal childhood, Indio
desperately seeks escape online by
creating a virtual identity, an obsession
that almost kills him. Facing school
expulsion — or worse— Indio is shipped
off to a teen addictions rehab center in
the wilds of northern Canada where the
adventure of a lifetime awaits him.

In this free-verse novel, 16-year-old Hunter dies in
an accident. He arrives in what he understands to
be heaven, to be met by his celestial guide who tries
to interpret the rules of this rather confusing realm.
Soon Hunter meets Trinity and from this point on
his mission is to love and protect her. Hunter takes
advantage of a new policy in heaven that allows
some recently deceased to return and pick up
their lives again, in order to prevent Trinity’s drug
overdose. Complications multiply until both Hunter
and Trinity find a redemptive path which gives them
both back their real lives and new opportunities.

“Bastedo gives readers who may be inclined to scoff at the
addictive - cyberdevice premise the space to assess Indio’s
actions and reasoning and reach their own conclusions.”
— ★ Kirkus

“A sincere, skillfully told exploration of choices, consequences, neardeath experiences, heaven, and the meaning of life.” — Kirkus

“A smartly written title about the dangers of cyber addiction.”
— School Library Journal
338 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $11.95 isbn 978-0-88995-511-0
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

H

“Explores the ideas of destiny and free will in a thoughtful manner that is
perfect for discussion.”
— VOYA
176 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
H
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-0-88995-543-1
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

COMPOSTELLA
Tesseracts Twenty
edited by Spider Robinson and James Alan Gardner

In 28 short stories and poems, this anthology presents a wide range of styles and subjects and offers something in every
genre of Sci-Fi. This collection features contributions from many of Canada’s most successful and celebrated Sci-Fi authors
and is sure to be popular with readers of sci-fi at every level.
304 pages 5½ × 8½ EDGE PRESS
paperback $15.95 isbn 978-1-770531-48-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

H
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BIFOCAL

by Caroline Pignat

by Deborah Ellis and Eric Walters

Will, a gawky kid who wears fake
turtlenecks, is obsessed by his ant farm
project, and is lousy at gym, is the
perfect target for Shane, the Grade 9
bully. Katie has been Will’s friend in
middle school, but defending him at
high school comes at an unforeseen cost
— she dreads the rumors that link them
as boyfriend/girlfriend. Devan has been
part of Shane’s bully team until now, but
he comes to realize that it’s not so smart
to mindlessly back up each of Shane’s nasty attacks. Together the
three young teens are struggling to find their way out of one of the
classic dilemmas of life: how not to be a bystander to bullying, how
to stand up for your friends, and how to deal with consuming rage.

A student arrested on suspicions of terrorism. A
high school torn apart by racism. Two boys from
two different sets of circumstances forced to
choose sides. Bifocal is told from two alternating
points of view. Haroon is a serious student
devoted to his family. Jay is a football star devoted
to his team. The day their high school is put on
lockdown, the police arrest a Muslim student
on suspicion of terrorist affiliations. He might be
guilty. Or is he singled out because of his race?
The entire student body fragments along racial
lines and both Haroon and Jay find that their differences initially put them at
odds. The Muslim students become targets and a smoke-bomb is set off near
their lockers while Jay and his teammates believe they’ve been set-up to look
like racists.

“Teens will empathize with the characters and see the
personality types inherent within themselves or in their
schools.” — School Library Journal

“Will leave readers looking at their schools and themselves with new
eyes.” — Booklist

“A sensitive examination of bullying and its psychological
roots.” — Booklist
176 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-0-88995-399-4
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

186 pages 5¼ × 8 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-55455-062-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M/H

M

“This hi-lo book is a
quick read, and the
pace is perfect for
reluctant readers
who enjoy shorter
stories. The novel
covers many topics
that will resonate with
emerging teens.”
— School Library
Journal

NEW
“A troubling,
gripping read.”
– Kirkus
“The exploration
of humanity and
self-preservation
set this book apart.
This work has wide
appeal.” –SLJ

HOW SAMANTHA SMART
BECAME A REVOLUTIONARY

CRABBE

SAVING STEVIE

by William Bell

by Eve Richardson

by Dawn Green

One night, just before final exams, 18-yearold Franklin Crabbe — smart, rich, yet
unhappy and semi-alcoholic — packs his gear
and drives away into the woods to disappear
completely. Totally unprepared for bush
life, Crabbe nearly perishes until he meets
someone else who has her own reasons to
hide.
“A harrowing story of reckless anger and
survival.” – Publishers Weekly

13-year-old Minto’s family is in crisis. Her unwed
sister gives birth and then immediately splits.
Minto’s parents are overwhelmed with the new
baby. But when Minto hears discussions about
turning infant Stevie over for adoption, Minto
takes action. During the night, she steals away
with the baby, some basic supplies and a little bit
of money to hide in a shacktown. There are so
many problems to deal with — Minto isn’t sure
she can make this work. But she keeps trying
because the alternative is not acceptable.

192 pages 5 × 7¾ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-55005-051-6
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

228 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $10.95 isbn 978-0-88995-540-0
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

In this incisive pre-dystopian novel, world
events are driven by fear mongering and
finger pointing. At the center of the turmoil
is Samantha Smart, an ordinary girl who gets
caught up in the struggle. “Sometimes all it
takes is for one ordinary person to stand up
and say ENOUGH.”
Eventually Samantha becomes the leader of
the protest that faces off against the dark
forces that are taking over the world. “I don’t
know exactly how I got here but I can tell you
this: if you’re just living your life, thinking
bad things happen to those other people and
everything is going to be fine in your world…
then my fate could easily become yours.”

H

H

312 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-0-88995-549-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

H
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ONE-2-ONE SERIES
Each One-2-One novel tells the story of a different pair of teens participating in the Best Buddies program. Follow the lives of this group of friends who
come together with different expectations and problems, seeing the world from their own unique perspectives and facing it head on together.
M/H

by Lorna Schultz Nicholson

222- 232 pages 5½ × 7½ CLOCKWISE PRESS
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

A TIME TO RUN

NEW

Stuart & Sam

Stuart can run like the wind. It’s a skill that has come in handy for him all his life. Born with fetal alcohol spectrum disorder
(FASD) , Stuart has learned to run away from all kinds of trouble – at least if he can recognize it, sometimes it’s not clear.
Sam is a basketball star destined to play on a university varsity team until he’s sidelined by a dangerous heart condition. After
losing the one thing that centers his world, Sam focuses his energy on helping his Best Buddy Stuart, make the school trackand-field team. But first both Stuart and Sam must come to understand that there is a time to run and a time to stay where
they belong.
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-988347-09-7
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

BENT, NOT BROKEN
Madeline & Justin
Before Madeline’s bike accident left her with a traumatic brain
injury, she and her twin sister were inseparable. But now,
Becky has become rebellious, angry, and sneaky. Even worse,
she doesn’t seem to want Madeline around anymore. At
least Madeline knows she can always rely on her visits to the
therapy horses. Before his sister with autism died, Justin used
to take her to see the therapy horses. Now, with Madeline, he
goes there to escape the gloom of his mother’s grief at home.
Together, Justin and Madeline help each other to reconnect
with the important people in their lives.
paperback $12.95
isbn 978-1-988347-03-5
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

“A powerful look into tragedy and new beginnings.”
– VOYA

paperback $12.95
isbn 978-0-993935-17-6
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

paperback $12.95
isbn 978-0-993935-10-7
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

WILD ORCHID SERIES
Three stories about Taylor Jane, an 18-year-old with Asperger’s Syndrome. In each she finds coping strategies to deal with unpredictable events and
determinedly strives for independence.
by Beverley Brenna

160 – 206 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS

WILD ORCHID
“Vital for those seeking to
understand and identify
with their differently
abled peers and even
more important for
people with Asperger’s
who rarely ever see
themselves in a book.”
– Bulletin of the Center
for Children’s Books
“Brenna has done a credible job of capturing
the voice of a young woman on the brink of
maturity.” — School Library Journal

M/H

WAITING FOR
NO ONE
“A charming yet
riveting read with a lot
to think about, very
highly recommended.”
— Midwest Book
Review
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-0-88995-437-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

THE WHITE
BICYCLE
PRINTZ Honor Book
2013

“A great read for
young adults who
would like to figure
out their identity in a
choice-filled world.” – VOYA
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-0-88995-483-0
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

paperback $9.95 isbn 978-0-88995-330-7
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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GUITARS AND HEROES

NEW

Mythic Guitars and Legendary Musicians
by Julien Bitoun

This fun and accessible encyclopedic guide to the most famous guitars and the musical heroes who played
them will provide hours of entertainment for any rock and roll or guitar enthusiast. Organized by era, from
the rockabilly pioneers to the guitar heroes of the present, this factually accurate guide is sure to satisfy
anyone looking to delve deeper into the history of guitar music and rock stars.
Guitars & Heroes is organized into three sections (Birth of an Art, the Golden Age, Modern Times) and
nine chapters, each with a
selection of artists and their
guitars that any rock and roll
enthusiast is sure to know
by heart. This sensational
encyclopedia on an enduring
subject is an essential purchase
for all library collections.

full color photography throughout
256 pages 8¼ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn, flexibound paperback $29.95
isbn 978-0-2281-0118-5

M/H

MOVIE STAR CHRONICLES
A Visual History of the World’s Greatest Movie Stars
Ian Haydn Smith, General Editor

Movie Star Chronicles is the definitive illustrated encyclopedia for movie fans and students of film
and popular culture.
Entries illustrated with film and television stills and other archival material chart the careers of 320
actors from the era of silent film to today’s blockbusters. Expert text gives an entertaining overview
and color-coded timelines provide an at-a-glance guide to the actor’s career, their roles, movie
release dates, earnings and awards.
“This entertaining book
is perfect for movie fans
and would make an
excellent addition to
circulating collections.”
– Booklist

2,500 color photos & illus., archival photos, timelines,
awards directory, index
576 pages 6¾ × 9¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $29.95 isbn 978-1-77085-530-4

M/H
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ICONIC MAGAZINE COVERS
The Inside Stories of the Greatest Magazine Covers Ever Designed

NEW

by Ian Birch

Iconic Magazine Covers
provides the backstory of
the world’s most innovative
and controversial magazine
covers throughout history.
From images introducing
groundbreaking graphic
designers to poignant shots
documenting historical
social movements, these
65 magazine covers have
documented history in truly
iconic and stunning ways.
150 color photographs throughout, color
illustrations, index
M/H
256 pages 8 × 10, FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $49.95 978-0-2281-0117-8

New, bigger third edition

PAVEMENT CHALK ARTIST

NEW IN
PAPERBACK

The Three-Dimensional Drawings
of Julian Beever
by Julian Beever

Using forced perspective Julian Beever
(The Pavement Chalk Artist) creates
astounding three dimensional art that
seems to rise up from the sidewalk. In
this collection of his most appreciated
works we are instructed into how he
designs and executes these eye-catching
masterpieces. His latest edition adds 16
new incredible images that will appeal
to art lovers and curious browsers alike.
more than 95 color photographs
144 pages 10 × 10, FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 978-0-2281-0077-5

M/H

GEORGE HUNTER’S CANADA
Iconic Images from Canada’s Most Prolific Photographer

NEW

photographs by George Hunter
National Film Board of Canada Collection

Nobody took more photos of 20th-century Canada than George Hunter during his 70-year career.
His photos appeared in atlases, textbooks, encyclopedias and magazines. They’re hung in galleries,
museums and public archives, and were reproduced on postage stamps and currency.

color and b&w photos
96 pages 9 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0001-0

Hunter crossed Canada more than 100 times on photographic expeditions, hired to commercial
entities and the
government. His
assignments were,
ultimately, to document
progress. His is a
portrait of a young
country maturing into
an industrial force; a
landscape as shaped by
the people.

M/H
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5-MINUTE WATERCOLOR
Super-quick Techniques for Amazing Watercolor Painting

NEW

by Samantha Nielsen

Like the other titles in this popular series, 5-Minute Watercolor features 60 exercises for new and
aspiring artists. This careful breakdown of the materials, techniques, and skills required to become a
watercolor artist will appeal to all watercolor enthusiasts. Every spread in the book features five expert
tips and ideas, as well as examples of amazing 5-minute watercolor sketches to inspire readers.
From YouTube videos to tattoo inspiration posts on Instagram, watercolor has experienced a
renaissance in the
artistic community.
Both young and
experienced artists
will be eager to delve
into this beautiful
medium, and there is
no better instructional
tool than this visually
appealing and easyto-follow guide.
350 illustrations, full color and black and white, index
128 pages 6¾ × 8¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
flexibound paperback $19.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0114-7

M/H

5-MINUTE SKETCHING — ANIMALS & PETS
Super-quick Techniques for Amazing Drawings

NEW

by Gary Geraths

What pet owner has not doodled a drawing of their pet cat or dog but wished they could be better
at it? For them, and for the many aspiring artists that love animals, here is an excellent guide to quick
sketching. Here are 60 exercises for all artists that wish to learn how to sketch, or get tips on how to
finesse their existing skills and get rid of bad habits.
This book shows how quick observation and deconstruction of a living creature help to create a sketch
that reveals the subject’s unique appearance and personality. Animals are among the world’s most
colorful life forms and
the book provides
expert guidance
on using color in
sketching. There is
advice on the choice
of media and their
uses, including
washes, pencils,
charcoals, and pastels.
350+ color and b&w illus., index
128 pages 6¾ × 8¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn flexi paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-917-3

M/H
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Library
★Journal

5-MINUTE SKETCHING — ARCHITECTURE
Super-quick Techniques for Amazing Drawings
by Liz Steel

This book can help artists of all abilities — especially novices — to understand and reproduce real-life perspective
in their drawings. The rules of perspective will become instinctive and the artist will then be able to focus on the
creative.
Chapters cover:
• How to See: composition; simple shapes; basic structure; easy measuring
• What to Draw: doors and windows; roof shapes; simple skylines
• Simple Techniques: using minimal lines; loose lines; speedy scribbling; hatch and cross-hatch; playing with
contrast
• Tools & Materials: ink, pencil, colored pencils or markers; various papers.
“A boon to readers who want to engage creatively with their urban environment.”
— ★ Library Journal
350+ color and b&w illus., index
128 pages 6¾ × 8¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn flexi paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-757-5

M/H

5-MINUTE SKETCHING — LANDSCAPES
Super-quick Techniques for Amazing Drawings

NEW

by Virginia Hein

This guide to quick sketching of landscapes is about drawing what you see, mostly in settings away from the
“modern world.” There are 60 exercises for new and aspiring artists which can be done in any number of locations
and as often as desired. All will help to hone skills, increase speed, and help to promote a daily drawing routine.
Sketchers will learn how to look at a scene and deconstruct its elements quickly — for example, see natural features
as colored geometric shapes; locate the source of light; divide the scene into planes (e.g., close, mid, far) for
accurate perspective and color values; and note landmarks that support their observations. Readers will build an
instinctive focus that pays off in speed and results. Experienced artists will refresh their skills, eliminate bad habits,
and discover new ways of seeing.
Offers the perfect way to focus and fine tune creative energy, but it helps to know some secrets. Every spread in the
book features five expert tips plus inspiration, ideas, and examples to motivate readers short on time.

350+ color and b&w illus., index
128 pages 6¾ × 8¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn flexi paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-918-0

M/H

5-MINUTE SKETCHING — PEOPLE
Super-quick Techniques for Amazing Drawings
by Pete Scully

This book can help artists of all abilities to nurture their creativity and to develop skills and speed. Each spread
features 6 expert tips along with examples of 5-minute sketches to inspire readers to try their hand at sketching
and to show how easy it is to make drawing a part of everyday life.
Chapters cover:
• How to See: simple shapes; basic proportion; scale, perspective; negative space
• What to Draw: simple portraits; poses; motion (dance, sport); passers-by
• Simple Techniques: using minimal lines; loose lines; speedy scribbling; hatch and cross-hatch; playing with
contrast
• Tools & Materials: ink, pencil, colored pencils or markers; various papers.
“Encourages readers to jump right in… Will find ample inspiration and practical advice.”
— Library Journal
350+ color and b&w illus., index
128 pages 6¾ × 8¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn flexi paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-758-2

M/H
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DRESSMAKING
The Indispensable Guide

NEW

by Jules Fallon

★ PW

A practical illustrated guide to techniques, tools and troubleshooting for dressmakers new
to the craft and for those who want to take their skills further. This beautifully presented and
comprehensive resource features scores of step-by-step photo sequences showing every
kind of technique — from using and adapting paper patterns, to couture-inspired seaming
techniques that will take garment-making skills to a new level.

500 color illus., glossary, resources, index
M/H
256 pages 8½ × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $35.00 isbn 978-1-77085-938-8

“This beautifully designed guide will be a handy
reference for anyone who wants to learn how
to sew. The book is destined to be a well worn
companion for many creations.”
— ★ Publishers Weekly

THE COMPASSIONATE CHICK’S GUIDE TO DIY BEAUTY
125 Recipes for Vegan, Gluten-Free, Cruelty-Free Makeup,
Skin & Hair Products
by Sunny Subramanian and Chrystle Fiedler

Part DIY vegan beauty how-to and part self-improvement manifesto, this book showcases non-toxic,
rejuvenating and restorative skin care and beauty products that you can whip up in your kitchen with
simple ingredients for pennies per treatment.
Everything you need to know about making your own vegan cosmetics is here — from the benefits of
going vegan and why it’s important to only use products that haven’t been animal tested, to a complete
list of what you’ll need to get started from the ingredients to the equipment.
Why spend $40 on a facial mask or $8 on a package of organic facial wipes when you can make these
products yourself for just a dollar or two? And then there’s the cosmetic/make up section where you’ll
learn how to make
everything from mascara
to liquid foundation and
lipstick with natural,
non-toxic ingredients.

100+ color photos, vegan resources, ingredients index
272 pages 7 × 10 ROBERT ROSE
paperback $24.95 isbn 978-0-7788-0547-2

H

“With ingredients that
are readily available
and instructions that
are easy to follow, the
book will be useful
for DIY fan, vegan or
omnivore.”
—Publishers Weekly
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CLUELESS IN THE KITCHEN
Cooking for Beginners

NEW

Third Edition
by Evelyn Raab

Now fully illustrated with color photographs, this revised and updated edition guides the inexperienced
cook through a whole new kitchen experience. Clueless in the Kitchen features more than 150
delicious, simple recipes for students and others on the go. Every recipe is presented and tested to
ensure that it is easy to make in the least amount of time possible. Here are recipes for just about
everything — lasagna, fajitas, curries, stews, hearty soups and lots of great snacks. There are even
some truly decadent desserts.

175 color photos, charts, glossary, index
208 pages 6½ × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-933-3

M/H
Reviews of a previous edition:
“Young adults will appreciate the abundant information and recipes here ...
The author makes a strong case for fresh over convenience and explains many
cooking and kitchen basics ... its basic food message is sensible and the recipes
are appealing.” – Booklist
“Wryly humorous collection... substantial basic information on cooking...
friendly, tongue-in-cheek tone.” – School Library Journal

THE EDGY VEG
Carnivore-Approved Vegan Recipes

NEW

by Candice Hutchings

“The Edgy Veg”, the YouTube sensation (with over 220,000+ subscribers and counting) created by the
hilarious Candice Hutchings and her husband James Aita who are on a journey to revolutionize vegan
food as we know it.
Tired of a traditional plant-based diet that just felt frankly sad, Candice started veganizing childhood
cravings, fast food faves and food-nerd obsessions. The Edgy Veg has 100 amazing recipes that can
be enjoyed by vegans,
vegetarians, and yes, even
carnivores. No food is off
limits and everything in the
book has received their
signature carnivore stamp
of approval.

125 color photos, menu plans, glossary, resources, index
256 pages 7¾ × 10½ ROBERT ROSE
hardcover US$27.95 / CDN$32.95
isbn 978-0-7788-0581-6

M/H
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BASKETBALL’S GREATEST STARS
Fourth Edition (updated for the 2018–2019 season)

NEW EDITION

by Michael Grange

Like most sports, the spectacular success of the NBA is built on the performance and personalities of the
world’s most beloved basketball stars. Although there is a long history of legends in the sport, this newly
updated fourth edition of Basketball’s Greatest Stars gives the stage to the current superstars ruling the
basketball court. The 50 greatest and most electrifying players of today are accurately profiled and depicted in
photographic glory in this up-todate edition.
Jam-packed with terrific
photographs that celebrate
each superstar and capture the
excitement on the court, this
book is the complete package for
today’s most avid basketball fans.
full color and black and white photographs
throughout, index
248 pages 9 ×11 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 978-0-2281-0068-3

M/H

BASKETBALL NOW!
The Stars and Stories of the NBA

NEW EDITION

Second Edition
by Adam Elliott Segal

This new edition of Basketball
Now! presents 50 profiles and
action photos of the very best
players in the NBA today. From a
fresh crop of young stars to bona
fide superstars, here are just some
of the stars included: LeBron James,
Stephen Curry, Kyle Lowry, Russell
Westbrook, Kevin Love, and many
more.
130+ color photos, index
M/H
160 pages 8½ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-925-8

THE BASEBALL GAME I’LL NEVER FORGET
Fifty Major Leaguers Recall Their Finest Moments

NEW

edited by Steve Milton

The Baseball Game I’ll Never
Forget includes much of what
makes baseball a timeless sport:
readers will learn about nailbiting victories, home runs,
perfect games, and career
milestones. Fans will relive the
most iconic moments in baseball
history through the eyes of their
heroes in the form of personal
interviews. Truly, this is a book
for any collection servicing sports
fans in North America.
175 color and black and white photographs
192 pages 9 × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
M/H
paperback $24.95 978-0-2281-0023-2
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100 color and b&w photos,
further reading, index
248 pages 9 × 11

YALSA Quick Picks 2007
(for the 1st edition)

FIREFLY BOOKS

130 color photos, index
160 pages 8½ × 11

paperback $24.95
isbn 978-1-77085-595-3

FIREFLY BOOKS

paperback $24.95
isbn 978-1-77085-282-2

M/H
M/H

FOOTBALL’S
GREATEST STARS

FOOTBALL NOW!
Today’s Gridiron Greats

Third Edition

Fourth Edition

by Allan Maki

by Mike Ryan

Football Now! celebrates over 65 of the best current NFL players.

Fascinating profiles of the 50
greatest and most exciting players
in the history of pro football, plus some future greats.

FOOTBALL STADIUMS
A Guide to Professional and Top College Stadiums

NEW IN
PAPERBACK

by Lew Freedman

Fully updated to include all recent changes, Football Stadiums tells the stories of the 140
great stadiums standing across the United States that have hosted pro or college football
games. Loyal fans are sure to treasure this loving tribute to the great stadiums that host
their beloved football teams.
300 color photos, index
320 pages, 11 × 8½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $29.95 978-0-2281-0005-8

M/H
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HOCKEY NOW!
The Biggest Stars of the NHL

NEW EDITION

Ninth Edition
by Mike Ryan

This latest edition of Hockey Now! continues to offer the most insightful and fast-paced profiles
on more than 65 of the best and brightest NHL players. Here are just a few of the NHL players
included:
Connor
McDavid,
Carey Price,
Steve Stamkos,
Sidney Crosby,
P.K. Subban,
Jonathan Toews,
and many more.

140 color photos, index
160 pages 8½ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-958-6

M/H

HOCKEY HALL OF FAME UNSTOPPABLE
by Steve Milton and Mike Ryan

Just 32 players make up the Hockey Hall of
Fame’s prestigious “500 Club” — those
who have scored at least 500 career goals.
This reference celebrates each with an
account of their most impressive marker,
such as Jean Beliveau’s unforgettable
three goals in 44 seconds. Other players
in the “Club” include: Bobby Hull, Paul
Henderson, Darryl Sittler and Sidney
Crosby.
100 color & archival photos
160 pages 8 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-845-9

M/H

HOCKEY HALL OF FAME BOOK OF PLAYERS

NEW

edited by Steve Cameron

The greatest individual honor that can
be bestowed upon a professional hockey
player is to be inducted into the Hockey Hall
of Fame. This book profiles all of the 276
players who have been honored since the
Hall of Fame’s first class in 1945. This book
is an essential, up-to-date addition for any
library with a sports collection.
over 450 color and black and white photographs,
276 stat boxes
512 pages 6 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
flexibound paperback $24.95 978-0-2281-0137-6

M/H
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THE COMPLETE BOOK OF SOCCER
by Clive Gifford and John Malam

The Complete Book of Soccer captures all of the exciting action, color and passion of the
world’s most popular sport, comprehensively telling the story of the game and its greatest
exponents. It is packed with information about clubs and players around the world,
statistics galore, and hundreds of fascinating archival images, and exciting color action
photographs.
The book includes:

800+ color & archival photos, charts, index
320 pages 9¾ × 11¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover US$40.00 / CDN$45.00
isbn 978-1-77085-765-0

M/H

• all the top leagues around the world
• the most important world and regional competitions, including World Cup, Olympics,
Champions League, UEFA European Championship
• profiles of every FIFA club from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, complete with club logos
and colors
• the Premier League clubs, such as Manchester United, Manchester City, Arsenal,
Chelsea, and more
• profiles of soccer’s greatest players, past, present and future, as well as winning, losing
and controversial managers
• all of the
most
important
historic
and recent
results and
statistics.

FREESTYLE SOCCER
TRICKS

FREESTYLE SOCCER
STREET MOVES

Tricks, Flick-ups, Catches

Tricks, Stepovers, Passes

by Sean D’Arcy

by Sean D’Arcy

Soccer-juggler D’Arcy starts
with the basics and moves on to
impressive kicks, flick-ups, rolls
and catches. Color photos show
how each trick is done.

A pro freestyler’s guide to soccer’s
hottest moves. The book features
step-by-step color photos that clearly
demonstrate body positioning and
moves.

M/H
100+ color photos & illus.
128 pages 6 × 7 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-55407-404-4

100+ color photos
M/H
128 pages 6 × 7 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-55407-583-6
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★ Library Journal
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EXERCISE ANATOMY
by Hollis Lance Liebman

Compiling content from the individual Anatomy books, this compendium allows the
reader to tailor a personalized program to meet their specific needs.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1,000+ color photos and anatomical illus., glossary
392 pages 8½ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $35.00 isbn 978-1-77085-692-9

H

full-body anatomy illustrations, front and back
annotated full-color anatomical illustrations for all exercises
full-color photographs of exercises
visual identification of active and stabilizing muscles
concise step-by-step how-to instructions and guidance
level-of-difficulty modifications
“Best For” information boxes
safety tips boxes
pre-designed workouts.

“Presents that something extra for fitness
enthusiasts who want to become serious about
their conditioning.” – ★ Library Journal
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EVERY DOG
A Book of Over 450 Breeds
by Nancy Hajeski

A compact visual reference to over 450 dog breeds from around the world. There are ancient
breeds and modern breeds, including the “designer dogs” that have become so popular in recent
years.
Each breed is described on one page and includes these details:
• English and any alternative names, place of origin and year of first known introduction
• Icons and keys indicating all available coat colors; exercise requirements; average weight, height
and life expectancies
• at-a- glance charts rating intelligence; ease of training; affection; playfulness; good guard dogs;
good with children; good with other dogs; and grooming required
• descriptive
text and a
brief history of
the breed
• two color
photographs,
one adult and
one puppy.
1,000+ color photos, charts, index
536 pages 6 × 7½ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn flexi paperback US$24.95 / CDN$29.95
isbn 978-1-77085-825-1

M/H

BEING A DOG
The World From Your Dog’s Point of View
by Karen Wild

This book reveals the latest scientific research on canine behavior— uniquely written from a dog’s
perspective.
What does it feel like to be a dog? How does a dog view other dogs, other animals, humans? How
does a dog see itself? What makes a dog happy or excited, scared or angry?
Some of the exciting discoveries in the book are:

250 color photos, index
192 pages 7½ × 9¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback US$19.95 / CDN$24.95
isbn 978-1-77085-821-3

M/H

• dogs rely on humans for affection, protection and everything else
• dogs are the only non-primate animal to look people in the eyes; in fact, they seek out eye
contact
• dogs are physically wired to pick up on humans’ subtle mood changes
• dogs do not
have a sense
of selfawareness
• dogs do
not see the
world in
black-andwhite but
actually
most have
red-green
color
blindness.
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BIG DOGS, LITTLE DOGS
A Visual Guide to the World’s Dogs

NEW EDITION

by Jim Medway

full color throughout, 300 color illustrations,
index, fact file
32 pages 9 × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $14.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0108-6

Previously published as an
oversized edition, this book
introducing dog breeds is now
being released as a reducedsize version that is perfect for
library and classroom shelves.
Using charming illustrations
and interesting text, this book
will introduce young dog
enthusiasts to 300 different
domestic dog breeds. Dog
lovers craving puppy facts,
trivia, and quirky full color
illustrations will have many
hours of entertainment ahead
as they read through this
colorful and informative book.

E

BIG CATS, LITTLE CATS
A Visual Guide to the World’s Cats

NEW

by Jim Medway

full color throughout, 300 color illustrations,
index, fact file
E
32 pages 9 × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $14.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0107-9

Big Cats, Little Cats introduces
young readers to big, small, and
even wild cats from around the
world. Young cat enthusiasts
will have over 300 different cat
illustrations to pore over, along
with all the information they
could ever want about these furry
felines. Young readers looking to
learn more about cats can delve
into the extensive cat index at
the end of the book that shares
tons of fun facts and trivia about
every breed and species featured
throughout the book.

BIG HORSES, LITTLE HORSES
A Visual Guide to the World’s Horses

NEW

by Jim Medway

full color throughout, 300 color illustrations,
index, fact file
E
32 pages 9 × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $14.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0109-3

Young horse enthusiasts will
be delighted by this new book
featuring over 130 horse and pony
breeds from around the world!
Each type of horse is illustrated in a
fun and accurate cartoon style. Big
Horses, Little Horses is divided
into sections by continent, and
every known horse and pony breed
is included, so horse enthusiasts
are sure to find their favorites
illustrated between these pages!
The back of the book also contains
a detailed, fact-filled index that
includes interesting trivia about
each breed.

SCIENCE & NATURE
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FALCONS IN THE CITY
The Story of a Peregrine Family
by Chris Earley

What happens when a pair of peregrine falcons make a home high atop an apartment balcony?
This is the amazing adventure of Dacey, a Chicago resident, with his two new neighbors.
Named “Steve” and “Linda”, the pair chose to nest inside one of the balcony flower boxes. Both
parents took turns sitting on the eggs during the month-long incubation period. From hatchlings
to fledged chicks in about 6 weeks, Dacey had a front row seat throughout.
Illustrated with close-up of the peregrine falcon family, this book also explores the natural history
of this majestic bird species.

50 color photos, index
48 pages 9 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-803-9
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-804-6

E/M

“The stunning photographs have remarkable
clarity and enhance the already engaging
tale.” — School Library Journal
“More than a dynamic story about birds, this is
a study of ecological coexistence.”
— Booklist

A WASP BUILDS A NEST
See Inside a Paper Wasp’s Nest and Watch it Grow
by Kate Scarborough and Martin Camm

Wasps are ecologically important. They pollinate plants and provide pest control by eating insects and
feeding them to their young. Paper wasps construct open-celled paper nests. This elegantly illustrated
book explains stage by stage in easy text how a wasp nest is built. It follows by days and weeks and
shows how the queen’s industrious workers create a sturdy, weatherproof home. Readers see the
inside of the growing nest where the eggs turn into larvae and emerge 20 days later as juveniles. As
the nest gets bigger and the story progresses, the book’s pages become bigger too. Cross sections
show the amazing construction of the nest and how the wasps live and work.
The pages are shingled, starting as a partial page and getting larger
as the story progresses.

24 color illus.
24 pages 8½ × 9½ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $12.95 isbn 978-1-77085-695-0

E

“A well-focused, informative book.” — Booklist
“The pages are shingled which works well to mimic
the growing colony depicted in the illustrations…
A pleasing introduction.” — School Library Journal
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ANIMAL HOSPITAL
Rescuing Urban Wildlife
by Julia Coey

These exciting real-life stories about rescued animals give kids an up-close look at how
injured and orphaned wild animals are rehabilitated and cared for. Animal Hospital
follows the activities of an urban animal rescue facility and the efforts of the trained
professionals that rescue, treat, rehabilitate and release the animals.
“An appealing topic for upper-elementary and middle school readers.” – Kirkus
“An excellent balance between visual appeal and content.” – Booklist
“Fascinating and enlightening.” – School Library Journal

color photos, resources, index
64 pages 9 × 9	  FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-571-7
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-572-4

E/M

Julia Coey works at the Toronto Wildlife
Center.

SAVING TURTLES
A Kid’s Guide To Helping Endangered Creatures
by Sue Carstairs

A behind-the-scenes look at a hospital for severely injured turtles.
A community of scientists, environmentalists and volunteers around the world help to protect
and save turtles. Sue Carstairs, a veterinarian at a turtle rescue and rehabilitation center, reveals
how she repairs shattered shells, broken jaws, and injured skulls, and nurses severely injured
turtles back to health for release into the wild.
“Attractively designed, abundantly illustrated…An accessible, informative
introduction to fascinating, threatened reptiles and what can be done to help them.”
– Kirkus
“A solid choice for libraries looking to supplement their science and sustainability
collections.” – School Library Journal

100 full color photographs, maps, charts, glossary, resources, index
64 pages 9 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
E/M
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-290-7
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-434-5
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HOW TO RAISE MONARCH BUTTERFLIES
A Step-by-Step Guide for Kids
Updated Edition

SCIENCE BOOK & FILMS
Best Book For Children 2012

by Carol Pasternak

Dazzling full colorful photography and expert advice are skillfully paired to ensure that kids will have an
exciting experience while absorbing tons of practical information about raising a glorious butterfly. Kids
will delight in learning how to
find and harvest eggs, care for
and grow their butterflies and
marvel as they see the stages
of metamorphosis right before
their eyes.
“Well written, well
illustrated, and very
inviting.”
– Science Books & Films

75+ color photographs, maps, glossary, index
48 pages 8 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-002-6
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-001-9

“Trust me — this is one of
those books that belongs
in every school and public
library.” – Booklist

E/M

Help save the monarchs!

CATERPILLARS
Find, Identify, Raise
Your Own
by Chris Earley

Kids will discover how
to capture and care for
caterpillars, as well as
identify species and how
to help conserve or even
improve their natural
habitat.
color photos, identification section,
further reading, index
32 pages 8 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-183-2
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-182-5

E

DRAGONFLIES
Catching, Identifing,
How and Where
They Live
by Chris Earley

Kids will delight in using
this guide’s advice to
observe, capture and
release a wide range
of Dragonflies and
Damselflies.
color photos, mini field guide, further
reading
E
32 pages 8 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-186-3
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-185-6
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EXPLORING THE WORLD SERIES

E

Succinct text, fascinating facts and colorful photographs are skillfully intertwined in these books to offer insight into the lives of these animals.
by Tracy C. Read

color photos, index
24 pages 8 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS

“Well organized texts and
good-quality pictures.”
– School Library Journal

“Offers an abundance of in-depth,
intriguing information… appropriate for
research or pleasure reading.” – Booklist

EXPLORING THE WORLD OF ALLIGATORS
AND CROCODILES

NEW

Silently suspended in water, with only its eyes, nostrils and ears breaking the surface, the crocodile
waits patiently for its prey. Then it strikes with lightning speed, chilling accuracy and a deadly bite
stronger than any other living creature.
Descended from reptiles that roamed the earth alongside the dinosaurs, readers will learn about the
crocodilians’ life history,
physical characteristics,
courtship displays,
communication
strategies and family
life.

paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-943-2
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-942-5

EXPLORING THE WORLD OF ELEPHANTS

NEW

Ancestors of the elephant once roamed across much of the planet, but now only two species survive:
the African elephant and the Asian elephant. Readers will learn about the physical attributes and
life history of the largest land mammal on Earth. With a massive body and huge ears that serve as
built-in air-conditioning, a six-foot-long trunk, tough, protective skin, outsized tusks used as tools
and weapons, and
a complex social
structure within their
herds, the elephant
is a fascinating
subject.

paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-945-6
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-944-9
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EXPLORING THE WORLD OF HUMMINGBIRDS

NEW

Spotting one of these tiny birds in the garden is a great thrill and readers will be fascinated by the
hummingbird’s high-performance lifestyle. Find out how hummingbirds and flowers have evolved for
their mutual success. Also discover intriguing facts about hummingbird biology, flight, mating and
nesting behaviors, family
life, migration, and just
how a hummingbird
achieves and maintains
its dazzling, shimmering
colors.

paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-947-0
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-946-3

EXPLORING THE WORLD OF WHALES

NEW

With sturdy, streamlined bodies, outfitted with insulating blubber, tail flukes and fins, whales are built
for life in the water. Readers will learn the difference between baleen and toothed whales, and how
these differences affect habitat, diet and behaviors. Discover how whales communicate with one
another across vast stretches of ocean, how some cooperate to raise families and hunt their prey, and
how some are capable of remarkable feats of migration and deep diving.

paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-949-4
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-948-7
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EXPLORING THE WORLD SERIES

E

Succinct text, fascinating facts and colorful photographs are skillfully intertwined in these books to offer insight into the lives of these animals.
by Tracy C. Read

color photos, index
24 pages 8 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS

paperback $6.95
isbn 978-1-55407-955-1
hardcover $16.95
isbn 978-1-55407-882-0

paperback $6.95
isbn 978-1-55407-616-1
hardcover $16.95
isbn 978-1-55407-625-3

“Offers an abundance of in-depth,
intriguing information… appropriate for
research or pleasure reading.” – Booklist

“Well organized texts and
good-quality pictures.”
– School Library Journal

paperback $6.95
isbn 978-1-55407-956-8
hardcover $16.95
isbn 978-1-55407-785-4

paperback $6.95
isbn 978-1-55407-957-5
hardcover $16.95
isbn 978-1-55407-883-7

paperback $6.95
isbn 978-1-55407-796-0
hardcover $16.95
isbn 978-1-55407-795-3

paperback $6.95
isbn 978-1-55407-617-8
hardcover $16.95
isbn 978-1-55407-626-0

paperback $6.95
isbn 978-1-55407-797-7
hardcover $16.95
isbn 978-1-55407-784-7

paperback $6.95
isbn 978-1-55407-656-7
hardcover $16.95
isbn 978-1-55407-647-5

paperback $6.95
isbn 978-1-55407-655-0
hardcover $16.95
isbn 978-1-55407-646-8
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“Attractive volumes … Charming looks at some odd creatures.” – School Library Journal
Each title has an embossed cover in bright colors

SHARKS — PREDATORS OF THE SEA
by Anna Claybourne

A spectacular collection of the fiercest, weirdest, and
most extraordinary sharks. This book covers 17 shark
species, including: Great White, Great Hammerhead,
Lemon Shark, Goblin, Wobbegong and more.

E
200 color photos, glossary, index
80 pages 8½ × 11¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-739-1

BUGS IN THE BACKYARD
by Camilla de la Bédoyère

“Get a bug’s eye view of more than 30 kinds of
invertebrates common in backyards in this factfilled title…An attractive title for young nature
lovers yearning to explore the tiny creatures in
their backyards.” – Booklist

E
200 color photos, glossary, index
80 pages 8½ × 11¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-697-4

MONSTERS OF THE DEEP
by Camilla de la Bédoyère

Somewhere below the surface of the ocean a myriad
of terrifying creatures exist and even thrive. Diverse
and bizarre adaptations offer up some astounding
creatures that will intimidate and enthrall readers.
“Tailor-made for budding zoologists as well as
casual browsers.” – Kirkus

E
200 color photos, glossary, index
80 pages 8½ × 11¼
FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-465-9

CREATURES OF THE NIGHT
by Camilla de la Bédoyère

Over a dozen animals that thrive in the dark
environment of the night are profiled in spectacular
photography and descriptive text.
“Good stuff!” – Kirkus

E
200 color photos, glossary, index
80 pages 8½ × 11¼
FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-459-8
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5 ELEPHANTS

NEW IN
PAPERBACK

by Rob Laidlaw

INTERNATIONAL LITERACY ASSOC. Teachers’ Choices 2015

Elephants are highly active, complex, wide-ranging animals that play a key role in the ecosystems they inhabit. Their
huge size, giant ears, amazing trunk and
incredible intelligence, make them unique
in the natural world. Along with intriguing
elephant facts, readers are introduced to
the stories of five famous elephants and
the challenges elephants face in the wild
and in captivity.

color photos, glossary, bibliography, index
88 pages 8 × 10 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-55455-404-1
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

“A worthy book that encourages
ethical thinking about elephants.”
— Kirkus

E/M

5 GIRAFFES
by Anne Innes Dagg

★ Booklist

5 Giraffes is a fascinating account of giraffes living in the wild and in
captivity. While giraffes are an iconic part of the African landscape,
some species are facing extinction in the wild. From their leafy diets
to their hidden social lives, giraffes are important creatures. Profiles of
five celebrated giraffes demonstrate why they must be protected.
“Heartwarming photos of giraffes galloping, browsing,
and nuzzling their calves simply add to the book’s overall
effectiveness.” — ★ Booklist
“Written by a heroic living scientist, this is a worthy purchase
for animal collections.” — School Library Journal

color photos, glossary, bibliography, index
64 pages 8 × 10 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $24.95 isbn 978-1-55455-356-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

“Filled with information told in an engaging narrative manner.
It would be an easy and enjoyable read for most students.”
— NSTA Recommends

E/M

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK CREATURES
by Natalie Hyde

Using only chemicals in their bodies, glow-in-the-dark creatures can create bioluminescence, or “living light.” They
use their light displays to hide from enemies, to cry for help, to warn of danger or to find a mate. From fireflies
and glowworms to flashlight fish
and lantern sharks, the diversity
and number of creatures who are
bioluminescent will surprise readers.
“A very useful addition to a school
library as well as for classroom
studies and discussions.”
— Resource Links

color photos & illus., glossary, bibliography,
further reading, index
40 pages 8 × 10 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-55455-330-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E/M
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NATURE BABY SERIES

E

These books explore the first months of a wild animal’s life. The combination of amazing photographs and scientifically accurate text, make them perfect
for young naturalists.
“Pairs excellent-quality photos with simple texts... Focuses on the animals’ daily lives, habitat, diet,
by Wayne Lynch and Aubrey Lang
and their relationship with their mother, which is charmingly portrayed... Appealing and useful
additions.” —School Library Journal
color photos, “Did You Know” feature, index
36 pages 8 × 7 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

“Lynch’s sharp, color photographs bring children up close and give insight into baby animal’s early
experiences in the wild.” — Booklist
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Baby Black Bear
978-1-55455-097-5 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-670-1 $16.95 hardcover

Baby Koala
978-1-55041-876-7 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-874-3 $16.95 hardcover

Baby Elephant
978-1-55041-717-3 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-715-9 $16.95 hardcover

Baby Lion
978-1-55041-713-5 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-711-1 $16.95 hardcover

Baby Fox
978-1-55041-724-1 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-688-6 $16.95 hardcover

Baby Mountain Sheep
978-1-55455-043-2 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55455-042-5 $16.95 hardcover

Baby Grizzly
978-1-55041-579-7 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-577-3 $16.95 hardcover

Baby Owl
978-1-55041-798-2 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-796-8 $16.95 hardcover

Baby Ground Squirrel
978-1-55041-799-9 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-797-5 $16.95 hardcover

Baby Penguin
978-1-55041-693-0 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-675-6 $16.95 hardcover

Baby Polar Bear
978-1-55455-102-6 $7.95 paperback
Baby Porcupine
978-1-55041-562-9 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-560-5 $16.95 hardcover
Baby Sea Turtle
978-1-55041-746-3 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-728-9 $16.95 hardcover
Baby Seal
978-1-55041-726-5 $7.95 paperback
978-1-55041-685-5 $16.95 hardcover
Baby Sloth
978-1-55041-827-9 $7.95 paperback

All books:
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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WEIRD BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS
by Ronald Orenstein

This fascinating book reveals a
rare and close up look at the odd
beauty and behavior of some
of the strangest of these tiny
creatures.

color photos, index
64 pages 9 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-814-5
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-815-2

E/M

E/M
color photos, index
64 pages 9 × 9

E/M
color photos, index
64 pages 9 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95
isbn 978-1-77085-234-1
hardcover $19.95
isbn 978-1-77085-235-8

FIREFLY BOOKS

paperback $9.95
isbn 978-1-77085-361-4
hardcover $19.95
isbn 978-1-77085-442-0

WEIRD FROGS

WEIRD INSECTS

by Chris Earley

by Michael Worek

Astounding photos offer striking images of a wide array of unusual
and intriguing frogs from all around the globe.

Sure to appeal as much to curious browsers as dedicated bug enthusiasts.

“A browser’s delight.” – Kirkus

“It’s a visual feast and – oh my – those pictures!”
– School Library Journal

★ SLJ
E/M
color photos, index
64 pages 9 × 9

E/M
color photos
64 pages 9 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95
isbn 978-1-77085-191-7
hardcover $19.95
isbn 978-1-77085-197-9

FIREFLY BOOKS

paperback $9.95
isbn 978-1-77085-296-9
hardcover $19.95
isbn 978-1-77085-441-3

WEIRD BIRDS

WEIRD SEA CREATURES

by Chris Earley

by Erich Hoyt

Features the unique characteristics of rare and uncommon birds.

“Eerie, riveting eye candy for budding biologists.” – Kirkus
“A feast for the eye and a tickle for the mind.”
– ★ School Library Journal
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FIREFLY WILDLIFE ATLAS
A Comprehensive Guide to Animal Habitats

NEW

by John Farndon

The Firefly Wildlife Atlas is a captivating, fact-filled atlas exploring animal habitats around the
world. It is remarkable for its scope and presentation, covering almost 1000 animals in meticulous
full-color illustrations and concise authoritative text. The atlas format shows regions and their
habitats, and presents groups of animals that co-exist in a single habitat.
From millipedes to monkeys, this book offers a detailed and thorough guide to a wide array of
the world’s mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish, as well as insects, spiders and other
invertebrates.

1,000 +color illus, maps, index
160 pages 8¼ × 10½ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-77085-932-6

E/M

FIREFLY ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ANIMALS
edited by Camilla de la Bédoyère and Philip Whitfield

Firefly Encyclopedia of Animals is a stunning illustrated reference guide to 840 members of
the animal kingdom from every continent. Topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1000+ color illus. & photos, distribution maps, index
256 pages 8¼ × 10½ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-457-4

General descriptions of animal Orders and Families
Common and species names
Shared characteristics in animal groups
Describes size, distribution, anatomy, ecology, migration, habitats and survival skills
Features on animal behavior
Wildlife conservation and updates on endangered animals.

E/M

“Far more attractive and appealing than a
traditional encyclopedia…For browsers and
researchers alike, this is a useful and inviting
display.” – Kirkus
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FOCUS ON ANIMALS SERIES

E/M

Each book offers an in-depth look at an endangered and vital part of the natural world. Filled with fascinating information, full-color photos, interactive
activities, and educational diagrams and charts.
color photos & illus., glossary, further reading, index
32 - 48 pages 8 × 10 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

“An appealingly enthusiastic approach to biology that just about every reader will be
able to participate in.” — Kirkus

BITE INTO
BLOODSUCKERS

BUZZ ABOUT BEES

by Kari-Lynn Winters

A world without bees would mean
fewer wildflowers and flowering
plants and where the food supply
would be significantly diminished.
Accompanying information about
the history, social structure and
science behind the world of bees are
conservation activities to make the
world a place where hives of bees can
thrive.

by Kari-Lynn Winters

Bloodsucking creatures are
known for their irritating habits.
Whether they are fleas, bedbugs,
lampreys, or the seemingly innocent
butterflies, they pierce your skin,
drink your blood, and sometimes
spread diseases. It’s difficult to love
them, but these hungry critters are
a necessity in our global ecosystems
and they can even be beneficial.

“A great introduction to all things bees.” —NSTA Recommends
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-55455-326-6
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-55455-202-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

FOCUS ON FLIES

IN DEEP WITH THE OCTOPUS

by Norma Dixon

by Norma Dixon

Takes readers inside the world of the house
fly. Despite its horrible habits, the house fly is
an astonishing creature.

Takes readers inside the octopus’s world.
Octopuses are eight-armed, boneless, solitary
sea creatures. They’re ugly, slimy and squirmy.
Some can weight over 200 pounds while
others can be as small as a golf ball. They have
taste receptors all over their body, and scent
receptors on every arm.

“Dixon’s chatty, informative title,
illustrated with many clear color photos
and diagrams, will hook readers with its
fascinating view of a fly’s ‘creepy cool
world.” — Booklist
“Offers considerable information
about this homely insect and its role in
the ecosystem. A useful addition for
collections needing new or additional
material.” — School Library Journal
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55005-129-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-55455-270-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

LOWDOWN ON
EARTHWORMS
by Norma Dixon

They may seem like just more creepy crawlies,
but without earthworms working hard in the
dirt, we’d have a very difficult time growing
our flowers, our trees, and even our food.
From the myth that cutting a worm in half will
create two worms, to their unique reproductive
capabilities, all the need-to-know facts are
here.
“A well-written, lively account of
organisms burrowing through the
underground.” — Science Books & Films
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55005-119-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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CREATURES CLOSE UP
by Gillian Watts
photographs by Philippe Martin

This stunning book looks at nature using a revolutionary method of extreme close-up
photography, such that the result is almost three-dimensional.
These large, hyper-realistic images bring the viewer face to face with tiny creatures and
plants, where the smallest details can be examined. This is nature photography as never
seen before.
“Hyper-realistic delights for young
naturalists.” — Kirkus
“Amazing…Children will be entranced
as each creature appears to jump off the
page.” — School Library Journal
“The photographs are, in a word,
breathtaking…For anyone interested
in photography or wildlife, this is a
winner.” — Booklist
60 color photos, index
64 pages 9 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-782-7
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-783-4

E/M

PENGUINS!
The World’s Coolest Birds
by Wayne Lynch

Second Edition, revised and expanded
Renowned photographer and science writer Wayne Lynch has a passion and fascination for the members
of the penguin family. A self-described “penguin addict,” he has logged more than 130,000 miles to sit
among hundreds, sometimes even thousands of penguins on the far-flung beaches of the Galápagos
Islands, Chile, Antarctica and New Zealand.
In this new edition, Lynch includes completely new photographs of these intriguing birds and reveals the
effects of climate change on the habitat, life cycle and future of these resilient animals. Advances in genetic
science reveal a number of new species which Lynch adds to this new edition.
Reviews for the 1st edition:
“A fascinating, exciting, and revealing
story that will delight young readers.”
— Science Books & Films

50 color photos, index
80 pages 8 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-77085-858-9
hardcover $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-866-4

M

“A readable melange of anecdote,
explanation, gee-whiz facts, and ‘hot
new research’ in penguin studies…This
one might well be the answer to the
question of what’s black and white and
read all over.” — Bulletin for the Center
of Children’s Books

A LITTLE BOOK OF SLIME
Everything That Oozes, From Killer Slime to Living Mold
by Clint Twist

Every boy and reluctant reader will be lured to pictures and stories about snail trails, mucus, phlegm
and spittle as well as a host of other natural slimes too disgusting to contemplate.
“A lively introduction to slime in the natural world.” - Kirkus
100+ color photos, glossary, index
80 pages 7½ × 6 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-006-4

E/M
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WELCOME TO THE WORLD SERIES

E

Perfect introductions to the natural world for young readers. Each book features color photographs, lively description and amazing facts.
by Diane Swanson

color photos, index
32 pages 8 × 8 WALRUS BOOKS
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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Welcome to the World of Alligators
and Crocodiles
978-1-55285-355-9 $7.95 paperback
Welcome to the World of Bats
978-1-55110-784-4 $7.95 paperback
Welcome to the World of Bears
978-1-55110-519-2 $7.95 paperback
Welcome to the World of Beavers
978-1-55110-853-7 $7.95 paperback
Welcome to the World of Coyotes
978-1-55285-258-3 $7.95 paperback
Welcome to the World of Eagles
978-1-55110-706-6 $7.95 paperback
Welcome to the World of Elephants
978-1-55285-451-8 $7.95 paperback
Welcome to the World of Foxes
978-1-55110-705-9 $7.95 paperback
Welcome to the World of Frogs
and Toads
978-1-55285-354-2 $7.95 paperback
Welcome to the World of Hummingbirds
978-1-55285-318-4 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Kangaroos
978-1-55285-471-6 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Skunks
978-1-55110-855-1 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Moose
978-1-55110-854-4 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Snakes
978-1-55285-171-5 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Octopuses
978-1-55285-023-7 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Spirit Bears
978-1-55285-847-9 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Orangutans
978-1-55285-472-3 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Squirrels
978-1-55285-259-0 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Otters
978-1-55110-520-8 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Whales
978-1-55110-490-4 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Owls
978-1-55110-614-4 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Wild Cats
978-1-55110-615-1 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Penguins
978-1-55285-450-1 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Wild Horses
978-1-55285-320-7 $7.96 paperback

Welcome to the World of Porcupines
978-1-55110-856-8 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Wolverines
978-1-55285-840-0 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Rabbits
and Hares
978-1-55285-024-4 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Wolves
978-1-55110-491-1 $7.95 paperback

Welcome to the World of Raccoons
978-1-55110-782-0 $7.95 paperback

All books:
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

Welcome to the World of Sharks
978-1-55285-170-8 $7.95 paperback
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DO YOU KNOW? SERIES
Graphic novel meets non-fiction to create this unique
and humorous survey of the animal kingdom.
by Alain M. Bergeron, Michel Quintin and Sampar

color illus.
64 pages 5 × 7 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E/M
“The graphic novel element really sets the “Do You Know?” series apart from other
animal fact books… Clearly demonstrates how learning science can be a lot of fun as the
facts shown through this wacky approach may linger in one’s memory far longer than
those read in a text-book style presentation…. Children will be attracted to the colorful
illustrations and hilarious dialogue between the comical characters… Reluctant readers
will also embrace these books because of the simple language and comical illustrations.”
— CM Magazine
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Do You Know Chameleons?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-299-3

Do You Know Komodo Dragons?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-339-6

Do You Know The Rhinoceros?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-354-9

Do You Know Crocodiles?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-304-4

Do You Know Leeches?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-318-1

Do You Know Spiders?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-302-0

Do You Know Crows?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-320-4

Do You Know Porcupines?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-321-1

Do You Know Tigers?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-355-6

Do You Know Dinosaurs?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-336-5

Do You Know Praying Mantises?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-337-2

Do You Know Toads?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-303-7

Do You Know Hyenas?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-338-9

Do You Know Rats?
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-319-8

All books:
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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FIREFLY DINOSAUR SERIES

E/M

by David West

This series of six books is for dinosaur enthusiasts and novices alike. It covers dinosaurs living in the six periods that make up the Mesozoic Age, which
spanned prehistoric time 227 million years ago to 65 million years ago.
Each book is an illustrated guide to 25 of the best known dinosaurs of that period. Up-to-date information accompanies the highly detailed computergenerated artworks — big, colorful, lifelike, fill-the-page dinosaurs.
The books open with an illustrated introductory spread that provides background information on the time period in which the 25 dinosaurs lived. The
dinosaur spreads bear a brief introduction, information on when and where it lived, its size, and where fossil remains have been found. They also have a
shadow icon of an adult, child, or animal (e.g. domestic cat) which indicates the size of the dinosaur.
26 color artworks, glossary, index
32 pages 8 × 10¾ FIREFLY BOOKS

DINOSAURS OF THE UPPER TRIASSIC
& THE LOWER JURASSIC

1

25 Dinosaurs from 235-176 Million Years Ago
paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-841-1
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-842-8

DINOSAURS OF THE MIDDLE JURASSIC
25 Dinosaurs from 175–165 Million Years Ago

2

paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-835-0
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085- 836-7
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DINOSAURS OF THE UPPER JURASSIC
25 Dinosaurs from 164–145 Million Years Ago

3

paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-839-8
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-840-4

DINOSAURS OF THE LOWER CRETACEOUS
25 Dinosaurs from 144–127 Million Years Ago

4

paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-831-2
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-832-9

DINOSAURS OF THE MID-CRETACEOUS
25 Dinosaurs From 127-89 Million Years Ago

5

paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-833-6
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-834-3

DINOSAURS OF THE UPPER CRETACEOUS
25 Dinosaurs from 89–65 Million Years Ago

6

paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-837-4
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-838-1
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DINOSAUR BONES
And What They Tell Us
by Rob Colson

Resembling a paleontologist’s
sketchbook filled with labeled
watercolor drawings and
descriptive notes, each dinosaur
species is shown by its skeleton,
revealing what it looked like inside
and out. A full-color computer
graphic illustration shows each
animal in its habitat.
“Exactly what young
paleontologists are looking
for.” – School Library Journal
200 color illus., timeline, glossary, index
E/M
96 pages 8¾ × 11½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-77085-694-3
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-717-9

FIREFLY ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF DINOSAURS AND
PREHISTORIC ANIMALS
edited by Douglas Palmer

Over 350 of the most amazing ancient
creatures ever to have walked the earth
are profiled in captivating text and
stunning graphics.

over 1000 full color illustrations & photos, timeline, glossary, index
256 pages 8¼ × 10½ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-460-4
E/M

BIG BLUE FOREVER
The Story of Canada’s Largest Blue Whale Skeleton
by Anita Miettunen

A blue whale, the world’s largest mammal, died and washed ashore on a remote beach in Canada’s Prince Edward
Island. This book tells the astounding tale of skinning an animal larger than a dinosaur, moving it across the country,
then hanging its re-assembled skeleton from the ceiling of a museum in Vancouver.
Complemented with intriguing facts about
blue whales, and the fascinating process
that museums go through to prepare and
reassemble skeletons for display.
“The science behind the process of
rebuilding and transporting the skeleton
is undeniably interesting, as are the
numerous accompanying photos.”
— Booklist
color photos, resources, bibliography
64 pages 8 × 10 RED DEER PRESS
hardcover $24.95 isbn 978-0-88995-542-4
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E/M

“A handsome, clearly written, wellillustrated description of how the
enormous skeleton of a blue whale was
preserved and housed in a museum for
everyone to see.”
— School Library Journal
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DARK MATTERS

NEW

Nature’s Reaction to Light Pollution
by Joan Marie Galat

Dark Matters introduces readers to the fragile animals that are impacted by our increasingly threatened
nighttime skies.
Lights from cars, streetlights, houses, shopping malls, skyscrapers, and other structures make towns and
cities glow with light so bright it can be seen from outer space. What happens when humans tamper with
the age-old balance of day and night? Come discover the amazing night life of frogs and bats, turtles and
fireflies, birds, plants, and so much more. And learn how their lives and ecosystems are negatively impacted
by light. The book is packed with fascinating and unexpected facts about how plants and animals react to
light pollution.
“Packed full from cover to cover
with fascinating and unexpected
facts and illustrations. Impressively
‘kid friendly’ in tone, commentary,
organization and presentation…
Highly recommended.”
– Midwest Book Review
color photos & illus.
M
72 pages 7 × 10 RED DEER PRESS
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-0-88995-515-8
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

“This is a great book for the
classroom and a jumping off point
for students researching new
areas of biology and ecology.”
—NSTA Recommends

“Readers will likely be fascinated and horrified by just how extensive a toll
light pollution takes on nocturnal animals. A unique subject that might compel
readers to flip the light switch at night.” – Booklist

FIRE!
The Renewal of a Forest
by Celia Godkin

★Booklist

It hasn’t rained for many weeks and the forest is dry and scorched. Then, storm clouds
gather —but instead of rain, lightning fills the sky and strikes a tall tree. In no time, the
forest is engulfed in flame. Soon there is nothing left but the charred ruins of the forest,
devoid of life. But slowly and gradually, life returns to the forest—from the seeds that blow
in on the wind and germinate, to the small creatures that have survived in their burrows
below the ground. It will take years for the forest to return, filled with life once more.

E
color illus., resources
32 pages 10½ × 9¼ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-55455-082-1
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
“The illustrations are richly colored, surprisingly varied,
and often handsome compositions showing the forest
in various stages of its cycle. . . Clear, concise writing
and vivid artwork make this a fine presentation on the
subject.” — ★ Booklist
“The illustrations— especially some of those showing animals “hidden” in the forest—get the attention of small children. . . This text does
a good job explaining, in a simplified manner, how life returns to a forest after a fire. . . This book would be helpful as an introduction to
classroom exercises examining forest fires.” — Science Books & Films
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ENOUGH WATER?
A Guide To What We Have and How We Use It
by The Editors of Firefly Books

Enough Water? will raise awareness of how our all-consuming lifestyle is literally made of
water.
Simple text explains the concept of a “water footprint” — the amount of freshwater used to
produce the goods and services we consume, including manufacturing, growing, harvesting,
packaging, and shipping to stores. The human water footprint contributes to an irreversible
loss of Earth’s finite water supply.

100 color infographics & photos, bibliography,
glossary, index
72 pages 9 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-818-3
hardcover $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-819-0

E/M

Clever infographics show how much water is used to make everyday things that kids take for
granted — what they wear, what they eat, and so on. The examples are shocking: 240 gallons
of water (visually comparable to 240 ice cream containers!) to make a smartphone; 92.5
gallons to make a T-shirt and 2,100 for jeans; and 634 gallons to make a cheeseburger (no
toppings). The water footprint of just one bottle of cola is equivalent to 350 bottles of water,
which if stacked on
top of each other,
would reach the
roof of a 25-story
building.

DO FISH FART?
Answers to Kids’ Questions About Lakes
by Keltie Thomas

This intriguing collection of Q&As about our lakes and freshwater systems will fascinate, amaze
and inform young readers curious about water and life in a watershed. Some of the questions
kids asked:

120 color photos & illus., index
48 pages 9 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-727-8
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-728-5

E/M

• What’s the difference between a lake and a pond? What’s on the bottom of a lake? Why is a
lake blue but the water is clear in a glass when we drink it?
• Can fish drown? Why do fish smell? How can fish survive in the winter? How do fish have
babies? Do fish drink water?
• Where does the
oil and gas from
a motorboat go?
If soap is poured
into a lake, will it
become a bubble
bath? How long
does it take for
a lake to get
polluted?

“Informed and respectful responses,
even to silly questions.” – Kirkus
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RISING SEAS

“Timely” – Booklist

Confronting Flooding, Climate Change and Our New World
Keltie Thomas

The Earth’s oceans are on the rise. Since 1900, global sea levels have risen steadily
each year to a global average of about 8 inches (20cm) today, and they’re still rising.
By 2100, the sea could climb as much as 14 feet (4.3m) to 32 feet (9.75m).
Rising Seas: Confronting Flooding, Climate Change and Our New World gives youth
an eye-popping view of what the Earth might look like under the rising and falling
water levels of climate change. Photographs juxtapose the present-day with that
same area’s projected future. The shocking images will help them understand the
urgency for action. Key issues in today’s news will be better understand, such as the
2015 Paris Protocol in which the world agreed to limit temperature increases to 2°C
(ideally 1.5°).
Keltie Thomas is the author of Do Fish Fart?, How Hockey Works, Animals that
Changed the World, and The Kids Guide to Money Cent$, as well as many other
highly acclaimed children’s books nominated for several awards. Most recently,
Do Fish Fart? won the Award of Merit from the Lake Simcoe Region Conservation
Authority.
color illus.
64 pages 9 × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0021-8
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0022-5

E/M

“This is an important book... demand
something be done. It’s your future
that’s at stake.” – David Suzuki
“An engaging, lively addition to
nonfiction collections on a timely,
increasingly urgent topic.” – Booklist

“This is an eye-opening
glimpse at the worldwide
impact of rising temperatures”
– School Library Journal
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ROCKS, MINERALS AND GEMS
by John Farndon

The ultimate identification guide to hundreds of rocks, minerals and gems.
Packed with fun facts and practical activities, the book features high-definition color photographs
and data keys that show noteworthy qualities of each specimen in extraordinary detail.
“A quality
introduction to
geology and to
applying scientific
principles in
practical settings.”
— Booklist

200+ color photos & illus., glossary, index
E/M
120 pages 7 × 9½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback US$12.95 / CDN$14.95 isbn 978-1-77085-868-8
hardcover $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-740-7

STUFF YOU NEED TO KNOW!
by John Farndon and Rob Beattie

Stuff You Need to Know overflows with intricate, lighthearted illustrations and fascinating
explanations about 28 activities and objects from everyday life. In fact, the book is so jam-packed that
gatefolds provide the extra room needed to explain complex activities. The “stuff” ranges from taking
out the garbage to launching a rocket, such as:
• Solar Panels — how energy gets from the sun to the solar panels on a roof to the electric switch
inside the house
• Pizza — when you order a pizza, ingredients and toppings are gathered from around the world
• 3D Printer — from a
computer model to a
finished product, how a
3D printer works
• Weather Report — each
stage of what’s involved
in creating the weather
forecast for tomorrow.

70 color illus., 4 double-page gatefolds, glossary, index
80 pages 8 × 11½	  FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn flexi paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-77085-494-9
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-656-1

E/M
“Each well-chosen subject handily depicts the
workings of technology, all while engaging, amusing
and satisfying the curiosity of readers.” – Booklist
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EVERYTHING I KNOW ABOUT POOP
by Jaume Copons

NEW

illustration by Mercé Galí

In this hilarious children’s book, our young protagonist will teach other young readers everything
they need to know about poop! The story is enchanting in its child-friendly enthusiasm towards its
silly subject. This book will teach you that there’s no need to be embarrassed -after all, everybody
poops!
As our main character goes on his journey to the bathroom, he talks about all the people and
animals that need to go number two: birds, whales, and even grandparents will confess that they
all need to poop! In the end, with a little cheering from his family, our hero will successfully poop
and in the process, help parents show their kids that pooping is perfectly natural for everyone (and
pretty funny).
The illustrations are one of a kind, and the text is so witty and memorable, that kids will ask for this
book to be read to them over and over again!

full color throughout, one gatefold
28 pages 8 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $12.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0083-6

E

THE SCOOP ON POOP
by Wayne Lynch

Award winning author and photographer Wayne Lynch takes a fun and scientific look at poop in
the animal world. Children will be fascinated to find out that some wild animals eat their dung,
others use it to send messages or mark their territory, and some even squirt it on themselves to cool
off!
Filled with amazing facts, animal stories and color photographs The Scoop On Poop! will change
the way you look at droppings forever.

full color throughout
32 pages 8½ × 11 FIFTH HOUSE PUBLISHERS
paperback $14.95 978-1-927083-53-6
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E
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STORIES IN THE CLOUDS
Weather Science and Mythology From Around the World

NEW

by Joan Marie Galat
illustrations by Georgia Graham

Is it going to rain tomorrow? That question seems easy enough to answer – just check the
weather report! But how about if there were no weather report – what then? And what
about our ancestors who were not able to measure weather patterns the way it is done
today. How did they understand the forces of rain, sun, snow and wind?
In the newest addition to the Dot to Dot in the Sky series, author Joan Marie Galat takes
a two-pronged look at the customs surrounding weather providing an introduction to
the basic concepts of meteorology for young readers. Read about Lei-Gong – the Chinese
god of thunder – who was captured and set free, only to flood the Earth. Or discover
the story of Father Frost, the Russian spirit whose icy touch was a danger to anyone he
deemed unworthy.
Stories in the Clouds features astounding pastel art by Georgia Graham, as well as
detailed sidebars educating readers on subjects like how clouds form, what creates
thunder and lightning, why temperatures change, and much more. A fun educational
book, brimming with ideas, this is the perfect introduction for young readers to the
weather’s strange and sometimes erratic behavior.

full color illustrations throughout
48 pages 8 × 9	  WHITECAP BOOKS
paperback $16.95 isbn 978-1-77050-245-1
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E/M

In the same series:

DOT TO DOT IN THE SKY

DOT TO DOT IN THE SKY

DOT TO DOT IN THE SKY

DOT TO DOT IN THE SKY

STORIES OF THE AURORA
978-1-77050-210-9
paperback $16.95
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

STORIES OF THE MOON
978-1-55285-610-9
paperback $12.95
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

STORIES OF THE PLANETS
978-1-55285-392-4
paperback $12.95
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

STORIES OF THE STARS
978-1-55285-182-1
paperback $12.95
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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VOYA Nonfiction Honor List 2018

NEW

NEW HANDS, NEW LIFE
Robots, Prostheses and Innovation
by Alex Mihailidis and Jan Andrysek

New Hands, New Life explores the exciting advances in science and technology that
have allowed us to create better “assistive technologies” — from artificial limbs and
wheelchairs to exoskeletons and robots — that make it possible for someone with a
disability to make new abilities.
Assistive technologies are especially life-changing for a child who can overcome the
challenges of a missing limb or reduced motor function to enjoy a life of learning and
play that would be otherwise out of reach.
The book features case studies that follow the design and fitting of assistive
technologies. There are pictures of the labs, robots, and researchers working to develop
new machines, along with a brief history of prosthetics and a survey of medicalengineering work currently underway in many countries.
“The text magnificently explains a mass of information lucidly; the illustrations,
diagrams and photographs are excellent” – School Library Association
50+ color photos, color illus., glossary, index
64 pages 9 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-991-3
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-969-2

E/M

“The detail in this book makes for fascinating reading and conveys
empowerment.” – VOYA
“This excellent entry into nonfiction for young readers takes a big picture
approach... the inclusion of appropriate terms is one of the book’s major
strengths... the content is easy for younger readers to grasp... A comprehensive,
STEM-related update to the health and wellness sections of nonfiction
collections.” – School Library Journal
“This informative book will find a receptive audience among youngsters curious
about this amazing and rapidly developing field of health care.”
– CM Magazine
Authors Mihailidis and Andrysek are professionals
in designing and making robotic “assists” for injured
children and adults.
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STUFF YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT THE HUMAN BODY

NEW

by John Farndon and Tim Hutchison

Stuff You Need to Know About the Human Body is packed with authoritative information
presented humorously and with a light touch of accurate scientific terminology.
Follow teams of tiny people as they run around performing the actions explained in the text. Stops are
made at all of the body’s organs, processes, and systems, from the hippocampus to blood to DNA and
ear wax. Readers will discover answers to the questions they didn’t know they had, like:
• what exactly happened when I broke my leg?
• why do I feel so awful when I get the flu?
• what are goosebumps?
• why am I supposed to drink a lot of water?
The 4 double-page gatefolds give a larger space to show the circulatory, skeletal, immune and
digestive systems.

color illus., 4 gatefolds, glossary, index
80 pages 8½ × 11½ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn flexi paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-77085-981-4

“This body tour
has illustrations
that will charm a
younger audience…
An attractive,
detailed
exploration.”
– Kirkus

E/M

SAVING EYESIGHT
Adventures of Seva Around the World
by Linda Pruessen

Being able to see is central to learning, socialization and earning a living. However in many
developing and impoverished countries, blindness is prevalent because there is no access to health
and eye care. Simple, easily resolved eye problems are left undiagnosed and untreated causing
untold suffering.
This lively account chronicles the efforts of Seva, an international development agency with
a mission to restore sight and prevent blindness in the world’s poorest countries. Kids will be
touched by the true stories of dedicated medical professionals and the people who have regained
sight.
“These affecting accounts create immediacy and relevancy for young readers.” – Booklist
“Truly eye-opening..” – School Library Journal

100 color photos, maps, glossary, index
64 pages 9 × 9	  FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-615-8
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-616-5

E/M
$50 buys two cataract operations in a
SEVA country — saving an individual from
blindness.
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365 OPTICAL ILLUSIONS
by Laure Maj

A wide variety of optical illusions rendered in bright colorful illustrations. Here are
instantly recognizable classic illusions that trick the eye no matter how many times you
see them, plus dozens of new ones. Concise text includes a hint about the illusion —
for those who can’t “see” it — and a short description about how the illusion works.
365 color illus.
376 pages 6¾ × 4¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-77085-756-8

E/M

AMAZING OPTICAL ILLUSIONS
by IllusionWorks

Features 30 of the most fascinating images that will dazzle the eye and trick the mind. It includes
examples of ground/field reversal, eternal spirals, hidden figures, shapes that change before your
eyes and Escher’s Impossible Crate.
“The presentation is clever and challenging as well as eye-catching.”
– School Library Journal

29 color illus.
32 pages 9 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-55297-962-4
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-55297-961-7

E
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ULTIMATE EXPLORER
GUIDE FOR KIDS

ULTIMATE MAPPING
GUIDE FOR KIDS

by Justin Miles

by Justin Miles

Straightforward advice on what
every explorer must know if they
are to survive the most daunting
challenges in nature. Ultimate
Explorer Guide For Kids is no
replacement for the real thing but
it will inspire would be explorers to
dream about their own adventures
in the not-so-distant future.

Being able to read a map and find your
way is an essential lifetime skill. This
book gives readers all the tools they need
to understand maps, make their own
maps, and even head out on their own
navigating adventures. Clear concise text
explains technical topics like longitude
and latitude, satellite navigation,
bathymetric maps, how to read grid
maps, and how to make a scale map of
your house and yard.

100 color photos & illus., glossary, index
96 pages 5 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn flexi paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-618-9

M

“Explains the fun of orienteering and
geocaching… Shows readers that
mapping is never flat and dull. Even
in the time of Google Maps, this realworld guide will still get plenty of mileage.” – Booklist
100 color illus., glossary, website resources, index
96 pages 5 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn flexi paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-741-4

M

ULTIMATE SURVIVAL
GUIDE FOR KIDS

WILDLIFE WATCHER
GUIDE

by Rob Colson

by Michael Leach and Meriel Lland

Knowing what to do in the case of
emergency increases the chance
of survival and it also reduces fear.
Expert tips on what to do in 25 life
threatening scenarios include What
to do if bitten by a snake, How to
escape from quicksand, How to
escape a burning building. Even if
readers never venture beyond the
front door they will discover advice
that just might save their lives.

This book overflows with valuable
advice on how to track, observe and
photograph wildlife in their natural
habitat. The book opens with an
introduction to tracking such as
looking for footprints, broken twigs
and ‘scat’. Chapters are dedicated to
each wilderness habitat – woodland;
savannah; rainforest; polar regions;
underwater; and gardens, parks and
cities

100 color photos & illus., glossary, resources, index
96 pages 5 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn flexi paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-619-6

M

100 color illus., glossary, index
96 pages 5 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn flexi paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-742-1

M
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FIREFLY ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF TRANSPORTATION

NEW

by Oliver Green, Ian Graham, Philip Wilkinson and Andrew Nahum

This comprehensive illustrated reference on the world of transportation is divided into six easy-to-follow
sections: On Wheels, On Water, On Tracks, Green Transportation, In the Air, and In Space. The doublepage spreads are organized
according to modes of
transportation and purpose
or method. Packed with over
1,000 accurate illustrations,
this book also offers a bundle
of useful and fascinating facts
and trivia, including trailblazing
inventors, world records, a
glossary of technical terms and
a transportation timeline.

1,000 + color illus., timeline, glossary, index
160 pages 8¼ × 10½ FIREFLY BOOKS
sewn paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-77085-931-9

E/M

CONSTRUCTION MACHINES
by Chris Oxlade

NEW

In this book, young readers are presented with exciting construction jobs and then must choose the right machine
to get that job done. Children who love big machines and having fun outside will also love using their critical
thinking skills to figure out whether the right
machine for each job is a digger, steam roller,
excavator, loader, or bulldozer!
Along with learning all about the best big
machines used in construction work, readers
will learn about different important jobs those
machines help on, like quarrying stone, laying
a road, building a skyscraper or demolishing a
building. Colorful sidebars, illustrations, and
accessible text introduce readers to all their
favorite machines.
full color throughout
48 pages 8 ¼ × 10 ½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $6.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0111-6

E

EMERGENCY MACHINES
by Chris Oxlade

NEW

Serious situations mean that there is no time to delay; when an emergency happens, readers will help save the day by
figuring out the right emergency machine for the situation!
Emergency Machines introduces readers to
a crisis with helpful information full of details
that will guide children in using their critical
thinking skills to decide if the situation calls for
a fire engine, ambulance, helicopter, waterbombing plane, or all-terrain vehicle.
Colorful sidebars, illustrations, and accessible
text teach readers how to help in an
emergency situation, as well as dazzling them
with illustrations of their favorite emergency
machines in action.
full color throughout
48 pages 8 ¼ × 10 ½ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $6.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0112-3

E
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THE GREAT BIG BOOK OF MIGHTY MACHINES
by Jean Coppendale and Ian Graham

A virtual cornucopia of shiny, powerful and enticing vehicles are brought to life in bold, dazzling photography
in this large exciting volume. The combination of vivid photography and short, pithy large print text will attract
boys in any library or classroom anywhere, anytime.
“A vehicle-lover’s dream
come true.” – Kirkus
“A visual feast for young
gearheads.” – Booklist

150 color photos, glossary, activities, index
160 pages 9¾ × 10¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-55407-521-8

E

MIGHTY MACHINES SERIES

E

20 color photos, glossary, activities, index
24 pages 9¾ × 10¾ FIREFLY BOOKS

BULLDOZERS

CARS

CRANES

DIGGERS

by Amanda Askew

by Ian Graham

by Amanda Askew

by Amanda Askew

paperback $5.95
isbn 978-1-55407-703-8

paperback $5.95
isbn 978-1-55407-627-7

paperback $5.95
isbn 978-1-55407-704-5

paperback $5.95
isbn 978-1-55407-705-2

FIRE TRUCKS AND
RESCUE VEHICLES

LOADERS

TRACTORS AND
FARM VEHICLES

TRUCKS

by Jean Coppendale

paperback $5.95
isbn 978-1-55407-706-9

by Jean Coppendale

paperback $5.95
isbn 978-1-55407-619-2

paperback $5.95
isbn 978-1-55407-621-5

by Amanda Askew

paperback $5.95
isbn 978-1-55407-620-8

by Jean Coppendale
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MIGHTY MACHINES SERIES

E

Here are Mighty Machines that jump off the page in full color. Large type describes the machines, their parts and their uses.
20 color photos, glossary, activities, index
24 pages 9 ¾ × 10 ¾ FIREFLY BOOKS

BIKES
by Ian Graham

These two-wheelers are monsters of speed, sports and
fun. They can be as quiet as a racing bike or as loud as
a roaring motorcycle. There are Motocross bikes, BMX
stunt bikes, trail bikes, and off-road bikes. Quad bikes
have enormous wheels for going over sand and ice.

paperback $5.95 isbn 978-1-77085-849-7

DUMP TRUCKS AND OTHER BIG MACHINES
by Ian Graham

What kid doesn’t love dump trucks? And diggers,
loaders, bulldozers, and big spinning concrete mixers?
There are also rock-eating tunnelers used underground,
roadbuilders and pavers used at night, and enormous
flat-bed trucks that carry the supertall cranes used to
build skyscrapers.

paperback $5.95 isbn 978-1-77085-850-3

MONSTER TRUCKS
by Ian Graham

Monster trucks can crush cars, jump in the air, ride over
ramps, and do wheelies and spin. And there are road
giants that haul the biggest, heaviest longest loads, like a
house or an airplane. Monster miners are so big that they
would crack an ordinary road.

paperback $5.95 isbn 978-1-77085-851-0

TRAINS
by Jean Coppendale

New trains are superfast, superlong and super mighty.
Mighty trains go through mountains, under buildings,
under water, and ride tracks in the sky. Freight trains are
very long and very mighty because they carry important
goods very far.

paperback $5.95 isbn 978-1-77085-852-7
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I WANT TO BE SERIES

Eleven new editions in a popular series

E

by Dan Liebman

The I Want to Be series is a best-selling collection of 20 books, with each title in the series detailing a different career. This year, the 11 most enduring
and popular titles in the series have been freshly updated to reflect the changing world around us. It is important for children to see gender equality,
cultural diversity, modern technology, and enhancements to safety equipment in their potential future workplaces.
19 color photos 24 pages 8 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS

NEW

NEW

NEW

I WANT TO BE A
BUILDER

I WANT TO BE
A CHEF

I WANT TO BE
A COWBOY

I WANT TO BE
A DENTIST

I WANT TO BE
A DOCTOR

paperback
$3.99
978-0-2281-0136-9
library bound $14.95
978-0-2281-0147-5

paperback
$3.99
978-1-77085-004-0
library bound $14.95
978-1-77085-003-3

paperback
$3.99
978-0-2281-0095-9
library bound $14.95
978-0-2281-0141-3

paperback
$3.99
978-1-77085-785-8
library bound $14.95
978-1-77085-786-5

paperback
$3.99
978-0-2281-0096-6
library bound $14.95
978-0-2281-0152-9

NEW

NEW

I WANT TO BE
A FARMER

I WANT TO BE
A FIREFIGHTER

I WANT TO BE
A LIBRARIAN

I WANT TO BE
A MECHANIC

I WANT TO BE
A MUSICIAN

paperback
$3.99
978-1-77085-787-2
library bound $14.95
978-1-77085-788-9

paperback
$3.99
978-0-2281-0097-3
library bound $14.95
978-0-2281-0142-0

paperback
$3.99
978-1-55297-689-0
library bound $14.95
978-1-55297-691-3

paperback
$3.99
978-0-2281-0098-0
library bound $14.95
978-0-2281-0143-7

paperback
$3.99
978-1-55297-759-0
library bound $14.95
978-1-55297-760-6

NEW

NEW

I WANT TO BE
A NURSE

I WANT TO BE
A PILOT

paperback
$3.99
978-0-2281-0099-7
library bound $14.95
978-0-2281-0140-6

paperback
$3.99
978-0-2281-0100-0
library bound $14.95
978-0-2281-0144-4

NEW
I WANT TO BE
A POLICE
OFFICER
paperback
$3.99
978-0-2281-0101-7
library bound $14.95
978-0-2281-0139-0

I WANT TO BE A
SCIENTIST

I WANT TO BE A
SOLDIER

paperback
$3.99
978-1-77085-789-6
library bound $14.95
978-1-77085-790-2

paperback
$3.99
isbn 978-1-77085-036-1
library bound $14.95
isbn 978-1-77085-035-4
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I WANT TO BE SERIES (continued)

NEW

E

NEW

NEW

I WANT TO BE
A TEACHER

I WANT TO BE A
TRUCK DRIVER

I WANT TO BE
A VET

I WANT TO BE
A ZOO KEEPER

paperback
$3.99
978-0-2281-0102-4
library bound $14.95
978-0-2281-0145-1

paperback $3.99
978-0-2281-0103-1
library bound $14.95
978-0-2281-0146-8

paperback $3.99
978-0-2281-0156-7
library bound $14.95
978-0-2281-0157-4

paperback $3.99
978-1-55297-697-5
library bound $14.95
978-1-55297-699-9

QUIERO SER SERIES

E

Spanish-language editions

by Dan Liebman

QUIERO SER DOCTOR

QUIERO SER MÚSICO

QUIERO SER BIBLIOTECARIO

(I Want to Be a Doctor)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55209-473-0

(I Want to Be a Musician)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55297-761-3

(I Want to Be a Librarian)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55297-726-2

QUIERO SER ENFERMERO

QUIERO SER PILOTO

QUIERO SER BOMBERO

(I Want to Be a Nurse)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55209-592-8

(I Want to Be a Pilot)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55297-745-3

(I Want to Be a Firefighter)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55297-743-9

QUIERO SER GRANJERO

QUIERO SER POLICÍA

QUIERO SER CAMIONERO

(I Want to Be a Farmer)
paperback $6.99 isbn 978-1-77085-864-0

(I Want to Be a Police Officer)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55209-475-4

QUIERO SER GUARDIÁN
DE ZOOLÓGICO

QUIERO SER PRESIDENTE

19 color photos 24 pages 8 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS

(I Want to Be a Truck Driver)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55209-596-6

QUIERO SER CIENTÍFICO
(I Want to Be a Scientist)
paperback $6.99 isbn 978-1-77085-865-7

QUIERO SER CONSTRUCTOR
(I Want to Be a Builder)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55297-762-0

QUIERO SER DENTISTA
(I Want to Be a Dentist)
paperback $6.99 isbn 978-1-77085-863-3

JE VEUX ETRE SERIES

(I Want to Be a Zookeeper)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55297-730-9

(I Want to Be President)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55407-565-2
library bound $14.95 isbn 978-1-55407-564-5

QUIERO SER MAESTRO

QUIERO SER VAQUERO

(I Want to Be a Teacher)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55209-594-2

QUIERO SER MECÁNICO
(I Want to Be a Mechanic)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55297-728-6

E

(I Want to Be a Cowboy)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55297-747-7

QUIERO SER VETERINARIO
(I Want to Be a Vet)
paper $5.99 isbn 978-1-55209-477-8

French-language editions

by Dan Liebman

JE VEUX ETRE PILOTE

JE VEUX ETRE POMPIER

full color photographs
24 pages 8 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS

(I Want to Be a Pilot)
paperback $5.95 isbn 978-1-55407-106-7

( Want to Be a Firefighter)
paperback $5.95 isbn 978-1-55407-104-3

JE VEUX ETRE INFIRMIER

JE VEUX ETRE POLICIER

JE VEUX ETRE VETERINAIRE

(I Want to Be a Nurse)
paperback $5.95 isbn 978-1-55407-107-4

(I Want to Be a Police Officer)
paperback $5.95 isbn 978-1-55407-109-8

(I Want to Be a Vet)
paperback $5.95 isbn 978-1-55407-105-0
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WONDERS OF THE WORLD SERIES
by Elizabeth Mann 48 pages 10 × 10

E/M

MIKAYA PRESS

Every book in this illustrated non-fiction series tells of an extraordinary structural creation by a particular civilization. The exciting narratives of real
people overcoming obstacles may read like fiction, but are as informative as reference books. Visually stimulating, each book combines original artwork,
photography, and archival illustration, and includes panoramic gatefolds.
“The lively text tells the human story, and the spacious design…reflects the enormity of the tasks.” – Booklist

THE GREAT WALL

THE GREAT PYRAMID

color illus., prints & photos,
double gatefold, index
paperback $12.95
isbn 978-1-931414-11-1
hardcover US $22.95 / CDN $26.95
isbn 978-0-9650493-1-3

color illus., b&w prints & photos,
two gatefolds, index
paperback $12.95
isbn 978-1-931414-16-6
hardcover US $22.95 / CDN $26.95
isbn 978-0-9650493-0-6

The Story of the Farmers,
the God-King and the Most
Astounding Structure Ever Built

The Story of Thousands of Miles
of Earth and Stone that Turned a
Nation into a Fortress

The story of the Great Pyramid and the
people that built it.

The Great Wall of China took 200 years to
build, was thousands of miles long, and
guarded by over a million soldiers from
thousands of forts and towers. It was built
to defend against the Mongols whose
empire encompassed most of the known
world. This is a story of ingenuity and
determination, but in the end — futility.

“Inspires readers to wonder how
[people] could have possibly created
such massive, gravity-defying
structures…Highly readable.”
– Booklist
“Eye-catching…beautifully
designed…a browser’s paradise.”
– ★ School Library Journal

★SLJ

color illus., prints and photos,
double gatefold, map, glossary,
bibliography, index
paperback $12.95
isbn 978-1-931414-12-8

★Kirkus

THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE

HOOVER DAM

The Story of the World’s
Most Famous Bridge and the
Remarkable Family That Built It

The Story of Hard Times, Tough
People and the Taming of a Wild
River

A legendary feat of engineering by the
extraordinary Roebling family who built
the Brooklyn Bridge.

The dramatic story of genius and courage,
as well as the human toll that went into the
building of this famous landmark.

“Eye-catching…beautifully
designed…a browser’s paradise.”
– ★ School Library Journal

“An epic tale of adventure and
danger.” – School Library Journal

★SLJ

color illus., b&w photos,
double gatefold, map, index
paperback US $9.95 / CDN $12.95
isbn 978-1-931414-13-5
hardcover US $22.95 / CDN $27.95
isbn 978-1-931414-02-9

The Story of the Amazing Inkas and
Their City in the Clouds

The Story of How a Jungle was
Conquered and the World Made
Smaller

Set in a remote, inaccessible area of the
high Andes, Machu Picchu remains an
untouched example of the genius of the
Inkas.

The story of how the Panama Canal was
planned and built, when no task was
thought impossible and no price too high
to pay.
“An exceptional resource for the
classroom, as well as an epic piece
of storytelling.” – Kirkus
NCSS Notable Social Studies
Trade Books 1999

NCSS Notable Social Studies
Trade Books 2002

MACHU PICCHU

THE PANAMA CANAL

full color illus., b&w photos,
double gatefold, map, index
paperback $12.95
isbn 978-1-931414-14-2
hardcover US $22.95 / CDN $24.95
isbn 978-0-9650493-4-4

“Beautiful and informative.” – ★ Kirkus

color illus., b&w photos,
double gatefold, map, glossary, index
paperback $12.95
isbn 978-1-931414-10-4

“An engaging introduction to one
of humankind’s great architectural
achievements.”
– School Library Journal
“Exceptionally fine.”
– Booklist
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color illus., archival art,
double gatefold, map, glossary,
bibliography, index
hardcover $22.95
isbn 978-1-931414-20-3

★Booklist

TAJ MAHAL

THE PARTHENON

A Story of Love and Empire

The Height of Greek Civilization

The Mughals combined brute
force and fierce ambition with a
delicate artistic sensitivity. This book
tells the story of this remarkable
dynasty through its greatest artistic
achievement, the Taj Mahal.

This book tells the story of the rise
of Athens—from the religion that
nurtured it, through the wars that
tested it, to the democracy that
ennobled it—culminating in the
construction of the great temple on the
Acropolis.

“The photos of priceless relics
bring the story alive, and young
readers will love the fold-out Taj
Mahal diagram.”
– ★ Booklist
“A beautiful book that highlights
a stunning accomplishment in
architecture.” – School Library
Journal

color illus., archival and b&w illus.,
double gatefold, map, glossary,
bibliography, index
hardcover $22.95
isbn 978-1-931414-15-9

“Provides readers with a strong feel
for the golden age of Athens.”
– School Library Journal

STATUE OF LIBERTY

EMPIRE STATE BUILDING

A Tale of Two Countries

When New York Reached for the
Skies

This is the story of the many people who
worked behind the scenes in France and
America to build the statue and erect it
in America.

Mann tracks the wonders of architecture,
engineering and construction that went
into the creation of the Empire State
Building.

“Mann has created a historically
accurate, brilliant book about a
symbol of American freedom.”
– School Library Journal
color illus., timeline,
bibliography, index
hardcover $22.95
isbn 978-1-931414-43-2

“Top choice.”
– ★ School Library Journal
color illus., archival photos, timeline,
double gatefold, glossary, index
paperback $12.95
isbn 978-1-931414-08-1
hardcover US $19.95 / CDN $28.95
isbn 978-1-931414-06-7

TEXAS BLUEBONNET Master List
2005-2006
NCTE Orbis Pictus Honor Book 2004
NCSS Notable Social Studies
Trade Books 2003

THE ROMAN COLOSSEUM

TIKAL

The Story of the World’s Most
Famous Stadium and Its Deadly
Games

The Center of the Maya World
Mann examines the 1,700-year lifespan
of this major city at the center of the
Maya world. Tikal prospered from trade
and military triumphs and its rulers build
magnificent palaces, grand plazas and
monumental pyramids.

What the Romans chillingly called
“the games” was public slaughter on
a vast scale. The narrative artfully ties
together the history of the games and the
construction of the Colosseum.
color illus., prints & photos, double
gatefold, index
paperback $12.95
isbn 978-1-931414-17-3

“Will leave readers buzzed
about one of the great works of
architecture.” – Kirkus

“A colorful, informative introduction
to the structure and history of
gladiatorial games.” – School Library
Journal

color illus., b&w photos, double
gatefold, map, glossary, index
hardcover US $19.95 / CDN $26.95
isbn 978-1-931414-05-0

“A fascinating look at a civilization
that disappeared both mysteriously
and abruptly.” – School Library Journal
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THE GREAT EXPLORERS SERIES

E/M

The stories in this series reveal the terror of the unknown and the thrilling discoveries of new lands and people. Geography, biography, and culture are all
woven into compelling narratives. The detailed illustrations, from award-winning artists, bring the explorers and their worlds alive for the reader. Each book
has a gatefold page that allows the reader to follow the explorer’s route on a map while reading the book.
48 pages 10 × 10 MIKAYA PRESS

THE LAST RIVER

BEYOND
THE SEA OF ICE

John Wesley Powell & the
Colorado River Exploring
Expedition

The Voyages of Henry Hudson
by Joan Elizabeth Goodman

by Stuart Waldman

The Last River tells the thrilling story
of the one-armed Civil War veteran
who conquered the Colorado River.
Ten men in four rowboats entered the
river at Green River City, Wyoming in
May 1869. For three months Powell’s crew thrilled to riding the rapids
and endured the backbreaking labor of transporting boats and cargo
past dangerous rapids. Along the way they discovered canyons of
unsurpassed beauty. They saved each other from drowning, and suffered
as their food supply dwindled. Somehow most of the men survived and
Powell became a hero.
“The appealing illustrations will lure readers, who will be caught
up in this, but little-known tale.” – Kirkus
“Well-chosen thrills, spills, and conflicts are spliced into a narrative
that highlights the danger underlying this scientific mission.”
– School Library Journal

This is the story of Henry Hudson’s
four harrowing voyages of discovery
in his passionate quest to find the
northern passage to the Orient.
Entries from Hudson’s journals bring
the reader directly into life at sea in the
17th century.
“When the next group of students with an assignment on
explorers descends on the library, have this useful and attractive
resource on hand.” – School Library Journal
“A clear…overview of the explorer’s accomplishments and sad
fate.” – Horn
full color illustrations, gatefold map, bibliography, index
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-931414-57-9

full color illustrations, gatefold map, bibliography, index
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-931414-58-6

DESPITE ALL OBSTACLES
La Salle and the Conquest of the
Mississippi
by Joan Elizabeth Goodman

This is the fascinating story of the obstinate
and courageous La Salle who — through
determination and perseverance — made
his way from Eastern Canada, down the
Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico. The fierce
and powerful Iroquois controlled this vast,
unexplored territory.
“Smooth, well-written, and fact-filled…
A good choice for libraries.”
– School Library Journal
full color illustrations, gatefold map, index
hardcover US $19.95 / CDN $27.95
isbn 978-1-931414-01-2

MAGELLAN’S WORLD
by Stuart Waldman

This is the story of a harrowing adventure, an inspiring and flawed
hero, and an epic event in the history of the world. Magellan knew
it would be an exceedingly dangerous voyage, but reality proved
much worse. Killer storms, mutinies, deadly battles, murders,
deprivation and disease dogged the four-year journey.
“An exciting enough tale that even readers who shy away
from nonfiction will be drawn in.” – Kirkus
full color illustrations, archival maps, gatefold map, bibliography, index
hardcover US $22.95 / CDN $26.95
isbn 978-1-931414-19-7
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LITTLE INVENTIONS SERIES

E/M

by Raphaël Fejtö

An entertaining series of books about objects that kids encounter every day with little thought of how, where and when they were invented.
In fact, the beginnings of these common objects are fascinating and their true stories are told here in amusing anecdotes and charming
cartoon illustrations.
“Kids will likely enjoy the light, historical overviews of everyday objects…
28 color illus., memory game
Fun topics and presentation will undoubtedly attract readers.” — Booklist
32 pages 5 × 7 FIREFLY BOOKS

THE FORK

THE PEN

In ancient Greece, the
fork started out as a claw,
then morphed into a twopronged spear, before
finally developing into the
fork we know today.

Ancient Egyptians used
sharpened reeds to write.
From feather quills to
the disposable Bic, this is
the story of how writing
instruments improved.

hardcover $9.95
isbn 978-1-77085-745-2

hardcover $9.95
isbn 978-1-77085-748-3

FRENCH FRIES

PIZZA

The fascinating story of the
young French cook who
figured out how to make
delicious fried potatoes in
1828.

Everyone knows that pizza
came from Italy, but the
tomato was an import from
the Americas. It took a brave
Italian chef to incorporate
cooked tomatoes on pizza.

hardcover $9.95
isbn 978-1-77085-746-9

hardcover $9.95
isbn 978-1-77085-749-0

GLASSES

THE TOILET

After magnifying glass
lenses were established, it
took centuries before the
challenge of keeping them
on your head was figured
out.

The ancient Romans had
toilets figured out, but the
knowledge was lost for
centuries. It took Queen
Elizabeth I to reintroduce
the toilet.

hardcover $9.95
isbn 978-1-77085-747-6

hardcover $9.95
isbn 978-1-77085-750-6
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FOOD ATLAS
Discover All the Delicious Foods of the World

NEW

by Giulia Malerba

Food Atlas takes readers on a global discovery tour of the ingredients, dishes, and culinary curiosities that
characterize the world’s continents.
Every country covered here through maps features:
• a brief introduction outlining the most important aspects of the cuisine and culture of food
• the most important foods grown or produced in that country are illustrated within its borders
• local and specialty dishes and beverages that make up the country’s cuisine.
Country by country around the globe, readers will discover the gastronomical wonders of the globe in all
their delicious variety.
“A browsable book that
will spur discussion and lead
to a greater awareness of
cultural differences.”
– School Library Journal
“Fun for food-obsessed
little browsers.” – Booklist
color illus, maps
72 pages 10¾ × 14½ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-952-4

“A scrumptious concept.”
– Kirkus

E/M

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 MAPS
by Clare Hibbert

NEW

This book compiles 80 historical maps to take readers on a fabulous journey around the globe, crossing
oceans and stopping at some of the world’s most fascinating places.
Maps are marvelous documents. Not only colorful and revealing, they are a record of a place at a particular
time. There are details to pore over as well as stories about how and why these maps were made and
by whom. Concise and informative text explores each place in more depth, revealing its history, famous
people, landmarks, wildlife, culture and customs. Helpful fact files provide at-a-glance information to
broaden geographical knowledge.
Some of the maps: Venice in 1720; Istanbul in 1422; California in 1777; Virginia in 1590; the Arctic in
1595.
“The maps are gorgeous
pieces of art... There’s much
to learn here.”
– School Library Journal

color maps & illus,. glossary, index
96 pages 8½ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover US$19.95 / CDN$24.95
isbn 978-0-2281-0010-2

E/M

“Looking at historical maps
provides singlular insight
into the ways that past
civilizations and societies
saw the world... The maps
are striking in their variety.”
– Publishers Weekly
“The maps are unique
historic documents.”
– Kirkus
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WHERE POPPIES GROW
A World War I Companion
by Linda Granfield

When World War I began in 1914, no one knew that millions of young people would die in
the agonizing years ahead. No one imagined the effect it would have on family life, or that
whole villages would disappear, or that entire nations would be changed forever.
With photos, memorabilia, and anecdotes, this book brings us face-to-face with people from
all walks of life who risked everything for their country. These painstakingly-gathered bits
and pieces are remnants of conflict on a scale never before witnessed. Hastily-penned letters,
notes written in code, and prayers for deliverance form an eloquent portrait of humanity,
and a startling comment
on the devastation of war.

color & archival photos, color illus., index
48 pages 10½ × 9 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-55005-146-9
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-0-77373-319-0
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M
“A haunting, moving scrapbook of the Great War...
this book will invite serious students and browsers
alike; the horrors of the war are fully realized here.
A compelling portfolio.”
— School Library Journal

IN FLANDERS FIELDS
The Story of the Poem by John McCrae
by Linda Granfield

John McCrae’s celebrated poem “In Flanders Fields” has been recited by many generations
who have embraced and continue to cherish its underlying message of respect for the fallen,
longing for peace and its call to action.
The lines of the poem are interwoven with fascinating information about the First World War
(1914-1918) and details of daily life in the trenches in Europe. Also included are accounts
of McCrae’s experience in his field hospital and the circumstances that led him to write the
poem.

color illus., map
40 pages 10½ × 9 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-55455-360-0
hardcover $24.95 isbn 978-1-55455-366-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M
“A fine introduction to the poem, the man, and the
war that could serve as a focal point for discussions
of Veterans Day.” — School Library Journal
“No library should be without this book.”
— CM Magazine
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MAIDEN OF THE MIST
A Legend of Niagara Falls
written & illustrated by Veronika Martenova Charles

color illus., author’s note
E
32 pages 8 × 10 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-0-77376-207-7
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

Long ago, a Seneca tribe lived on the
Niagara River, just upstream from a
great waterfall. With plenty of fish and
crops to feed them, life was good in
their village. Then a sickness came to
the people, and everything changed.
As the situation worsened and people
died, Lelawala, the chief’s daughter,
came up with a plan to help. She would
go to the thunder god, Hinu, and find
out why he wouldn’t help her people.
But to do that, Lelawala would have to
go to his home under the great falls,
and never return.

THE SPIRIT TRACKERS
by Jan Bourdeau Waboose; illustrated by Francois Thisdale

★Kirkus

NEW

Two boys are determined to grow up to become moose trackers after spending an afternoon learning
traditional methods from their uncle,
a respected Anishinaabe tracker. Also
learned in the afternoon with Uncle are
some of the traditional native stories
including tales of the feared Windigo –
the Wandering Night Spirit of Winter!
When the boys hear strange sounds
outside their window that night they
do what any good tracker would do
and sneak off into the night to track the
elusive Windigo.

color illustrations
E
32 pages 8½ × 11 FIFTH HOUSE
hardcover $18.95 978-1-9270831-1-6
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

“An intergenerational tale that
celebrates both a specific tradition
and the universal curiosity of
children.”– ★ Kirkus

CARIBOU SONG
by Tomson Highway; illustrated by John Rombough

AMERICAN INDIAN LIBRARY ASSOC. Youth Literature Award for Best Picture Book 2014

Joe and Cody, follow the caribou all year long, tucked into their dog sled with Mama and Papa. At a rest stop,
the boys are so busy playing and dancing, they don’t hear the rumble of the caribou. Bursting from the forest,
ten thousand animals fill the meadow.
And yet what should be a moment of
terror turns into something mystical and
magical, as the boys open their arms
and their hearts to embrace the caribou
spirit. Written in English and Cree.

color illus.
E/M
32 pages 9 × 10½ FIFTH HOUSE
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-92708-349-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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DAVID BOUCHARD
David, a Métis, grew up knowing nothing of his roots. But through the process of writing, David has learned more about his Métis heritage. He was a teacher
and principal for many years and is now a writer and storyteller. Many of his children’s books focus on aboriginal issues and the journey of discovery.

THE SONG WITHIN MY HEART
by David Bouchard; illustrated by Allen Sapp

KIRKUS Best Middle-Grade Book 2015

The story of a young boy getting ready to go to a powwow. Written in English and Cree.
Accompanied by an audio CD with spoken word and music.
“A heartfelt intergenerational story about knowing and preserving heritage and
love between elders and young ones. . . A stunning picture book that celebrates
life, family relations, and determination to preserve traditions and heritage.”
— ★ Kirkus

color illus.
32 pages 10 × 7¼ RED DEER PRESS
hardcover with CD $24.95 isbn 978-0-88995-500-4
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M
“A strong offering about powwows, familial
love, and finding understanding from within.”
— School Library Journal

NOKUM IS MY TEACHER
by David Bouchard; illustrated by Allen Sapp

The poetic story of a young aboriginal boy, posing questions to his grandmother, his
“Nokum”, about the wider world beyond the familiarity of their home and community.
Nokum offers her grandson a vision of a world he can enter through imagination and reading,
while retaining respect for the ways of his people. By the conclusion of the book, the young
grandson has learned many new ideas from his grandmother and discovered his own wisdom
in dealing with the changes in his life. Written in English and Cree. The accompanying CD
features a reading and music.

color illus.
32 pages 11 × 9½ RED DEER PRESS
hardcover with CD $24.95 isbn 978-0-88995-367-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M
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THE DRUM CALLS SOFTLY
by David Bouchard and Shelley Willier; illustrated by Jim Poitras

Discover the beauty of the traditional Round Dance through lush descriptive verse that leads you
through the cycles and seasons of life, the forming of new friendships and the understanding of
values. Written in English and Cree. The accompanying CD features a reading in both languages and
drum music.
“A good choice for
libraries with strong
Native culture
collections.”
– School Library
Journal
color illus.
M
32 pages 9½ × 11¼ RED DEER PRESS
hardcover with CD $24.95 isbn 978-0-88995-421-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

“Every page
celebrates a strong
connection to
nature and to a life
of spirit.”
– Resource Links

RAINBOW CROW
by David Bouchard; illustrated by David Jean

Before “two leggeds “walked on Mother Earth there was a great cold. Rainbow Crow, a most colourful bird, was
selected because he had a beautiful voice
that would surely impress the Creator. He
flew into the heavens and won fire from
above. But on the way back the fire began
to burn his plumage black and destroy
his beautiful voice. But Rainbow Crow
persevered, bringing the life-saving fire
safely back to his friends. This legend of
courage and sacrifice is masterfully retold by
Bouchard. Written in English and Ojibwe.
CD included.

color illus., foreword
M
28 pages 7 × 10 RED DEER PRESS
hardcover with CD $24.95 isbn 978-0-88995-458-8
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

THE FIRST FLUTE
by David Bouchard; illustrated by Don Oelze

A young man given the name Dancing Raven is the best dancer from all the
nations. But the other men and boys in his village don’t appreciate Dancing
Raven’s talent; they believe that hunting, fishing and tracking are the truly
important talents. Dancing Raven must prove to his village the importance of his
song. Told in English and Dakota. The accompanying CD features a native flute
performer.
“The straightforward text is accompanied by dazzling works of art
that feature richly attired characters and handsome horses against lush
backgrounds and stunning vistas.” – Booklist

color illus., foreword
M
36 pages 7 × 10 RED DEER PRESS
hardcover with CD $24.95 isbn 978-0-88995-475-5
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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AN ABORIGINAL CAROL
by David Bouchard; illustrated by Moses Beaver

Bouchard reworks Canada’s
oldest and most well-known
Christmas carol, The Huron
Carol. Written in English
and Inuktituk (the language
of Canada’s Inuit people),
the book is accompanied
by a CD, which includes a
reading in both languages
and a performance by Susan
Aglukark.

color illus.
M
32 pages 8½ × 10¾ RED DEER PRESS
hardcover with CD $24.95 isbn 978-0-88995-406-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

THE SECRET OF YOUR NAME
by David Bouchard; illustrated by Dennis J. Weber

A heart-wrenching tale of what it means to be Metis. In English and Michif. Accompanying CD features spoken
word and music.
“The use of language is beautiful and
poetic, drawing in the reader with
its rhythms and patterns into a very
intimate and moving story. There is
something very haunting throughout,
a sense of longing and awakening that
eventually gives rise to understanding,
transformation of self, and the
embracing of that new self. Though
the story may be challenging to some
younger readers, the text is simple
and the illustrations provide fabulous
details.” – Resource Links

color illus.
32 ages 7¼ × 10¼ RED DEER PRESS
hardcover with CD $24.95 isbn 978-0-88995-439-7
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
M

LONG POWPOW NIGHTS
by David Bouchard and Pam Aleekuk; illustrated by Leonard Paul

The Powwow is a celebration of life and spirituality, a remembrance of traditions, uniting a people through dance
and ritual. Bouchard skillfully narrates
the story of a mother’s dedication to her
roots and her efforts to impress upon
her child the importance of culture and
identity. Written in English and Mi’kmaq.
Accompanied by a CD with song by Buffy
Sainte- Marie.
“A wonderful tribute to the
traditional culture of the Mi’kmaq
nation, as well as an enriching
resource for non-natives, and a
celebration of First Nations People.”
– Resource Links
color illus.
M
32 pages 7½ × 10 RED DEER PRESS
hardcover with CD $24.95 isbn 978-0-88995-427-4
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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THIS LAND IS OUR STORYBOOK SERIES

E/M

These books explore the diverse northern communities across Canada, celebrating their unique ways of life, traditions and heritage. Highlighting each
Aboriginal language group, the stories are illustrated by the striking images of acclaimed northern photographer, Tessa Macintosh. Mindy Willett, an
educational consultant and former teacher is the co-author of each book.
color photos, maps, glossary
32 pages 8 × 8 FIFTH HOUSE
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

“Replete with sharp and attractive full-color photographs…These titles provide some useful
information for reports and are interesting additions for general reading.” — School Library Journal

COME AND LEARN
WITH ME

THE DELTA IS MY
HOME

by Sheyenne Jumbo

by Tom McLeod

Nine-year-old Sheyenne lives
in Sambaa K’e, Northwest
Territories—that’s Trout
Lake in English. Come learn
with her as she takes you on
a journey to her community
in the fall, the season of
moose. This book features the
Dehcho region of the Dene.

Tom, an 11-year-old lives in the
Mackenzie Delta, a special place.
He describes how his town floods
in the spring and why he loves
trapping muskrats and hunting
“black ducks” in the Delta.
Readers will learn why these
ducks are decreasing in number
and how and why they are
important to Tom’s people.

hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-89725-257-4
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-92708-307-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-89725-232-1
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

NO BORDERS

LIVING STORIES

by Darla Evyagotailak

by Therese Zoe

Through the eyes of a 16-yearold Inuit girl, readers will get
a glimpse into the intricately
connected families of Inuit
living in two communities. The
communities share a common
ancestry and their language
called Inuinnaqtun. Darla
accompanies her grandmother
and great grandparents on
a journey which crosses the
border between the community
of her birth and the lands of her
ancestors.

Therese translates the
stories and traditional
wisdom of two Elders.
Learn about making dryfish, bows and arrows,
and birch-bark baskets;
the practices of old-time
healers; as well as the
sacred stories that tell the
history of the Tlicho people.
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-89725-244-4
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

SHARING OUR TRUTHS
TAPWE
by Henry Beaver and Mindy Willett
with Eileen Beaver

Join the authors as they lead the
children through important Cree
cultural experiences, tell stories and
share their wisdom and truths with
compassion. Learn the protocols for
building a tipi, trapping a beaver,
laying the grandfather stones for a fire,
smudging, and harvesting salt. In Cree,
tapwe means ‘it is so’ or ‘the truth”.
hardcover $16.95 978-1-927083-52-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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THE BIRDMAN

NEW

by Troon Harrison
illustrated by Francois Thisdale

Alexander Ross was a well respected ornithologist who was welcome to wander on the plantations of the Deep
South. Little did the plantation owners know that Ross used his scientific studies as cover for his real mission to
spread valuable information about
the Underground Railroad to the
slaves held in captivity. Discover
the forgotten life and true
adventures of a daring Abolitionist
who risked everything to help
bring freedom and dignity to the
heroic men and women enslaved
in the American south.
“The book introduces an
important perspective and
example to young readers…
Ross was a multitalented
helper whose story is well
worth knowing.” –Kirkus

color illustrations
48 pages 8½ × 10 RED DEER PRESS
hardcover $24.95 isbn 978-0-88995-506-6
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
E

SAVING LIVES AND CHANGING HEARTS
Animal Sanctuaries and Rescue Centres

SKIPPING STONES Honor Award 2014

by Rob Laidlaw

Laidlaw sets out to show the good work that animal sanctuaries and rescue centers perform. From a horse sanctuary
in California to a bear rescue centre in China, this book examines numerous efforts around the world to rescue and
care for animals in need. Some creatures can be released back into the wild after a short stay at a rescue center, while
sometimes the forever home provided by sanctuaries is necessary for the animal’s safety and security.
“The author offers the interesting stories behind the founding of many of these sanctuaries and presents
uplifting conclusions to the many heart-wrenching stories of rescued animals. Laidlaw’s commitment to his
cause is apparent and presents a fine role model for young readers.” —School Library Journal

color photos, resources, glossary, index
62 pages 8 × 10 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-55455-212-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M

WILD ANIMALS IN CAPTIVITY

NEW

by Rob Laidlaw

“The issues raised in this important and powerful book will resonate with young and old.”
–School Library Journal

45 color photos, index, glossary, sources
48 pages 8 × 10
FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE

As the director of Zoocheck Canada, Rob
Laidlaw has visited zoos all over the world,
and in this book he shares the questions
that should concern us all. Should animals
even be living in zoos? What happens to
animals living in unnatural conditions?
What happens to surplus animals that are
no longer wanted? What practices can zoos
adopt to improve the lives of their animals?
Readers will especially appreciate the final
section that offers practical advice on what
we can do to demand change and improve
the lives of zoo animals for the future.

paperback $ 12.95 978-1-55455-388-4
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M
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SMILEY
A Journey of Love

NEW

by Joanne George

Veterinary technician Joanne George rescued a small Golden Retriever from a
puppy mill. Born without eyes and with a condition called dwarfism, Joanne
named the dog “Smiley” because he always looked like he was smiling. Smiley
was badly treated in his short life and suffered from serious anxiety.
Eventually Smiley became a therapy dog, visiting hospitals, senior homes and
schools to offer comfort and hope to those who where lonely or suffering. When
children worry about being different, Smiley teaches them that it is beautiful to be
different. Smiley doesn’t need eyes to sense what is inside a person.
Smiley has made many media appearances and has his own Facebook page
(SmileytheBlindTherapyDog) and his own Instagram page
(@SmileytheBlindTherapyDog).
“The book contains many attractive color photographs of Smiley. Children
will be able to read about the canine’s many problems without feeling sad
or depressed about his life. Several uplifting quotes from a variety of wellknown people are scattered throughout. A joyful addition to all nonfiction
collections.” – School Library Journal

color photos, index
56 pages 8 × 10 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-1-55455-412-6
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E/M

“The accessibly written, descriptive narrative, incorporating abundant
photos of Smiley and interspersed with encouraging motivational quotes,
addresses topics like disabilities straightforwardly and sensitively, all while
conveying the importance of positive attitudes, respect, and understanding.
Many readers will find Smiley’s tale affecting and inspiring.” – Booklist
“An appealing and upbeat biography of a winsome dog with a plucky and
compassionate owner.” – Kirkus
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EAT THIS!
How Fast Food Marketing Gets You to Buy Junk
(and How You Can Fight Back)

★Kirkus

NEW

by Andrea Curtis

“Copious kid-friendly information on a vitally important topic, stylishly presented, makes
this book essential. Knowledge is power.”– ★ Kirkus

full color illustrations & photography throughout, glossary, index
40 pages 9 × 10 RED DEER PRESS
paperback $16.95 978-0-88995-532-5
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M
“… provides explanations that will be very easy
for readers to understand, this would be a good
book to add to your collection for healthy living
instruction.” –School Library Connection

Children will learn the many
ways they are targeted by savvy
fast food marketers, from direct
advertising and child friendly
mascots to product placement
in their favorite TV shows and
movies and how they can resist
the constant bombardment aimed
directly at them every day. Readers
will develop an understanding
of the dangers of a fast food diet
and how to choose healthier
alternatives. Up-to-date research
on a popular and important topic
this book will be in demand for
years to come.

“…sure to be a big splash in the field of intelligent
consumerism for juveniles and adults.”
–Midwest Book Review

WHAT’S FOR LUNCH?
How Schoolchildren Eat Around the World
by Andrea Curtis

VOYA’s Non-Fiction Honor List 2013

Whether their school is under a banyan tree, in a dusty tent held up with poles or in a sturdy brick
structure in the heart of a bustling city, all children need a healthy lunch to be able to learn and
grow. Good food nourishes both our bodies and our brains.
As the world has become more interconnected, what we eat has become part of a huge global
system. Food is now the biggest industry on Earth. Growing it, processing it, transporting it and
selling it have a major impact on people and the planet. Unpack a school lunch, and you’ll discover
that food is connected to issues
that matter to everyone and
everything such as climate
change, health and inequality.
color photos & illus., glossary
40 pages 10 × 9 RED DEER PRESS
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-0-88995-482-3
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M

What’s For Lunch? peers inside
lunch trays, bags, mugs, and
bowls, revealing the variety and
inequality to be found in school
lunches around the world. In
some countries, the meals are
nutritious and well-balanced. In
others they barely satisfy basic
nutrition standards.
“The explanations and facts
surrounding the pictures
can provide many points of
discussion about cultural
differences, poverty, nutrition,
world hunger, and activism.”
—School Library Journal
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NEW BOARD
BOOK EDITION

LOVE YOU FOREVER
by Robert Munsch
illustrations by Sheila McGraw

The perennial best seller, with over 30 million copies in print is now available in a
board book format. We have reduced the size for smaller hands but retained every
word of the original beloved text.
full color illustrations throughout, rounded corners
32 pages 6½ × 6 ½ x ¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
board book $8.95 US/$9.95 CDN
978-0-2281-0104-8

also available:

978-0-920668-375
paperback $5.95
978-1-77085-965-4
hardcover pop-up $24.95 US / $29.95 CDN

978-0920668-36-8
hardcover $14.95
978-1-55209-109-8
hardcover (10 ½ 10 ½) $19.95

Spanish and French editions:

SIEMPRE TE QUERRE
(Spanish)
978-1-895565-01-0 $6.95

JE T’AIMERAI TOUJOURS
(French)
978-0-920668-49-8 $6.95
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NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA COLLECTION
THREADS
written & illustrated by Torill Kove

full color illustrations throughout
32 pages 6¾ × 9¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $19.95 978-0-2281-0081-2

NEW

The story introduces us to a young woman, just
finding her own way in the world for the first time.
She grabs a thread and lets it take her on her new
journey –a journey that eventually leads her to a
baby girl. The baby may not look like her mother,
and there may be no father in sight, but the motherdaughter connection is instantaneous. The two are
bound together by a red thread that symbolizes their
unconditional love for each other. As her daughter
grows up, the thread between them stretches
and allows the girl to travel farther away from her
mother. Eventually, the little girl becomes an adult
and must make her own way in the world by taking
hold of her own thread, but the red thread still
connects the mother and daughter, and it always
will.

E

MY GRANDMOTHER IRONED
THE KING’S SHIRTS

NEW

written and illustrated by Torill Kove

A playful tall tale about Kove’s Norwegian grandmother, leading a resistance against the invading
German Army in WWII.

color illus.
32 pages 10¼ × 8½ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-967-8

E

When the task of ironing the King’s shirts was replaced by those of the German Army officers,
grandmother and her co-workers sabotage the enemy uniforms until morale among the Germans
becomes so low that
they lose the war and
head home without
a thing to wear! This
picture book is based
on the National Film
Board of Canada’s
Oscar®-nominated
Animated Short.
“A fresh, quirky, and
funny tall tale.”
– Quill & Quire

THE CAT CAME BACK
written and illustrated by Cordell Barker

NEW

Old Mr. Johnson has a problem. He lives a solitary and peaceful life, surrounded by nothing but the
sounds of his own tuba playing and portraits of his mother. That all changes when a cat mysteriously
shows up on his doorstep.

color illus.
48 pages 11 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-929-6

E

What begins as a pleasant surprise quickly leads to trouble and Old Mr. Johnson sets out to rid himself
of the unwanted cat. But, the cat comes back. Each successive attempt to get rid of the cat only
provides Old Mr. Johnson more anguish as the cat continues to come back, successively destroying the
Old Man’s belongings
in the process. This
picture book is based
on the National Film
Board of Canada’s
Oscar®-nominated
Animated Short.

“Readers familiar with the song will find
themselves beginning to sing.” – Kirkus
“Rollicking good fun.” – Quill & Quire
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ONCE UPON A JUNGLE
by Laura Knowles
illustrated by James Boast

★Kirkus

NEW

Saturated color
illustrations and simple
text gently explains the
circle of life in the jungle.
An expansive gatefold
shows all of the animals
from the previous pages,
and many more, all hiding
and waiting to be spotted.
An afterword explains the
jungle ecosystem.

color illus., double-gatefold, afterword
E
32 pages 9¼ × 11½ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-1-77085-971-5

“The heart of an
ecosystem has never
been better presented
for young readers.”
– ★ Kirkus

DADDIES
by Lila Prap

full color throughout
E
32 pages 8 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $14.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0121-5
paperback $6.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0166-6

NEW

In this adorable bed time story for dads and sons, Lila Prap tells a story in rhyming verse about the different types
of fun that dads and sons have around the animal kingdom. Although our main dad and son are both humans,
they like to imagine that
they’re everything from
rhinos to kangaroos in
this fun bedtime routine!
Delightfully unique
illustrations show all the
different animal duos
having fun together as
family, and the rhymes
accompanying each
illustration will make
this a book that young
readers want to share
over and over again with
their own daddies!

WHY
by Lila Prap

NEW

The one question that haunts every child when they’re introduced to something new: Why? Why do elephants
have trunks? Why do walruses have moustaches? And those are only two of fourteen classic animal-related
questions that Lila Prap proposes throughout the book.
Just in case kids weren’t already engrossed in finding out the real answers to their pressing questions, each
spread also features a handful of silly fake answers that are sure to make everyone laugh. Why do kangaroos
have pouches? To carry
their toys, of course!

full color throughout
E
32 pages 8 × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $14.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0122-2
paperback $6.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0167-3

After having a laugh
at the silly answers,
the book presents the
scientifically correct
answers to each question
in accessible language
that will satisfy any
reader’s curiosity.
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WE TRAVEL SO FAR
by Laura Knowles

NEW

illustrated by Chris Madden

This beautifully illustrated picture book will have young readers poring over every stunning page as
they learn about all the different animals (and even some people!) that take on epic migrations. From
the multi-generational migration of butterflies, to the determination of the salmon, readers will learn
through simple text and jaw-dropping illustrations all about the migratory patterns of various animals.
A fact file in the back of the book offers a little extra information about each species, and makes this
into a beautiful and educational book perfect for all classrooms and libraries.

full color throughout
64 pages 8 ½ × 11 ¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $19.95 978-1-77085-985-2

E

BUNNY ISLAND
by Philippa Kennard
Photographs by Yukihiro Fukuda

A small island in the Sea of Japan is teeming
with wild bunnies, who are surprisingly tame
and accustomed to human interaction. These
are seriously busy bunnies! Kids will delight in
the close-up photos of wiggling, yawning and
kissing bunnies.

“Unadulterated cuteness…
it’s nigh impossible to resist
stroking the pages.”
– Booklist

color photos
E
32 pages 8 × 8	  FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $4.95 isbn 978-1-77085-657-8
hardcover $14.95 isbn 978-1-77085-658-5
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WHEN WOLVES HOWL
written and illustrated by Georgia Graham

NEW

Haze is the lowest ranked adult member of his wolf clan and he is often left behind from hunting
excursions to protect the pups of the pack. One day another wolf pack menaces the pups, with
quick thinking Haze is able to neutralize the threat and is soon rewarded for his bravery with higher
status in the pack. Spectacular artwork portrays the pack in realistic and moving detail that will
attract readers to this story again and again.
“Filled with solid information and keen insight into behavior and pack dynamics… the
wolves are endearing but are never anthropomorphized. To be wolfed down by lovers
of lupines in
particular and by
fans of animal
stories generally.”
–Kirkus
full color illustrations throughout
32 pages 11 × 9 RED DEER PRESS
hardcover $18.95 978-0-88995-518-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E

HERE COMES RHINOCEROS
by Heinz Janisch

NEW

illustrated by Helga Banish

Rhino is huge, as big as a mountain
range, and when he walks the earth
shakes. On his back rides bird who is
tiny and light. Both of the animals wish
they could be more like the other but
then they discover that everything has it
purpose and how they’re built is perfect
for their place in the animal kingdom.
“An elegant artistic statement…”
– Kirkus

full color illustrations throughout
E
32 pages 8 × 10 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $18.95 978-155455-448-5
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

YOU BIG AND ME SMALL
written and illustrated by Gregoire Solotareff

NEW

A lion king finds a baby elephant, cold
and alone outside the door of his castle.
The lion takes in the elephant and they
become friends. “You big and me
small” becomes their secret couplet
of affection. But when the elephant
outgrows the lion, he no longer feels
like the king and sends the elephant
away. Years later the elephant finds the
lion, now old and alone. This time it is
the elephant that befriends and helps
the lion.
“Aimed to convey messages about
the folly of false pride and the
beauty of true friendship.” – Kirkus
color illus.
E
32 pages 8 × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0000-3
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CHARLES

NEW

by Stephen Hume; illustrated by Jessica Bromley Bartram

“Quiet words combine with accurate, well designed illustrations to create a full, lush picture
book about caring and being close to nature.” – Kirkus

full color illustrations throughout
32 pages 10 × 9 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $19.95 978-1-55455-416-4
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

When a young girl finds an injured baby crow she brings him home to nurse him back to health. She
names the crow Charles for the endearing sounds he makes when they are together. Alas time marches
on and while the two
forge a wonderful
friendship over the
summer the time comes
when Charles, now fully
recovered, needs to go
back to the forest and
be with his own kind.
But the memories of a
close friendship will last a
lifetime.

E

CUB’S JOURNEY HOME
written and illustrated by Georgia Graham

HIGH PLAINS Children's Book Award Winner 2016

Little Cub does not know about the world outside, or winter, or the passing seasons. The only home he
knows is with his mother in their warm, comfortable den. Venturing out of the den in early spring, Little
Cub sees a new world of possibilities. But there are dangers in this world as well — Little Cub discovers
he has lost his mother. There are other bears everywhere but they are too dangerous to be around
for a young bear like Little Cub. Cub’s Journey Home portrays the changing of the seasons and the
struggle for survival in the
lives of two black bears.

color illus.
32 pages 11 × 8¼ RED DEER PRESS
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-0-88995-516-5
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E

"Wide landscape shots
and close-ups of the
bears impress alike.
An informative book
for young nature
enthusiasts. " — Kirkus

FATIMA AND THE CLEMENTINE THIEVES
by Mireille Messier
illustrated by Gabrielle Grimard

NEW

One morning, Fatima and her grandfather find that their clementine orchard has been raided and many
of the trees damaged. Each day the attacks continue. When they discover who the thieves actually are,
and why they’ve done such damage, Fatima figures out how to solve the problem.
“Fatima and her
friends prove that by
working together,
even little things can
have a big impact.
Beautifully accented
watercolors add to
the allure.”
– Foreword Reviews
color illus.
32 pages 9 × 9 RED DEER PRESS
hardcover $18.85 isbn 978-0-88995-529-5
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E
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CHRISTMAS WIND
by Stephanie Simpson McLellen; illustrated by Brooke Kerrigan

★Kirkus

NEW

On a cold and windy Christmas Eve Jo, her mother and her baby brother are caught outdoors without
shelter. The only hope is to take refuge in the barn of a grouchy local farmer, Franklin Murdoch. Jo is not
convinced that Murdoch will help
them and is pleasantly surprised
by the warm welcome her family
receives when Murdoch discovers
that they are hovering in his barn.
Perhaps there is more to learn about
Franklin Murdoch and the real
meaning of the Christmas spirit.
“A charming use of a modern
setting to convey the familiar
theme of the Christmas story.”
– ★ Kirkus

full color illustrations
32 pages 8½ × 11 RED DEER PRESS
hardcover $19.95 978-0-88995-534-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E

LUCKY ME

NEW

by Lora Rozler
illustrated by Jan Dolby

Celebrates the concept of luck and thanks through a series of evocative descriptions of situations
where a child might be inclined to thank one’s lucky stars. Luck is expressed in many different
languages,
including:
Yiddish,
Tagalog,
Persian,
Cree and
Vietnamese.

color illus.
36 pages 10½ × 9¼ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-1-55455-410-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E

THE LITTLE BOY WHO LIVED DOWN THE DRAIN
by carolyn Huizinga Mills; illustrated by Brooke Kerrigan

NEW

When Sally mishears her mother singing BAA BAA BLACK SHEEP she believes she has learned about
‘the little boy who lives down the drain”. Soon Sally takes as many baths as possible so she can talk
to her friend living in the drain pipe and share her problems and everything that she can’t tell to
anyone else.
A delightful new
picture book about
family siblings and
friends – even the
imaginary kind.
“A clever twist
ending is sure to
delight readers.”
–Booklist
full color illustrations
32 pages 10¼ × 9¼ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $18.95 978-1-55455-395-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E

“A playful spin
on the new-baby
theme.” –Kirkus
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BY THE TIME YOU READ THIS
by Jennifer Lanthier
illustrated by Patricia Storms

NEW

In the wake of a dramatic occurrence, Oscar writes a break-up letter to his former Partner in
Adventure and now his Sworn Mortal Enemy. Filled with humor, this story acknowledges the
emotional rollercoaster that defines some childhood friendships and the importance of empathy
and
forgiveness
in keeping
those
friendships
strong.

color illus.
32 pages 12 × 10 CLOCKWISE PRESS
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-988347-05-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E

THE IMPERFECT GARDEN

NEW

by Melissa Assaly
illustrated by April dela Noche Milne

color illus.
40 pages 10 × 9 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-55455-408-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

Planting a garden in the backyard leads
to a series of surprises for Jay when he
discovers two legged carrots and crabby
faced apples. It turns out not all fruits
and vegetables grow to look just like the
produce at the store. To Jay’s delight
although it looks unusual his produce
tastes just as good as the prettier versions
he sees at the supermarket. While he
gobbles up the delicious products of
his efforts Jay learns that odd shaped
produce deserves to be eaten and not
just tossed aside due to its unusual
appearance.

E

I DIDN’T STAND UP
by Lucy Falcone
illustrations by Jacqueline Hudon

First they went after Jalal. But I’m not black. So I didn’t stand up for him.
Then they went after Mariana. I was born in this country – so I didn’t stand up for her.

color illus.
32 pages 10 × 8 CLOCKWISE
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-9883470-6-6
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

A picture book inspired by the iconic poem “First They Came for the Socialists” written by Pastor Martin
Niemoller in opposition to
the oppression from the Nazi
regime, I Didn’t Stand Up
looks at common circumstances
of oppression that children
encounter through the eyes of
the bystander – until he or she
becomes a victim. Backmatter
includes a history of the original
poem.

E
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DRAGONFLY KITES

Available February 2019

by Tomson Highway
illustrated by Julie Flett

The story of two brothers whose dreams take flight, filling their days with creativity and a sense of wonder.
Joe and Cody love inventing and naming everything — stick friends, stone children, wild baby birds. But
their magical dragonfly kites are the
best inventions of all. Written in English
and Cree.
“Highway’s text has a graceful
simplicity, evoking the deep
pleasure of brothers at play in a
serene, remote setting.”
– Horn Book
“At once a celebration of heritage,
the wilderness, and imagination.”
– Kirkus
color illus.
E
32 pages 9 × 10½ FIFTH HOUSE
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-1-89725-264-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

A MOUNTAIN OF FRIENDS
written and illustrated by Kerstin Schoene

A little penguin is so sad. All his animal friends are worried about him. “I’m a bird but I can’t fly!
No matter how hard I try, I can’t get off the ground.” All his friends pitch in and soon enough the
little penguin is soaring above
the clouds. Heartwarming
and beautifully illustrated,
this picture book shows
how working together
can accomplish seemingly
impossible goals.

color illus.
32 pages 11¾ × 8 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-1-55455-313-6
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

“This darling story that
celebrates love, friendship
and perseverance is a
thoroughgoing delight.”
— ★ Kirkus

E

GIFT DAYS
by Kari-Lynn Winters
illustrated by Stephen Taylor

Young Nassali longs to read and write like her brother, but since her mother's death, Nassali is responsible for
looking after her younger siblings and running the household. There is no time for books and learning. Then
one day, she wakes up to discover that
her chores have been taken care of. It is
her first gift day. From that day on, once
a week, her brother gives Nassali the gift
of time so that she can pursue her dream
of an education, just as her mother would
have wanted. An afterword explains the
basic human right to education and why it
is so difficult to achieve.
color illus., afterword, resources, glossary
32 pages 8½ × 11 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-1-55455-192-7
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E/M

“Offers a window into the
contemporary rural culture of Uganda
. . .For the subject matter alone, this
book belongs in all primary school and
public library collections.”
— CM Magazine
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LOLA AND I
by Chiara Valentina Segre
illustrated by Paola Domeniconi

★Kirkus

Secretly told through the perspective of a seeing-eye dog, Lola and I is a
story of a friendship with a rocky start. Lola, the human, was blinded in a
car accident. She moves to the city with her seeing-eye dog, Star, and Star
describes Lola's pains and struggles as she adjusts to her new condition.
Eventually with Star's help, Lola is able to find joy in her day-to-day life and
her friendship with Star grows.
"Composed of vivid, sight-free sensory details, the text's parallel
treatment of Star and Lola symbolizes the close bond between dog
and human, felt rather than seen. A truly inclusive, heartfelt (guide)
dog tale." – ★ Kirkus

color illus.
32 pages 8½ × 11 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-1-55455-363-1
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

"The narrator (and the woman's disability) is revealed slowly —
emphasizing the strong bond between woman and guide dog.
Most readers will be surprised — and moved."
– Horn Book

E/M

MISSING NIMAMA
by Melanie Florence
illustrated by Francois Thisdale

Kateri is a young Cree girl, raised by her grandmother. We see her reaching important milestones: her first day
of school, first dance, first date, wedding, first child. Her mother, who is always there in spirit, watchess her child
grow up without her. Told in alternating
voices, this s a story of love, loss, and
acceptance, showing the human side
of a national tragedy. An afterword,
about missing or murdered indigenous
women, provides a simple, ageappropriate context for young readers.
“A solid debut picture book that
works as a record of voices that
are usually unheard, ignored, and
forgotten.”– Kirkus
color illus., afterword
32 pages 8½ × 11 CLOCKWISE PRESS
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-0-993935-14-5
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E/M

THE ORPHAN BOY
by Tololwa M. Mollel
illustrated by Paul Morin

This is a retelling of a Maasai legend about the planet Venus and of a loyal affection despite broken trust. One
night the old man looked at the stars but one was missing! Suddenly he heard footsteps. He turned his head to
see an orphan boy. The boy had a special secret that he said he couldn't share. The man's curiosity got the better
of him and his life was changed forever.
Accompanied by magnificent paintings of
Africa. A foreword describes the Maasai
people.

color illus., foreword
40 pages 9 × 10¾ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $21.95 isbn 978-1-55005-082-0
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

"Mollel's elegant telling is lucid and
tender, giving the story's familiar outline
unusual appeal. Morin provides luminous
paintings that capture the rich gold of
slanting sunlight and the shadowed
blues of night with uncommon drama
and beauty... Outstanding." — Kirkus

E/M
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WHERE THE WILD HORSES RUN
written and illustrated by Georgia Graham

The moving story of how one band
of wild horses grouped together as
a family to protect a vulnerable colt
from a cougar. This story of love and
dedication will inspire children with
the hope that there are still truly
wild places in this world worth our
protection.

color illus.
32 pages 11 × 8½ RED DEER PRESS
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-0-88995-448-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E

THE ROSES IN MY CARPETS
by Rukhsana Khan
illustrated by Ronald Himler

For a young refugee living with loss and terror-filled memories, time is measured by the next bucket of water, the
next portion of bread, and the next call
to prayer. Here, where the walls, floor
and courtyard are all made of mud, a
boy’s heart can still long for freedom,
independence and safety. And here,
where life is terribly fragile, the strength
to endure grows out of need. But the
strength to dream comes from within.

color illus.
32 pages 8¼ × 10¾ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55005-069-1
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E/M

THE STAMP COLLECTOR
by Jennifer Lanthier
illustrated by Francois Thisdale

EZRA JACK KEATS Book Award Honor 2013
INTL. LITERACY ASSOC. Notable Books for a Global Society 2013

A city boy finds a stamp that unlocks his imagination; a country boy is captivated by stories. When they grow
up, the two boys take different paths—one becomes a prison guard, the other works in a factory—but their
early childhood passions remain. When the country boy's stories of hope land him in prison, the letters and
stamps sent to him from faraway places
intrigue the prison guard and a unique
friendship begins. An afterword explains
the plight of writers and journalists around
the world imprisoned for the stories they
tell.

color illus.,foreword, afterword
32 pages 9 × 10 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $8.95 isbn 978-1-55455-390-7
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

“A story about imagination, passion,
and friendship. It teaches children that
creativity and imagination can take
you to the corners of the world, and
that kindness and compassion can help
sculpt you into an honorable friend.”
– Teach Magazine

E/M
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ONE WATERMELON SEED
by Celia Barker Lottridge
illustrated by Karen Patkau

In this deceptively simple counting book, Max and Josephine tend their garden while readers follow
along, counting from one to ten as the garden is planted. Then readers can count in groups of tens as
the garden is harvested, while they search through the pictures for the many small animals that are
hiding throughout.

color illus.
32 pages 9 × 8½ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-222-1
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E

POETREE
by Caroline Pignat; Illustrations by Francois Thisdale

★Kirkus

NEW

Award winning Author Caroline Pignat teams up with award winning illustrator Francois Thisdale to create
a challenging acrostic for kids examining the life cycle of a tree. Every line of every poem begins with a
capital letter. Gather up the letters on each page and discover a new word that tells the readers some
additional information hidden in an acrostic puzzle. Outstanding paintings on every page help readers
decipher the not too challenging acrostic puzzles and encourage readers to enjoy the natural beauty
of trees in all their glory.
“A rewarding and
engagingly layered
introduction to the life
cycle and poetic form.”
– ★ Kirkus

full color illustrations
E
32 pages 8½ × 11 RED DEER PRESS
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-0-88995-492-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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HUNGRY FOR MATH
Poems to Munch On
by Kari-Lynn Winters and Lori Sherritt-Fleming
illustrated by Peggy Collins

Add some fun to your math with this collection of delightful and delectable math poems. With a cast of
quirky characters like the Spendosaur and the fifty rot-TEN dragons, concepts like symmetry, patterns,
money, skip-counting, shapes and measuring time all come to life.
"Highly recommended for its successful integration of important mathematics with fun,
rhythmic language and attractive, educationally useful graphics."
– Science Books & Films

color illus., glossary
32 pages 10½ × 9 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-1-55455-307-5
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E

"Math concepts are humorously
and colorfully integrated into
poetry for children. . . Would
make an excellent read-aloud or
shared reading in the classroom
setting. Teachers wanting to
integrate Language Arts into
Mathematics could pick and
choose poems in the book as
they teach a particular math
concept.” – CM Magazine

HUNGRY FOR SCIENCE
Poems to Crunch On

NEW

by Kari-Lynn Winters and Lori Sherritt-Fleming
illustrated by Peggy Collins

From the same author-illustrators who brought young readers Hungry For Math (a poetic look at math
concepts) comes Hungry For Science. These short lively poems help young readers explore scientific
concepts – from chemical reactions to magnets, life cycles and more. A glossary of scientific terms is
included in the backmatter.

full color illustrations, glossary
32 pages 10 × 9 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-1-55455-396-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E
“As entertaining as it is educationally
informative… unreservedly recommended
for family, elementary school and
community library collections.”
–Midwest Book Review
“Whimsical rhymes describe a range of
science topics for a younger audience in
this bright energetic picture book.”
–Kirkus
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I SPY 123
Totally Crazy Numbers!

NEW

written and photographed by Manuela Ancutici

This colorful 1-2-3 book is hiding a delightful clutter of toys, candies, foods, dolls,
natural items and much more. Searching while learning the numbers — as well as colors,
counting, vocabulary, memory
and attention — is an entertaining
pastime of surprise and achievement.
On each number page are short
rhyming verses setting the reader's
task to find specific items and
providing hints of where those might
be found. But of course, there are
hundreds more items which are not
hinted at, so the challenge and fun
are endless.

color photos
32 pages 10 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $14.95 isbn 978-1-77085-999-9

E

“A striking
seek-and-find
book... intricately
assembled images
captivate.”
– Publishers Weekly

ANIMAL 123
by Susi Martin

Magnificent watercolor paintings present children a menagerie of animals in this straight forward
counting book. Each page offers a charming illustration of a particular animal matching with the
corresponding number, creating a fun count along format. In this manner children will count one
caterpillar, two parrots and so on until they arrive at the final page featuring one hundred fish. Vintage
style illustrations
bursting with
color that depict
animals in
accurate detail are
the outstanding
feature of this
uncomplicated
concept book.

full color illustrations throughout
32 pages 8½ × 9¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-454-3

E

“The animals are depicted with such detail and vivid colors that
kids will surely pore over the pages for minutes at a time.”
– School Library Journal
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I SPY ABC
Totally Crazy Letters!

NEW

written and photographed by Manuela Ancutici

This colorful search book is hiding a cornucopia of toys, sweets, foods, wooden beads,
dolls, natural items and much more, all hidden within a letter. Searching while learning
the alphabet — as well as colors,
counting, vocabulary, memory and
attention — is a fun experience of
surprise and achievement.
On each letter page are short
rhyming verses setting the reader's
task to find specific items and
providing hints of where those might
be found. But of course, there are
hundreds more items which are not
hinted at, so the challenge and fun
are endless.

color photos
32 pages 10 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $14.95 isbn 978-1-77085-961-6

E

”A new spin on the old
‘I Spy’ concept. Crisp
design and bold colors
create visual intrigue.
Families looking with
their little eyes for seekand-find activity need
peer no longer.“
– Kirkus

ANIMAL ABC
by Susi Martin

The letters of the alphabet are matched with illustrations of animals whose names start with the same
letter. In this fashion children will learn to identify a wide array of animals while familiarizing themselves
with the alphabet. Delicate, shimmering watercolor paintings on every page depict animals in precise
detail and offer
a useful learning
opportunity in an
engaging format.

full color illustrations throughout
32 pages 8½ × 9¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-456-7

E

“Among the
flurry of themed
alphabet books,
this one deserves
a second look
due to the clean
composition,
decorative
letters and clear
images.”
– Kirkus
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THE BALLET BOOK
by Deborah Bowes

NEW

foreword by Karen Kain

Prepared in conjunction with Canada’s National Ballet School, The Ballet Book is
the perfect instructional tool for beginning ballerinas. Every photograph in the
book has been updated to reflect an even mix and male and female dancers in full
color photography; this new edition will inspire and teach kids everything they need
to know to get started in dance.
The book uses meticulously detailed photographs to depict every position, step,
and pose involved in the various levels of ballet dancing. Written at an ageappropriate reading level with a positive and motivational tone, the book will do
more than teach readers the right moves –it will also instruct them on how to find
a teacher, how to pick the right music, what to wear, and how to take care of their
bodies so that they stay strong and healthy while learning to dance.

more than 100 color photographs, glossary, index
144 pages 8 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0066-9
hardcover $29.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0067-6

M/H
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THE SOCCER BOOK
Facts and Terrific Trivia

“Comprehensive…The visual appeal is undeniable.”
– Booklist

by Andrea Mills

Quirky facts and amusing photos
are collected from the biggest
leagues and tournaments in the
world of international soccer.
Star players and dream teams,
clever managers, fanatical
fans, memorable matches and
incredible goals — all are here to
enjoy and share with friends.
“An easy read...
A great addition.”
– School Library Journal
200 color photos & illus., index E/M
64 pages 8½ × 11¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-77085-729-2
hardcover $24.95 isbn 978-1-77085-730-8

HOCKEY HALL OF FAME HEROES
Scorers, Goalies and Defensemen
by Eric Zweig

The coolest book on the best
players in hockey history
comes alive with great color
photographs, fun illustrations,
Hockey Hall of Fame artifacts
and fascinating information on
the slickest goal scorers, best
defensemen and greatest goalies
in the history of the game.

200 color photos & illus.
144 pages 8 × 10 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $14.99 isbn 978-1-77085-844-2

Hockey Hall of Fame Heroes
features 118 Hall of Famers and
39 of today’s greatest players —
and all of them can dazzle!

E/M

“A solid purchase for school
and public libraries.” – Booklist
color photos, glossary, index
96 pages 7½ × 9¾
FIREFLY BOOKS

paperback $16.95
isbn 978-1-77085-292-1

M

SKATEBOARDING
SKILLS
Everything a New Rider
Needs to Know
by Ryan Stutt

From selecting the right board, to learning which way to stand, to
landing a kick flip, Skateboarding Skills provides critical instruction
for young riders of all experience levels. New riders will learn essential
skills to advance their riding ability while experienced riders will learn
new tricks to add to their repertoire.

NEW EDITION
color photos, glossary, index
128 pages 8 × 10
FIREFLY BOOKS

paperback $19.95
isbn 978-0-2281-0074-4

E

THE GYMNASTICS
BOOK
The Young Performer’s
Guide to Gymnastics
Third Edition
by Elfi Schlegel and Claire R. Dunn

An illustrated guide for beginning gymnasts that covers vault, rings, beam,
floor, trampoline, and much more.
“An excellent book in every way…Superb coverage of a popular
sport.” – School Library Journal
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BASKETBALL STARS
by Adam Elliott Segal

NEW

Basketball Stars is chock-full of the biggest superstars of the NBA, with special emphasis on how nice guys
finish first!
Players like Steph Curry, LeBron James, and Kevin Durant line the pages of this book because their tremendous
hardcourt skills have paired with their will to succeed. From backgrounds as diverse as the population of the
world, these all-star ballers have had to deal
with all manner of road blocks to get to the
top of the basketball world.
Lighting up smiles by day and hoops by
night, the athletes featured in Basketball
Stars are a shining example of what can
happen if you keep focused on your goals
and make the right choices.
color photos
64 pages 7½ × 8¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $6.95 isbn 978-1-77085-772-8
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-827-5

E/M

FOOTBALL STARS
by Mike Ryan

NEW

NFL heroes are more than just football players; they’re also hard working and inspirational role models for kids.
After opening with a 14-page primer on everything you need to know about the history and the how-to of
football, Football Stars profiles the very best and brightest players in the NFL.
All of these players are famous for their epic skills on the field, but they also show how hard work and a will to
succeed can propel you to the top. Still other
NFL legends, like Drew Brees, shows that
you can be the best while also giving back
to those in need. Each player’s remarkable
story will inspire young readers, while also
giving them plenty of stats to memorize and
cool pictures to pore over.

full color throughout
64 pages 7½ × 8¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $6.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0072-0
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-0-2281-0073-7

Lighting up smiles by day and stadiums by
night, the athletes featured in Football
Stars are shining examples of what can
happen if you focus on your goals and make
the right choices.

E/M

AMAZING FOOTBALL
Stars, Stats and Facts
by Mike Ryan

Chock full of the biggest superstars of the NFL, these all-pros have had to deal with all manner of road blocks
to get to the top of the football world. Through adversity, defeat and triumph, players like Jamaal Charles,
Jason Witten and Antonio Brown have
carved a space in football history for
themselves, and each one gives back to
the community in ways that will benefit
kids today.
Lighting up smiles by day and stadiums
by night, these athletes are a shining
example of what can happen if you keep
focused on your goals and make the right
choices.
50 color photos & illus.
E/M
64 pages 7½ × 8¾ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-77085-777-3
hardcover $19.95 isbn 978-1-77085-843-5

“A fun and engaging overview…
Graphics and wacky facts pair well
with stories from football history.”
– School Library Journal
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HOMEMADE FOR HAMSTERS

THE DUCT TAPE BOOK

Over 20 Fun Projects Anyone Can Make,
Including Tunnels,
Towers, Dens, Swings, Ladders and More

by Jolie Dobson

by Carin Oliver

Features 20 easy projects for creating toys and
exercise equipment for a hamster (and guinea pigs,
small rabbits, gerbils, and pet rats and mice, too).
The projects use materials and tools commonly
found around the home.
“After following the clear and well-illustrated
instructions, the avid pet owner will be
rewarded with a happy hamster.”
– School Library Journal
color photos & 2-tone illus.
E/M
96 pages 7 × 9 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $16.95 isbn 978-1-77085-781-0

25 Projects to Make with Duct Tape
This book contains 25 fascinating, original
projects that will appeal to duct tape artists.
Easy to follow instructions and photos of
finished projects show how to make: bike
pannier; piggy bank; bow ties; a skirt and
chaps; picture frames and more.

EASY ORIGAMI
by Didier Boursin

Takes beginners step-by-step
through the process of creating
24 simple yet interesting
projects, such as a hamster, a
butterfly, an airplane, a house,
a garland, a star cluster and
more. Easy-to-follow directions
are included for all the basic
folds. The projects are then
organized by level of capability.

by Didier Boursin

Features 68 projects, selected
from: Easy Origami, Origami Paper
Airplanes and Origami Paper Animals.

“These projects will delight…Add this
one to collections serving crafty kids.”
– School Library Journal

“The author’s lighthearted,
fanciful outlook gives this
extensive sampler a bright and
inviting tone.”
– School Library Journal

75+ color photos, 2-color drawings
144 pages 8¾ × 8 FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $14.95
isbn 978-1-77085-098-9
M

color photos & illus.
160 pages 7¾ × 10¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $19.95
isbn 978-1-55407-792-2

E/M

M

E/M
color photos & illus.
64 pages 7¾ × 10¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95
isbn 978-1-55297-939-6

ORIGAMI FOR
EVERYONE

color illus.
64 pages 7¾ × 10¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95
isbn 978-1-55209-616-1
hardcover $19.95
isbn 978-1-55209-626-0

ORIGAMI PAPER
AIRPLANES
by Didier Boursin

Origami Paper Airplanes offers
28 designs of aircraft that include
traditional planes, new creations,
and other flying objects such as
windmills and frisbees.
“Will fly out of any library.”
– School Library Journal

M
color illus.
64 pages 7¾ × 10¼ FIREFLY BOOKS
paperback $9.95
isbn 978-1-55209-622-2

ORIGAMI PAPER
ANIMALS
by Didier Boursin

Offers 28 different designs of
wild animals and pets, including
fish, owl, elephant, heron,
penguin, panther, dog, giraffe,
grasshopper, turtle, and monkey.
“Offers plenty of material for
origami enthusiasts.”
– Booklist
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GAMES & SPORTS

SHAKESPEARE CAN BE FUN SERIES

E/M

These books grew out of Lois Burdett’s elementary school classroom – where she incorporated Shakespeare into the curriculum. Students love Shakespeare’s
exciting stories – and they delight in hearing and reciting Burdett’s simplified versions written in rhyming couplets. Shakespeare’s life and plays provide an
excellent focus for cross-curriculum study: history, geography, art, drama and language arts. Burdett sees proof of the rewards that Shakespeare’s stories
and imagery have to offer: over the course of a school year, her students’ oral and written language takes on a wonderful dramatic quality, their powers of
concentration develop, and they grow more confident in their own abilities.

LOIS BURDETT

ABOUT THE BOOKS:

Lois Burdett taught Shakespeare in an elementary
classroom for over 30 years. She has won
numerous teaching and civil awards and honors in
recognition of her contribution to education. As an
educational consultant, she continues to conduct
workshops and advise on using Shakespeare in the
elementary classroom.

A CHILD’S
PORTRAIT OF
SHAKESPEARE
paperback
$9.95
isbn 978-0-88753-261-0
library bound $19.95
isbn 978-0-88753-263-4

ROMEO AND
JULIET
FOR KIDS
paperback
$9.95
isbn 978-1-55209-229-3
library bound $19.95
isbn 978-1-55209-244-6

HAMLET FOR
KIDS

MACBETH FOR
KIDS

paperback
$9.95
isbn 978-1-55209-530-0
library bound $19.95
isbn 978-1-55209-522-5

paperback
$9.95
isbn 978-0-88753-279-5

THE TEMPEST
FOR KIDS

TWELFTH NIGHT
FOR KIDS

paperback
$9.95
isbn 978-1-55209-326-9

paperback
$9.95
isbn 978-0-88753-233-7

• retellings by Burdett in rhyming couplets
• unedited writings and artwork by her students
illustrate and help narrate every page
• full color illustrations
• 64 pages 8 × 9¼ FIREFLY BOOKS

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT’S DREAM
FOR KIDS

MUCH ADO
ABOUT NOTHING
FOR KIDS

paperback
$9.95
isbn 978-1-55209-124-1

paperback
$9.95
isbn 978-1-55209-413-6
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IF I JUST HAD TWO WINGS

LIBERTAD

by Virgina Frances Schwartz

by Alma Fullerton

In her dreams, 13-year-old Phoebe twirls
through rows of sea island cotton as
a white dress blows around her knees
like a breeze. As she dances, she loses
all memory of being born a slave on an
Alabama plantation. She lifts up her feet
and flies high above the fields, as light
as air.

With their father gone to America to make money
for his family, Libertad, his little brother and their
mother scrape a living out of a dump in Guatemala
City. But Libertad’s dreams for the future are
destroyed when their mother is killed in a freak
accident.

One night, Phoebe and companions flee
under cover of darkness. Following clues
from the songs and stories they have heard, the runaways elude slave
catchers and reach successive stops on the Underground Railroad. It
is a long chain of safe houses that leads all the way north to Canada.
Between them and freedom, lie miles and miles of unfriendly country
and dangers too horrible to imagine.
“A passionate, often stirring account of the human spirit’s
capacity to endure and triumph.” – Booklist
“Moving and suspenseful, it is also well researched and
historically accurate.” – VOYA
236 pages 5 × 7½ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-0-77376-192-6
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

Libertad must face the inevitable truth; they cannot
survive on the streets of Guatemala City alone. There
is only one thing to do. They must set out on the long
and lonely journey to the Rio Grande River, where
they plan to cross the water and enter the United
States to find their father. A moving story about
determination and hope, Libertad is a stunning free verse novel.
”The suspense is real and readers…will celebrate his perseverance and
ultimate success. With realistic detail and well-paced suspense, this
survival story is a good choice for reluctant readers.“
— School Library Journal
”The spare free verse is packed with heartrending images of desperation
and squalid poverty that will be eye-opening to young readers.“
— Booklist
224 pages 5 × 7½ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-155455-106-4
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M

M

SAVING ARMPIT
by Natalie Hyde

★SLJ

When vandals deface the Harmony Point
sign, the town does indeed seem to
become the “armpit” of the region. The
baseball team hasn’t won a game in two
seasons and the town itself is falling into
disrepair. But when the new postmaster
becomes the ball coach, Clay and the
rest of the Terriers finally seem to stand a
chance at winning a game. Until they learn
that the post office will close unless the
”numbers“ work out.
The team launches a letter writing campaign designed to generate
enough mail to keep the post office — and its postmaster — in town
(and coaching their baseball team). Along the way, the boys learn the
power of the pen in effecting positive changes in their community.
”A terrific read-aloud for students to learn about citizenship,
community service, and collaboration. Sportsmanship and hard
work, respect for coaches are also valuable lessons within the
story.“
— ★ School Library Journal

LITTLE MAN
by Elizabeth Mann

KIRKUS Best Books 2014

★Kirkus

The kids in Albert’s school tease him for being short.
The school bus driver notices the taunting, and
invites Albert to try out for the Mocko Jumbies — a
highly regarded stiltwalking group. At first Albert
is hesitant, fearing failure and ridicule. Slowly he
gains poise in his stiltwalking and discovers he has
developed self-confidence.
“Makes the pain of Albert’s insecurity and
loneliness so real readers are sure to sympathize
with his plight. Exceptional.” – ★ Kirkus
“A well-written and enjoyable tale with Caribbean flair.” – School Library
Journal
208 pages 5½ x 8½ MIKAYA PRESS
paperback $8.95 isbn 978-1-931414-50-0
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-1-931414-49-4

M

136 pages 5 × 7½ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $9.95 isbn 978-1-55455-151-4
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

E/M
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YIPPEE’S GOLD MOUNTAIN
by Racquel Rivera

NEW

Set in the Wild West of 1860’s Arizona, this is the tale of Yip Yee, an orphaned Chinese ex-railway worker, and
Na-tio, an Apache warrior who is recovering from his wounds received in a botched raid on another tribe. Together
Yip Yee and Na-tio face many hardships and challenges in the hardscrabble old west. And through all of these
adventures Na-tio must deal with a terrible crisis for his people, and Yip Yee must carefully guard an important
secret.
208 pages 5 × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $14.95 978-0-88995-550-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M

TALKING TO THE MOON

NEW

by Jean Coates

Katie is a bright girl on the high end of the autism spectrum who has developed many techniques to help her
cope with understanding the world around her. When her foster mother takes Katie to Lunenburg she hopes to
track down her birth mother who abandoned her long ago. The visit to Lunenburg offers the possibility of new
friendships with children her own age and an elderly woman who shares the local history with Katie as she acts
as a sort of caretaker for the elderly woman. If Katie doesn’t find her mother she may just find out that she has
discovered her true roots.
“This blend of a contemporary search for roots with finely detailed colonial history rewards patient
readers, especially fans of historical fiction.” – Kirkus
220 pages 5 × 7 RED DEER PRESS
paperback $12.95 978-0-88995-562-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

FLIGHT OF THE GRIZZLY
by Fabian Gregoire

M

NEW

Jessie’s dad makes his living flying seaplanes over the forests and lakes of Canada's Northwest Coast. She has
been aboard frequently, but this time was different. It was a routine trip until an engine caught fire and Jessie's
father made an emergency landing. Jessie and her native friend George explore the forest, while Jessie’s father
calls for assistance. George explains the meanings of the figures on the totem poles they discover in the woods
and some of his tribe's stories.

color illus & photos., afterword
E/M
48 pages 8½ × 11 FIREFLY BOOKS
hardcover $18.95 isbn 978-1-77085-996-8

When the rescue plane arrives
it's a tight squeeze. There is an
extra, very large passenger: a
grizzly bear! It’s tranquilized
at the moment but as the
plane takes off and the bear
begins to stir, the zoo director
accompanying the animal
admits that perhaps he didn't
administer enough sedative. A
frightening sequence of events
follows and soon Jessie is forced
to fly the plane by herself.
Fortunately, she is familiar with
seaplanes, and saves the group.
An afterword features factual
information about Northwest
Coast and Aboriginal life.
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NEW
CLUTCH

★Kirkus

by Heather Camlot

Something incredible is happening in
Montreal in 1946. Jackie Robinson is
playing for the Royals, the Brooklyn
Dodgers’ Triple-A team. As the first black
man to sign a contract in organized
baseball, Jackie is going to change the
world.
Also in Montreal, 12-year-old Joey Grosser
has big plans too. He’s going to break
out of his poor Jewish dump of a neighborhood and make a better life
for his mother and little brother where the rich people live. All he needs
is money, and he’s got plenty of ideas of how to get it. But every step
forward is two steps back, and he turns to the wrong man for help.
One decision will determine Joey’s fate — and whether he’ll live long
enough to see Jackie Robinson make baseball history.

SKATING OVER THIN ICE
by Jean Mills

Imogene is celebrated musical prodigy who
performs in concert halls around the globe.
She is supremely talented yet socially
awkward. One day a new boy, Nathan,
arrives at her exclusive boarding school.
Nathan is a hockey player who has the
talent to become a professional superstar
one day, but currently suspended after a
nasty fight in an international tournament.
The two youngsters can relate to each
other and the pressure and expectations of
being gifted and talented and still young,
will they become more than friends?
301 pages 5½ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-0-88995-561-5
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M

“Readers will be completely enthralled with Joey’s world and root
for him all the way. Powerful, moving, and wonderful.” – ★ Kirkus
“A coming-of-age novel with a sports hook to round out middle
grade historical fiction collections.” – School Library Journal
“An original, superbly crafted, and impressively entertaining novel
for young readers ages 10 to 18, unreservedly and wholeheartedly
recommended for personal reading lists, as well as school and
community library collections.” – Midwest Book Review
language glossary, baseball glossary
240 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-0-88995-548-6
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

YELLOW DOG
by Miriam Korner

Kirkus Best Books of 2017

Jeremy lives in a small community
where winters are long and stray dogs
roam the streets. When peer pressure
leads Jeremy into a bad prank, he is
immediately struck with guilt — and
that's when his life changes forever.

M

RUNNER: A NOVEL
Harry Jerome, World’s Fastest
Man
by Norma Charles

Famed sprinter Harry Jerome
represented Canada in the Olympics in
1960, 1964 and 1968, as well as setting
seven world records, and he was known
as the ‘FASTEST MAN IN THE WORLD.
Despite his great talent, Harry Jerome
spent his entire life battling against
prejudice.
In this engaging and inspiring novel, acclaimed children’s writer
Norma Charles has woven together Harry’s fascinating life story from
information gathered through research, interviews with his family,
friends and coach and from her own memories of watching his races
when she was a student.

Trying to make amends, Jeremy
befriends Yellow Dog — and in the
process meets a curious old man who
introduces him to the adventures of
dog sledding. Soon Jeremy is forming his own old-time dog team
that includes Yellow Dog and in the process, discovers more about
himself — and the old man — than he ever thought possible.
"Hits the mark exploring the passions of a young boy and his
relationships. The intergenerational relationship between
Jack and Jeremy explores Cree culture and language… and
could spark conversations about history and traditions.
Heartwarming and optimistic." — Kirkus
"Korner vividly portrays life in the Canadian north, including
a shocking scene with a stray dog, and seeds the novel with
authentic dog team culture and history.”
— School Library Journal
296 pages 5¼ × 7½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $14.95 isbn 978-0-88995-546-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M

“RUNNER is an amazing story about the trials of racial inequity
and the struggles to achieve dreams.” – VOYA
208 pages 5 × 7 ½ RED DEER PRESS
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-0-88995-553-0
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

M
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Books by Deborah Ellis

JAKEMAN
by Deborah Ellis

Jake and his sister have been in foster care since their mom was arrested for possession and trafficking. In order to
cope, Jake has created a super-hero alter ego named Jakeman and he undertakes a letter-writing campaign to the
Governor, pleading for clemency for their mom. A bus load of black and latino kids are taken on a visit to their moms.
On the return trip, things go awry. The story takes a refreshingly comic, nicely improbable turn as the kids make off
with the bus, pillage a church lunch, dodge police and finally, through their own ingenuity, bring their plight to the
attention of the state governor. Ellis doesn't bow to an easy ending, but celebrates kids' resourcefulness and resilience
in a story that's both sad and comic.
“Ellis explores important, often uncomfortable questions... [Her] approach to this difficult topic is sensitive
and age-appropriate. These are children society calls “damaged,” but each youngster is resilient, full of
potential, and still hopeful. Readers won't soon forget them.”
– School Library Journal
“Ellis tackles some big issues…[Her] generally light touch makes the characters relatable; unexpected plot
twists keep the action moving; and the current of sadness running through the book is realistic.”
– Horn Book
206 pages 5¼ × 8¼ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $11.95 isbn 978-1-55041-575-9
E/M
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY

THE HEAVEN SHOP
by Deborah Ellis

JANE ADAMS Children’s Book Award
Honor 2005
Binti’s father, and her mother before him, dies of AIDS. Binti and her siblings now are nothing more than common
AIDS orphans. Separated and sent to live with extended family members, they are barely tolerated and treated like
servants. Binti will have to look outside herself and find a new way to be special.
“Readers will cheer as Binti, self-centered and self-important when life is good, learns through adversity
and through the model of her grandmother to think and behave more generously.”
– School Library Journal
“The characters and situations illustrate how greed and ignorance spread the disease, and how love,
compassion, and education can help defeat it.” – VOYA

186 pages 5½ × 8½ FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $12.95 isbn 978-1-55455-086-9
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
M

A COMPANY OF FOOLS
by Deborah Elllis

Henri is used to the quiet routines of abbey life. Then Micah arrives — a streetwise ragamuffin with the singing voice
of an angel. Micah might not know how to comb his hair, or wait his turn, but he certainly knows how to break rules
and create mischief. Henri has never had such adventures. And then The Plague arrives. Neither Henri nor Micah nor
anyone else in their world will ever be the same.
"The sudden, devastating changes wrought by the plague on orderly monastic life is ably captured, and
middle-graders fascinated by matters medieval will want to add this to their reading list."
— The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books
"What happens to Micah's song, and to Henri, makes a vivid chronicle of monks, good and bad, and
intentions, good and bad, set in the horrific context of a plague year. Quicksilver language and strong
imagery propel a powerful historical tale." — Booklist

map, historical note, glossary
M
192 pages 5½ × 8 FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE
paperback $11.95 isbn 978-1-155455-072-2
U.S. RIGHTS ONLY
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